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ABSTRACT

Organic solar cells (OSCs) represent a new generation of solar cells with a range of capti-

vating attributes including low-cost, light-weight, aesthetically pleasing appearance, and

flexibility. Different from traditional silicon solar cells, the photon-electron conversion in

OSCs is usually accomplished in an active layer formed by blending two kinds of organic

molecules with different energy levels together (so-called bulk heterojunction, BHJ).

During charge generation, electrons and holes in the photogenerated electron-hole

pairs (excitons) are enriched in the electron-receiving (acceptor) and electron-donating

(donor) molecules via a so-called charge transfer process, respectively. The energetic

offsets between these two molecules provide the driving force for the charge transfer

and consequently enable the harvesting of solar energy. However, while a large driving

force benefits charge generation, and consequently the short-circuit current (JSC) of
the device, it introduces a reduction in the open-circuit voltage (VOC). Traditionally, the
active layers in OSCs are formed by a polymeric donor and a fullerene acceptor. More

recently, the successfully synthesized non-fullerene acceptors (NFA) have enabled active

layer blends with highly efficient charge generation with a low driving force (and often

referred to as low-offset systems). These low-offset systems are highly attractive to

the OSC community as they are promising for simultaneously benefitting both JSC and
VOC. Thanks to NFAs and low-offset systems, the most state-of-the-art OSC has reached
the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 19.31%, closer and closer to the efficiency

requirements for commercialization.

One of the main focuses of this thesis was a better understanding of the role of the

energetic offset and each recombination channel on the performance of these low-offset

systems as well as the interplays among the excited species. With the combination of

a series of photoelectronic measurements in steady-state and transient conditions,

morphological characterizations and simulations, a set of low-offset PM6:NFA blends

with a wide range of device performance were studied in great detail. By systematically

analyzing the losses via each loss channel at various bias conditions, an insightful un-

derstanding of the role of energetic offset in overall device performance is achieved. By

performing current density – voltage characteristics (J-V), photoluminescence measure-
ments and optical simulations, it was observed that the JSC losses mainly originate from
the exciton decay in the studied systems. With further characterizations on morphology

and exciton diffusion combined with the J-V in large reverse bias, it was concluded that
the excitons can efficiently diffuse to the donor:acceptor interface for all studied sys-

tems. Therefore, the exciton dissociation yield and the energetics at the donor:acceptor

interface serve as the most dominating factors to explain the drastic differences in

device performance in the studied systems. Interestingly, the exciton dissociation yield

was found to be field dependent when the energetic offset becomes sufficiently small,

acting as an additional limit to the fill factor (FF) of the device on top of the direct re-

combination of free charges. In these low-offset systems, the role of the interesting and

frequently discussed effect called "exciton reformation" on device performance, which

is a consequence of small energetic offset, was also discussed. With the analyses and

characterizations of the studied systems, exciton reformation was found to help reduce

the non-radiative voltage loss (∆Vnr), but its benefit to VOC overall, is limited. In addition,
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while decreased energetic offset was observed to accelerate bimolecular recombination,

this acceleration is not likely to be simply explained by exciton reformation, but rather

it is accelerated via the decay of a “dark” state (such as charge transfer state (CT) and

triplet excitons).

The second focus of the thesis was on the technical perspective for studying low-offset

OSC systems, as well as that for OSC devices on industrial scales. Due to the high

requisite level of characterization accuracy in the studies of OSCs and the sensitivity of

OSC performance to fabrication conditions, the importance of employing appropriate

characterization methods on device relevant samples, as well as correctly addressing

the effect of characterization artifacts, was emphasized. This point was exemplified

with two studies in this thesis. In the first study, two characterization techniques for

energy level determination (spectro-electrochemistry and ultraviolet photoelectron

spectroscopy (UPS)) were performed on an OSC system (PM6:Y6) fabricated from two

different solvents (chloroform (CF) and o-xylene). Additionally, analyses were conducted

to evaluate the measurement results obtained from the two characterization techniques

on the films of the donor:acceptor blends and neat materials. The measurement results

were then employed to explain the corresponding device performances. Compared to

UPS, spectro-electrochemistry was found to be able to characterize the bulk of the

PM6:Y6 blend, which is a better representation to the working devices and thus yield

more reasonable measurement results. In addition, the energetics in PM6:Y6 blends

from CF and o-xylene were found to be very similar, despite their substantial difference

in VOC. The difference in molecular orientation was demonstrated as the cause of the
different VOC values in the two blends, according to morphological measurements. In the
second study, the influence of optical artifacts in differential absorption spectroscopy

upon the change of sample configuration and active layer thickness was studied. As

the thin-film solar cells such as OSCs are essentially low-finesse optical cavities, the

manipulations of cavity effects to measurement results have been widely observed

in optoelectronic measurements such as external photovoltaic quantum yield (EQEPV)

and photoluminescence (PL). Herein, it is exemplified and discussed thoroughly and

systematically in terms of optical simulations and experiments, how optical artifacts

can manipulate not only the measured spectra, but also the decay dynamics in various

measurement conditions. For the sample system in this study (PM6:Y6), the measured

spectrum was found to be strongly manipulated by optical artifacts when performing

the measurement on full devices with active layers thicker than 150 nm. This matches

the desired thickness range for active layers for industrial processing technologies, for

instance, roll-to-roll processing. In some conditions, even the number of measured peaks

can change due to optical artifacts. Therefore, it is of substantial relevance to correctly

and carefully address the effect of optical artifacts and determine safe measurement

windows, in order to correctly understand and analyze the experimental data. In the end

of this study, a generalized methodology based on an inverse optical transfer matrix

formalism was provided to correct the spectra and decay dynamics manipulated by

optical artifacts. The results and proposed correction method in this study enables the

reliable application of differential absorption spectroscopies on thick-junction operating

devices with complex device configurations, and thus facilitate better understanding

and progress in these organic solar cells. The results in this study can also be extended

to other material systems in such thin-film-system-configurations such as perovskites

and kesterites.
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Overall, this thesis paves the way for a deeper understanding of the keys toward higher

PCEs in low-offset OSC devices, from the perspectives of both device physics and charac-

terization techniques. The significance of exciton dissociation and decay process at the

donor:acceptor interface was emphasized. With the studies in this thesis, more detailed

knowledge of the role of electric field in the exciton dissociation process, as well as the

loss channels via the “dark” states upon the encounter of free charges, are proposed

to be the key towards more efficient low-offset OSCs. In addition, methodologies are

exemplified for appropriately employing suitable measurement techniques in safe mea-

surement windows, and correctly addressing possible measurement artifacts, in order

to ultimately propel the development of low-offset OSCs to achieve PCEs surpassing

20% in the industrial scale.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Organische Solarzellen (OSC) stellen eine neue Generation von Solarmodulen dar, die

durch eine Vielzahl faszinierender Merkmale gekennzeichnet sind, wie zum Beispiel

niedrige Kosten, geringes Gewicht, ästhetisch ansprechendes Design und Flexibilität.

Im Gegensatz zu herkömmlichen Silizium-Solarzellen findet bei OSCs die Umwandlung

von Photonen in Elektronen in der Regel in einer aktiven Schicht statt. Diese Schicht

entsteht durch die Vermischung zweier Arten organischer Moleküle mit unterschied-

lichen Energieniveaus, was als "Bulk-Heterojunction"(BHJ) bezeichnet wird. Während

der Ladungserzeugung werden Elektronen und Löcher in den photoerzeugten Elektron-

Loch-Paaren (Exzitonen) in den Molekülen angereichert, die Elektronen aufnehmen

(Akzeptor) bzw. abgeben (Donor). Dieser Prozess, der als Ladungstransfer bezeichnet

wird, erfolgt aufgrund des energetischen Ausgleichs zwischen den beiden Molekülen und

ermöglicht somit die Gewinnung elektrischer Energie. Eine hohe Antriebskraft begünstigt

zwar die Ladungserzeugung und den Kurzschlussstrom (JSC) des Devices, führt jedoch
zu einer Verringerung der Leerlaufspannung (VOC). Traditionell bestehen die aktiven
Schichten in OSCs aus einem polymeren Donor und einem Fullerene-Akzeptor. In jüngster

Zeit haben erfolgreich synthetisierte Non-Fullerene-Akzeptoren (NFA) Mischungen für

aktive Schichten ermöglicht, die eine hocheffiziente Ladungserzeugung bei geringer

Antriebskraft aufweisen (und werden oft als "Low-Offset-Systeme"bezeichnet). Diese

Low-Offset-Systeme sind äußerst attraktiv für die OSC-Gemeinschaft, da sie vielverspre-

chend sowohl für JSC als auch für VOC sind. Dank der NFAs und der Systeme mit geringem
Offset hat die neueste Generation von OSCs einen Wirkungsgrad von 19,31% erreicht und

nähert sich somit den Effizienzanforderungen für die Vermarktung immer weiter an.

Die beschriebene Forschungsarbeit fokussierte auf ein umfassenderes Verständnis

der Rolle des Energieversatzes und der verschiedenen Rekombinationsmechanismen

in Low-Offset-Systemen für organische Solarzellen. Mithilfe einer Kombination aus

verschiedenen Messverfahren, Charakterisierungen und Simulationen wurde eine detail-

lierte Untersuchung von PM6:NFA-Mischungen mit geringem Versatz und einer Vielfalt an

Bauteilen durchgeführt. Durch eine systematische Analyse der Verluste entlang verschie-

dener Verlustkanäle unter verschiedenen Spannungsbedingungen wurde ein aufschluss-

reiches Verständnis für die Rolle des Energieversatzes in Bezug auf die Gesamtleistung

der Solarzelle erlangt. Es wurde festgestellt, dass die Verluste im Kurzschlussstrom

(JSC) hauptsächlich auf den Zerfall der Exzitonen zurückzuführen sind. Weitere Cha-
rakterisierungen der Morphologie und der Diffusion der Exzitonen in Verbindung mit

Stromdichte-Spannungskennlinien zeigten, dass die Exzitonen effizient zur Grenzfläche

zwischen Donator und Akzeptor diffundieren können. Die Ausbeute bei der Dissoziati-

on der Exzitonen und die Energetik an der Donator-Akzeptor-Grenzfläche wurden als

entscheidende Faktoren identifiziert, welche die Leistungsunterschiede zwischen den

untersuchten Systemen erklären. Interessanterweise wurde festgestellt, dass die Disso-

ziationsausbeute der Exzitonen feldabhängig ist, wenn der Energieversatz ausreichend

gering ist. Dies stellt eine weitere Begrenzung des Füllfaktors (FF) der Solarzelle dar,

zusätzlich zur direkten Rekombination freier Ladungen. Auch der Einfluss des Effekts der

Ëxzitonen-Reformationïn Systemen mit geringem Versatz wurde diskutiert. Dieser Effekt

tritt aufgrund des geringen Energieversatzes auf und trägt zur Verringerung des nicht-
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strahlenden Spannungsverlusts (∆Vnr) bei. Es wurde jedoch festgestellt, dass der Nutzen
für die Leerlaufspannung (VOC) insgesamt begrenzt ist. Des Weiteren wurde beobachtet,
dass ein geringerer Energieversatz die bimolekulare Rekombination beschleunigt. Diese

Beschleunigung kann wahrscheinlich nicht allein durch die Bildung neuer Exzitonen

erklärt werden, sondern resultiert aus dem Zerfall eines "dunklenSZustands wie bei-

spielsweise einem Ladungstransferzustand (CT) oder Triplett-Exzitonen. Insgesamt trägt

diese Arbeit zu einem tieferen Verständnis der Zusammenhänge zwischen Energiever-

satz, Rekombinationsprozessen und Leistung in Low-Offset-Systemen für organische

Solarzellen bei. Die gewonnenen Erkenntnisse können dazu beitragen, die Entwicklung

effizienter OSCs weiter voranzutreiben.

Der zweite Schwerpunkt der Arbeit lag auf der technischen Perspektive für die Untersu-

chung von Der zweite Schwerpunkt der Arbeit lag auf der technischen Perspektive zur

Untersuchung von OSC-Systemen mit geringem Versatz und OSC-Devices im industriellen

Maßstab. Angesichts der hohen Anforderungen an die präzise Charakterisierung von

OSCs und der Empfindlichkeit der OSC-Leistung gegenüber Herstellungsbedingungen

wurde betont, wie wichtig es ist, geeignete Charakterisierungsmethoden an gerätespezi-

fischen Proben anzuwenden und die Auswirkungen von Charakterisierungsartefakten

korrekt zu berücksichtigen. In dieser Arbeit wurden zwei Studien durchgeführt, um

diesen Punkt zu verdeutlichen. In der ersten Studie wurden zwei Charakterisierungsme-

thoden, die Spektro-Elektrochemie und die Ultraviolett-Photoelektronen-Spektroskopie

(UPS), an einem OSC-System (PM6:Y6) durchgeführt, das aus zwei verschiedenen Lösungs-

mitteln (Chloroform (CF) und o-Xylol) hergestellt wurde. Zusätzlich wurden Analysen

durchgeführt, um die Messergebnisse beider Charakterisierungsmethoden an Filmen

der Donor:Akzeptor-Mischungen und reinen Materialien zu bewerten. Die Ergebnisse

wurden dann verwendet, um die entsprechenden Geräteleistungen zu erklären. Im Ver-

gleich zur UPS wurde festgestellt, dass die Spektro-Elektrochemie in der Lage ist, die

Zusammensetzung der PM6:Y6-Mischung genauer zu charakterisieren, was eine bes-

sere Darstellung der funktionsfähigen Geräte ermöglicht und somit zu plausibleren

Messergebnissen führt. Darüber hinaus wurde festgestellt, dass die energetischen Ei-

genschaften von PM6:Y6-Mischungen aus CF und o-Xylol trotz erheblicher Unterschiede

in Bezug auf die Leerlaufspannung (VOC) sehr ähnlich sind. Morphologische Messun-
gen ergaben, dass der Unterschied in der molekularen Orientierung die Ursache für

die unterschiedlichen VOC-Werte in den beiden Mischungen ist. In der zweiten Studie
wurde der Einfluss optischer Artefakte bei der Differentialabsorptionsspektroskopie

in Abhängigkeit von der Probenkonfiguration und der Dicke der aktiven Schicht unter-

sucht. Da Dünnschichtsolarzellen wie OSCs im Wesentlichen optische Hohlräume mit

geringer Dicke sind, sind die Auswirkungen von Hohlraumeffekten auf Messergebnisse

optoelektronischer Messungen wie der externen photovoltaischen Quanteneffizienz

(EQEPV) und der Photolumineszenz (PL) weit verbreitet. In dieser Studie wird ausführlich

und systematisch erklärt, wie optische Artefakte nicht nur die gemessenen Spektren,

sondern auch die Abklingdynamik unter verschiedenen Messbedingungen beeinflussen

können. Anhand von optischen Simulationen und Experimenten wurde gezeigt, dass

das gemessene Spektrum des untersuchten Probensystems (PM6:Y6) durch optische

Artefakte stark beeinflusst wird, wenn die Messung an vollständigen Bauteilen mit ak-

tiven Schichten von mehr als 150 nm Dicke durchgeführt wird. Dieser Dickenbereich

entspricht den Anforderungen industrieller Verarbeitungstechnologien wie der Rolle-zu-

Rolle-Verarbeitung. Unter bestimmten Bedingungen können optische Artefakte sogar

die Anzahl der gemessenen Peaks verändern. Daher ist es von großer Bedeutung, die

x
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Auswirkungen optischer Artefakte korrekt und sorgfältig zu berücksichtigen und sichere

Messfenster zu bestimmen, um experimentelle Daten richtig zu verstehen und zu ana-

lysieren. Am Ende dieser Studie wurde eine verallgemeinerte Methode auf Basis des

Formalismus der inversen optischen Transfermatrix zur Korrektur der durch optische

Artefakte beeinflussten Spektren und Abklingdynamik vorgestellt. Die Ergebnisse und

die vorgeschlagene Korrekturmethode ermöglichen eine zuverlässige Anwendung der

Differentialabsorptionsspektroskopie auf Dickschicht-Solarzellen mit komplexen Bau-

teilstrukturen und tragen zu einem besseren Verständnis und Fortschritt bei organischen

Solarzellen bei. Die Ergebnisse dieser Studie können auch auf andere Materialsysteme

in solchen Dünnschichtsystemkonfigurationen wie Perowskit und Kesterit übertragen

werden.

Insgesamt legt diese Arbeit den Grundstein für ein besseres Verständnis der Schlüs-

selfaktoren für höhere Effizienzen in OSC-Devices mit geringem Versatz, sowohl aus

der Sicht der Physik der Solarzelle als auch der Charakterisierungstechniken. Die Be-

deutung der Dissoziation von Exzitonen und des Zerfallsprozesses an der Grenzfläche

zwischen Donator und Akzeptor wurde betont. Basierend auf den in dieser Arbeit durch-

geführten Studien werden detailliertere Erkenntnisse über die Rolle des elektrischen

Feldes im Prozess der Exzitonen-Dissoziation sowie über Verlustkanäle durch "dunkleS-

Zustände bei der Wechselwirkung mit freien Ladungen als Schlüssel für effizientere

Low-Offset-OSCs vorgeschlagen. Darüber hinaus werden Methoden für den angemesse-

nen Einsatz geeigneter Messverfahren in sicheren Messfenstern und für die korrekte

Behandlung möglicher Messartefakte aufgezeigt, um letztendlich die Entwicklung von

Low-Offset-OSCs voranzutreiben und Effizienzen von über 20 % im industriellen Maßstab

zu erreichen.
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I. 1 Introduction

As burning carbon-based fuels (oil, coal, and natural gas etc.) is leading to more and

more environmental issues such as CO2 emission, global warming, and air pollution,

it is vital that alternative green energy sources are employed to fulfill the increasing

energy demands in modern societies. Solar energy, as one of the most abundant and

sustainable energy sources, is considered as a very promising candidate. Photovoltaic

(PV) technology enables the conversion of solar energy into electricity which is essen-

tial to our everyday life and serves as one of the most promising techniques for the

generation of green energy. In 2022, the share of cumulative power capacity of solar

photovoltaics reached 12.8% among all power generating technologies, an increase of

around 7 times compared to that ten years ago. According to the international energy

agency (IEA), the installed power capacity of solar PV is predicted to surpass that of coal

by the year 2027. [1]

Figure I. 1.1: Share of cumulative power capacity by technology, 2010-2027.[1]

Most generally, photovoltaic power generation takes the form of centralized or dis-

tributed PV power stations. Centralized PV plants usually require a large piece of land

and are usually located in deserts and Gobi areas, while distributed PV power stations

are usually in the city, for instance, on the streets and the roof of the buildings and

factories. Apart from the centralized and distributed PV plants, photovoltaic power

generation techniques can also be used in other novel scenarios. For example, semi-

transparent or colored solar cells can be used on windows and facades of buildings,

3
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4 introduction

so-called building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV). This is of great importance since

buildings account for 30% of global energy consumption and 27% of greenhouse gas

emissions, according to a report from International Energy Agency (IEA) in 2021 [2].

Additionally, solar cells can also be used in low-light environments to fulfill some indoor

activities, for instance, to power the Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystems. Photovoltaics

are also used in vehicles and satellites. In these novel application scenarios, solar cells

are required to be lighted-weighted and good-looking, and with high power conversion

efficiency (PCE).

So far, most of the solar panels in the market are silicon solar cells. While these silicon

solar cells have high power conversion efficiencies and long service lifetime and are

therefore suitable for traditional centralized and distributed PV power stations, they

are, however, heavy, thick, rigid, and do not have an attractive appearance, thus cannot

fulfill the requirements for novel application scenarios.

In this regard, organic solar cells (OSC) serve as a promising candidate for such scenarios.

OSC devices are usually only hundreds of nanometers thick and are flexible. Moreover,

the color of the OSCs can be tuned even to semitransparent (absorbing the light in

invisible wavelength range), making them a good candidate in BIPV applications. The

PCE of the state-of-the-art semitransparent organic solar cells (ST-OSCs) has surpassed

15% [3], and that of the best near-infrared absorbing OSC has reached the PCE of 9.91%

[4].

OSCs usually consist of a polymeric donor and a small molecular acceptor. Since non-

fullerene acceptors (NFAs) came into the game, the efficiency of organic solar cell has

boosted to more than 19% in the past three years [5], pushing the organic solar cell

technology closer and closer to commercialization. In fact, there are already some

companies working on organic solar cells in the market, for instance, Heliatek from

Germany, ARMOR from France, and infinityPV ApS from Denmark. Despite the progress

made in organic solar cells, there are still significant challenges that need to be overcome

before they can be commercialized.

The first issue comes from the PCE losses during upscaling and the realization of mas-

sive production. In the lab scale, the fabrication of organic solar cells is usually per-

formed with spin coating, which is not suitable for large-scale production compared

to techniques such as printing and roll-to-roll processing. Apart from the difference

in fabrication procedure itself, one main difference is also on the active layer thick-

ness. Nowadays, the thickness of the active layer in the most efficient organic solar

cells is around 100 nm [5–8], however, a film thickness of around 300 nm is required

for reproducible massive fabrications via printing and roll-to-roll processing [9]. As is

pointed out by numerous studies, the performance of organic solar cells and quality

of the active layer is very sensitive to the fabrication conditions of the devices and

the active layer thickness, and many relevant physical parameters can change [10–13].

Therefore, it is not appropriate to translate the characterization results performed on

lab-scaled devices to those fabricated via industrial processing methods, even if the

active layer is from the same material. Therefore, it is vital to perform characterizations

exactly on the samples processed with industrial methods. To study solar cells, it is

relevant to know how many free charges can be generated upon photoexcitation and

how fast these photo-generated charges are lost. In this regard, the characterizations

of carrier density in the device upon photoexcitation and their decay are excessively

relevant and informative. Such characterizations can be realized either optically or
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introduction 5

electrically via techniques such as differential absorption spectroscopy or bias-assisted

charge extraction (BACE). Differential absorption spectroscopy is a group of characteri-

zation methods which enables the measurement of the absorption of photo-excited

states in the solar cells (such as excitons, charge transfer states, and free charges) and

enable quantitative and quantitative analyses of these excited species [14–16]. With

the introduction of the time component (so-called transient absorption spectroscopy),

differential absorption spectroscopies can be employed to study the decay dynamics

of these excited species. BACE is another powerful technique that can be applied to

determine the carrier density and recombination rate in a solar cell by first generating

free charges in the device and then extracting them out. Both techniques, while being

very powerful, are based on assumptions which are only valid in certain conditions (for

instance, when the active layer is within a certain thickness range) and may suffer from

artifacts when these assumptions are violated, leading to falsified results. [17, 18] To ap-

ply these measurements on industrial processed organic solar cells and obtain reliable

data, it is of great importance to carefully address whether these assumptions still hold

and how much inaccuracy would be resulted upon the failure of these assumptions, and

if possible, correct or compensate these inaccuracies.

Secondly, the PCE of state-of-the-art organic solar cells is still not high enough compared

to the mainstream silicon solar cells in the market (PCE>25%)[19]. Efficient photon-

electron conversion in organic solar cells is realized by blending of two materials

with different energy levels (so-called donor and acceptor) on nanometer scale. For a

long time, the efficiency of organic solar cells was limited to around 10% due to the

underperformance of the acceptor (which is fullerene-based). In 2019, a new type of

non-fullerene acceptor (NFA) came into the game and boosted the PCE of organic solar

cells by over 15% [20]. Up to now, many state-of-the-art NFA solar cells are based on

a type of fused-ring electron acceptors (FREAs) and have surpassed 19% efficiency [5].

To push the OSCs towards commercialization, it is vital to push the efficiency even

further so that it competes with the main-stream silicon solar cells and its competitor

perovskite solar cells. As mentioned above, the active layer of organic solar cells consists

of two materials with different energy levels. The difference in the energy levels provides

a driving force which assists the charge generation process. However, on the other

hand, this driving force leads to an energy loss in the solar cell and lowers the PCE.

Interestingly, it was found for FREA-systems that the required driving force for efficient

charge generation is less compared to traditional fullerene-based systems [21, 22]. These

OSC systems with low driving force are referred to as low-offset systems. While these

low-offset systems are pointing to a path to further increase the PCE, a precise picture of

the mechanism of photo-electron conversion under different operation conditions (e.g.,

different biases) of these systems is still missing. Moreover, the FREAs have now grown

into a huge family upon the variation of chemical groups based on similar skeleton [23].

The structure-function relationship of FREAs has been observed to behave differently

from that of fullerenes in terms of electro-optical and morphological properties [24]. It

is also of great importance to understand in detail how the chemical structures of these

FREAs affect the device performance and where exactly the losses come from when the

devices underperform.
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I. 2 Scope and Motivation

To response to the issues raised in the previous chapter, it is critical to understand

both the underlying working principles of low-offset OSC devices and measurement

techniques utilized for their characterization. In this thesis, the fundamental device

physics of OSCs and theoretical backgrounds are firstly introduced in part ii, then in

part iii, the experimental methods involved in this work is covered. Thereafter, the main

results of this thesis is presented in part iv.

While low-offset OSCs based on NFA are presenting a promising future, the small en-

ergetic offset between donor and acceptor has been evidenced to play important role

in many relevant optoelectronic processes in OSCs, including charge generation and

recombination. Previous studies have demonstrated the repopulation of excitons from

charge transfer (CT) states, as the energy levels of the two states are brought very close

to each other [25]. The decay via S1 state therefore serves as an additional loss pathway
parallel to the CT decay. Chapter IV. 1 focuses on the effect of energetic offset to the

effective bimolecular recombination rate. Herein an increase in apparent bimolecular

recombination coefficient (k2) upon the reduction of energetic offset was observed.
More detailed analyses indicate that the reformation of S1 alone does not explain the

relationship between k2 and energetic offset, and the role of recombination via "dark"
states (such as CT and triplet excitons) should be considered for the recombination of

photogenerated free carriers. Another information from chapter IV. 1 is the observed

field-dependent charge generation, originating from field-dependent exciton dissocia-

tion, which will be revisited for more sample systems in chapter IV. 3 and discussed in

greater detail.

The results in chapter IV. 1 presents drastic difference in device performance upon a small

variation of the energetic offset by around 0.1 eV, calling for precise and careful analysis

on the energetic levels in the active layer blends for a better understanding of low-offset

systems. In chapter IV. 2, a thorough analysis of the energy levels and corresponding

device performance on two OSC blends (based on the same material system) fabricated

from two different solvents were performed with ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy

(UPS) and spectro-electrochemistry. The measurement results in chapter IV. 2 show the

importance of evaluating the energy levels on the blend which is better representative

to operating device scenario. It is also important to measure the bulk of the active layer

and therefore the results from surface sensitive characterizations are to be cautiously

treated.

With the message from chapter IV. 2 in mind, the low-offset OSCs were revisited in

chapter IV. 3 by getting the energetic offsets between excitons and CT states in the

working devices. In chapter IV. 3, a systematic and detailed study for the loss channels

to several PM6:NFA systems with different energetic offsets is presented. Herein, a

series of NFAs were blended with the same polymer donor. These combinations yield a

series of low-offset systems with different energetic offsets and a wide range of device

performances. Detailed studies were performed to study the overall device performance

7
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by evaluating the origination of losses from each loss channel under various bias

conditions in each system. As a result, an insightful picture is given about what results in

the different performances among these low-offset systems and the origin of each loss

channel. Additionally, comparisons between FREAs with different halogen substituents

were made to provide information about the structure-function relationships among

the FREAs employed in this study. With the results in chapter IV. 3, it is demonstrated

that the energetic condition at the donor:acceptor interface and exciton dissociation

efficiency are the most decisive factors for the device performance. Furthermore the

variation of halogen substituents in FREAs does not make a big difference to neither

the probability that excitons find the donor:acceptor interface, nor the CT dissociation

efficiency. Chapter IV. 3 helps providing the pathway toward record-breaking low-offset

OSCs.

Finally, with the excitement for the promising commercialization of low-offset OSCs,

another note is given in chapter IV. 4 from a technical perspective. Due to the low

production efficiency of spin-coated devices, a change in fabrication technique and

up-scaling is inevitable for the commercialization of OSCs. Compared to OSCs in lab

scale, industrial compatible fabrication techniques such as roll-to-roll processing require

thicker active layers. In chapter IV. 4, it is presented in detail how the change in geometry

of the devices (e.g., the thickness of the active layer) can substantially change the

extent of the influence of optical artifacts in a powerful characterization technique

– differential absorption spectroscopy. In addition, correction approaches based on

inverse optical transfer matrix formalism are proposed in terms of the experimental

finding and simulations, to account for these inaccuracies so that reliable measurement

results can still be generated for thick-junction devices.

This thesis paves the way toward the commercialization of OSCs from the perspective of

device physics and characterization techniques.
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Part II

FUNDAMENTALS

This chapter includes the relevant fundamentals for the analyses and in-

terpretations involved in this study. In chapter II. 1, the basics of organic

semiconductors are introduced. In chapter II. 2, the structure of organic solar

cells is first introduced, then the basic processes of organic solar cells are

explained in detail. Thereafter, the device physics in organic solar cells are

introduced. In the end, in chapter II. 3, two important simulation models for

OSC devices are presented, including an optical simulation and an electrical

simulation formalism (namely optical transfer matrix and drift-diffusion).
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II. 1 From inorganic semiconductors to

organic semiconductors

Semiconductors has been considered as one of the most valuable materials in the

past decades and plays an important role in many aspects of our modern life, such as

economic, health, and national security.

The carrier density in semiconductors is responsive to external energy, such as radiation

(photogeneration) or heat (thermal activation). The change in carrier density then con-

sequently affects the conductivity of the semiconductor via the Drude-Sommerfeld free

electron model (equation II. 1.1). At room temperature, the typical intrinsic conductivities

for semiconductors are in the range from 10-4 to 104 Ω-1 cm-1 [26].

σ = q · n · µ (II. 1.1)

where q is elementary charge, n the carrier density, and µ the mobility of charges.

Figure II. 1.1: The scheme of energetic bandgaps of metals, semiconductors, and insulators.

In general, semiconductors can be classified into inorganic and organic semiconduc-

tors. Typical inorganic semiconductors are crystals or alloys including single compound

semiconductors such as silicone (Si) and germanium (Ge), and compound semiconduc-

tors like gallium arsenide (GaAs), gallium nitride (GaN), and indium gallium arsenide

(InxGa1-xAs) etc., with the bandgap ranging from 0.36 eV to 3.44 eV [27]. Typical inor-

ganic semiconductors have dielectric constants of εr = 13 to 16, much larger than those
of typical organic semiconductors (εr= 3 to 6) [28, 29]. The low dielectric constants in
organic semiconductors result in difference in the device configuration and detailed

charge generation and recombination processes in OSC devices compared to traditional

inorganic solar cell devices. II. 2 It is worth mentioning that the traditional inorganic

semiconductor manufacturing industry can be excessively environmentally unfriendly

due to the involvement of toxic elements such as arsenic, cadmium and lead [30].

11
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12 from inorganic semiconductors to organic semiconductors

Organic semiconductors on the other hand, are carbon-based organic small molecules

or polymers with few heteroatoms such as sulfur, oxygen, nitrogen, and bromine. Unlike

inorganic semiconductors which are brittle, rigid, and hard to process, organic semicon-

ductors can be flexible and solution processable, making them more suitable in more

diverse application scenarios and easier to process. The biggest difference between

organic and atomic inorganic semiconductors is that organic semiconductors consist of

molecules instead of atoms. Unlike inorganic semiconductors such as silicon, where the

atoms are covalently bounded together [31], the molecules in organic semiconductors

aggregate together due to Van de Waal forces [32]. From the molecular perspective, the

molecules of organic semiconductors, no matter small molecular or polymeric, mainly

consist of conjugated structure where electrons can resonate and delocalize. These

conjugated structures are usually formed by alternating single and double carbon bonds,

taking the form of linear shape or ring shape (such as single or fused aromatic rings)

[33].

A simple conjugated structure can be exampled by 1,3-butadiene where four carbons

are bounded with alternating single and double bonds on the backbone. The electron

configuration of a single carbon atom is 1s22s22p2. In the backbone of 1,3-butadiene,

the 2s and two 2p atomic orbitals hybrid and form three degenerate sp2 orbitals taking

a plane configuration and form strongly localized σ-bonds. The unhybridized p orbitals
form the more delocalized π bonds. The coupling of the π bonds among the carbons
in the conjugated segment enables the delocalization of the electrons in the molecule

and thus the semiconductive property of the material.

In the carbon-based backbone of 1,3-butadiene, the in-phase and out-of-phase arrange-

ment in the orbital wavefunctions form four molecular π-orbitals with different energies.

The position where there is a switch between in the phase of the orbital wavefunctions

(corresponding to the point where the possibility of finding an electron is zero) is called

a “node”. The more the node, the higher the energy of the molecular orbital. Each molec-

ular orbital contains two electrons, therefore in 1,3-butadiene, only the node = 0 and

node = 1 orbitals can be filled. The molecular orbitals that are filled are called bonding

π-orbitals and those not filled are called anti-bonding π-orbitals. The bonding π-orbital

which has the highest energy is called highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), while

the anti-bonding π-orbital which has the lowest energy is called lowest unoccupied

molecular orbital (LUMO). The energy of each molecular orbital can be approximated

with the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) model. The bandgap between

HOMO and LUMO has been widely reported to be related to the length of the conjugated

structure – the longer the conjugated segment, the lower the bandgap.

The transportation of charges between organic semiconductor molecules is enabled

by intermolecular π-π stacking. [34] Each conjugated segment serves as an energetic

state. In polymers, the planar conjugated structure can be disrupted due to, for instance,

entropy driven coiling of the polymer chain, or kinks and twists formed by the rotation

of the polymer chain. In addition, the degree of polymerization in polymer materials,

chemical defects and presence of impurities also affects the lengths of the conjugation

structures. As a result, a polymeric matrix consists of conjugated segments with different

lengths and thus forms a distribution of energetic states (often referred as the energetic

disorder) [35]. This characteristic leads to the unique "hopping mechanism" for charge

transportation in organic semiconductors, which is different from that of inorganic

semiconductors and metals (as will be introduced in more detail in section II. 2.2.3).
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II. 2 Fundamentals of organic solar cells

As mentioned in the beginning of chapter II. 1, the carrier density in semiconductors

can be populated via radiative activation process. More specifically, in the organic

semiconducting active layers, upon the photon excitation, electrons can be excited

from HOMO to LUMO and eventually form free charges. This enables the optoelectronic

devices which convert photons to free charges, namely organic solar cells.

II. 2.1 Structure of Organic Solar Cells

A typical organic solar cell consists of active layer, electrodes (cathode and anode), and

interlayers (Figure II. 2.1a). The active layer usually consists of a donor and an acceptor

and is where charges are photogenerated. The cathode and anode are usually two

metallic conductors with different chemical potentials. When connecting the cathode and

anode together with a metal wire, the electrons in the two electrodes redistribute (driven

by the difference in the work functions in the two electrodes) until an equilibrium is

reached (Fermi level matching between the two electrodes). The redistribution of charges

produces a built-in potential difference between the two electrodes and therefore

creates a built-in field across the device. [29] The built-in field drives the photo-generated

charges in the active layer to flow towards the electrodes and thus form a displacement

current in the outside circuit, namely the photocurrent, which can be detected by an

amperemeter in the outside circuit. A simple description of the displacement current,

Idispl, can be given when considering the drift of the electrons and holes:

Idispl(t) = qA
d

∫ d

0 (ne(x , t)υe(x , t) + nh(x , t)υh(x , t)) (II. 2.1)

where A and d are the area and thickness of the device, respectively. ne and nh are
the densities of electrons and holes, respectively. υe and υh are the drift velocities of
electrons and holes, respectively.

Notably, it is always desired that holes flow towards the anode and electrons towards the

cathode; thus charge carriers flowing towards and recombining at the “wrong” electrode

result in energy losses. In this regard, interlayers (electron transport layer, ETL, and hole

transport layer, HTL) are included in organic solar cells adjacent to the active layer. The

HTL selectively allows for holes to pass through while blocking the electrons, and vice

versa for the electron transport layer. The selectivity of interlayers is enabled by their

energetic alignment with the active layer. As pictured in Figure 3, the HUMO (LUMO) of

the ETL (HTL) is much deeper (shallower) than that of the active layer. In this way, the

holes in the active layer cannot go through the ETL and reach the cathode (and vice

versa for the electrons).

13
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14 fundamentals of organic solar cells

Figure II. 2.1: a) Structure of a typical conventional structured OSC device. The active layer is

sandwiched between the two electrodes. Two interlayers, ETL and HTL, are employed between

the active layer and electrodes to avoid photocarriers recombining at the wrong electrodes. b)

The energetic diagram of the organic solar cell. The selectivity of the ETL and HTL is achieved

by the design of energetic alignments. During the operation of the solar cell, the electrons and

holes are collected at the cathode and anode, respectively.

II. 2.2 Basic Processes in Organic Solar Cells

Photo-electron conversion in organic semiconductors is not a simple one-step process.

Figure II. 2.2 shows a simple and common model used for describing the generation and

recombination processes in organic solar cells. From the incidence of photons, till the

collection of free charges, several important processes must be considered, including:

1) the absorption of photons in the active layer, 2) the generation of charges, 3) the

transportation of charges and, 4) the recombination of charges. Each process involves

complicated underlying physical mechanisms and will be introduced in this section.

II. 2.2.1 Light absorption

The very first step of photon-electron conversion is the absorption of incident photons in

the active layer. Since OSCs are thin-film systems, the distribution of the electromagnetic

field upon incidence of light is subject to the multiple transmission, absorption, and

reflection in each layer and at each interface in this thin-film system. Only a fraction of

incident light can be absorbed by the active layer, the fraction of photons absorbed in

the active layer compared to the incident photon flux (efficiency of photon absorption)

is symbolized as ηabs. The situation of transmission, absorption and reflection in each
layer and at each interface is subject to the wavelength of the incident light (λin) due to
the wavelength-dependent complex refractive index (ñ (λ) = n (λ)+iκ (λ)) of each layer.
Therefore, ηabs is a function of λin. The absorption of photons by the optoelectronic
active layer in the solar cells result into the generation of excitons, which subsequently

generate charges (more detailed charge generation process will be discussed in the next

section II. 2.2.2). Therefore, the device has better chance for generating more charges

when the absorption of the active layer matches the solar spectrum better. [36]

Notably, the absorption of incident light is not uniform in each position in the active

layer, the spatial absorption profile of photons across the device was found in many

experimental and simulation studies. For instance, Tress et al. [37] demonstrated a
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considerable impact of photon absorption profile on the efficiency of charge collection

when the electrons and holes have imbalanced mobilities (the concept of mobility will

be discussed in more details in section II. 2.2.3).

It is worth to point out that, the thin-film system formed by the solar cell is, from an opti-

cal perspective, essentially a low finesse optical cavity where the multiple transmission

and reflection of light among each layer result in the constructive and destructive waves

(optical interference) in the optical cavity. As a result, the classic Beer Lambert’s law fails

to describe the actual distribution of electromagnetic waves in the active layer. Note

that the situation of interference is subject to not only the wavelength of the incident

light, but also the geometric of the optical cavity. This leads to different absorption

spectra for the active layer when the same active layer is inserted in film stacks with

different geometries [24]. The resulted cavity effect can result in optical artifacts in many

optoelectronic measurements (will be discussed in greater detail in later sections II.

2.3.2, II. 3.1 and IV. 4). While the energy dissipation of the electromagnetic field in these

optical cavities cannot be described by simply Beer Lambert’s law, it can be computed

via an optical transfer matrix formalism. The details about optical transfer matrix will

be introduced in section II. 3.1.

II. 2.2.2 Charge generation

Upon photon excitation on semiconductors, excitons – a bounded electron-hole pair

– can be generated. There are two types of excitons, so called Wannier-Mott exciton

and Frenkel exciton. Wannier-Mott excitons are generated in materials with strong

intermolecular interactions (e.g., in highly crystalline materials with large dielectric

constant) and can be highly delocalized. The electron-hole pair in Wannier-Mott excitons

are loosely bounded, consequently, the Wannier-Mott excitons can be easily separated

into free charges at room temperature. [29, 38, 39]

As has been discussed in section II. 1, typical organic semiconductors have relatively low

dielectric constants compared to inorganic semiconductors [29]. This results in a large

binding energy in the electron-hole pair in the exciton (on the order of hundreds of meV)

[29, 40]. The Frenkel excitons in OSCs typically live for tens to hundreds of picoseconds

and can diffuse up to 20 nm before decaying to the ground state, depending on the

material of interest [41–43]. To obtain free charges from these excitons, it is vital to

separate the electron-hole pair before the excitons decay. To efficiently separate the

excitons into free charges, a driving force is to be provided. In most organic solar

cells, this is achieved by bringing two organic semiconductors with different HOMO

and LUMO levels into contact. As depicted in Figure II. 2.1, the material with shallower

HOMO and LUMO levels are called “donor”, as it donates electrons, while the one with

deeper HOMO and LUMO levels are called “acceptor”, as it accepts the electrons. As

the photo-generated exciton diffuses to the interface of the donor and acceptor, the

offsets between the HOMO-HOMO and LUMO-LUMO of the donor and acceptor assist

the exciton dissociation and dissociate the exciton into a so-called charge transfer (CT)

state where the electron and hole sit on adjacent donor and acceptor molecules (donor

for the hole and acceptor for the electron). The charges are thus now relatively more

loosely bounded (compared to the exciton) which assists charge separated states (CS)

to be generated more efficiently. The exciton dissociation rate can be described in the

framework of the classic Marcus theory (equation II. 2.2) [44–47].
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kexc,diss = 2π
h̄ H2 1√4πλrekBT

exp(− (∆G + λre)24λkBT ) (II. 2.2)

where H is the electronic coupling between exciton and CT, ∆G is the change in Gibbs
free energy upon exciton dissociation, λre is the reorganization energy.

Apart from providing the driving force, in order to achieve efficient charge generation,

it is vital that the photogenerated excitons find the donor:acceptor interface before

they decay. In presently state-of-the-art organic solar cells, this is achieved by blending

the donor and acceptor to form a bulk heterojunction (BHJ). The fraction of excitons

that successfully find the donor:acceptor interface and subsequently dissociate can be

understood as exciton quenching efficiency, ηquen,exc, defined by equation II. 2.3. [48]

ηquen,exc = 2Ldiff,excτdiss,exc
d ·

sinh( d2Ldiff,exc )
τdiss,exc · sinh( d2Ldiff,exc ) +

Ddiff,exc
Ldiff,exc cosh( d2Ldiff,exc )

(II. 2.3)

Where Ddiff,exc and Ldiff,exc are the exciton diffusion constant and exciton diffusion length,
respectively; τdiss,exc the interface dissociation lifetime, and d the effective distance
between two interfaces.

The dissociation of excitons results in the generation of more loosely bounded CT states

which can be further separated and give free charges. However, the underlying physical

mechanism for effective CT dissociation in highly efficient OSC systems is still not clear

enough [49, 50]. From the perspective of energetics, the CT binding energy needs to

be overcome when CT dissociates and form free charges. To realize the spontaneous

CT dissociation, other factors must exist which compensate for the CT binding energy.

Several possible factors have been proposed and studied, such as charge-quadrupole

interactions [51, 52] and entropic contributions [53, 54].

It is worth mentioning that, the charge generation process has been observed to be field-

dependent in many OSC systems and is attributed to a field-dependent CT dissociation

rate [55–57]. One of the most famous models which accounts for the field-dependent

CT dissociation is the Onsager-Braun model [58, 59], where kCT is considered to be
field-dependent and given by equation II. 2.4. In is worth mentioning that, despite

the important insight of Onsager-Braun model in field-dependent charge generation

behavior, it has been widely observed that reasonable CT lifetime cannot be obtained

when applying Onsager-Braun model to explain experimental data measured in OSCs

[57, 60–62].

kdiss,CT = υ · exp(− ∆E
kBT ) · (1 + b + d23 +

d318 + ...) (II. 2.4)

where υ is the separation attempt frequency, and b the effective field parameter given
by b = q3/8πεε0(kBT)2.

While the dissociation of exciton is usually considered as field-independent, some

recent studies have presented evidence to field-dependent exciton dissociation in low-

offset OSC systems [63–65]. The detailed mechanism is, however, still under debate. In

chapter IV. 1 and IV. 3, more evidence for field-dependent exciton dissociation process

in low-offset OSC systems will be presented and discussed.
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Recently, extensive attention has been drawn to a fascinating phenomenon observed

in a range of low-offset NFA-based OSC devices. These devices have demonstrated the

remarkable ability to efficiently generate charges with a minimal amount of driving force,

which is beneficial for the overall performance [23]. Quadrupole moments are suggested

to be playing an important role in the efficient charge generation properties in these low-

offset OSC systems [50, 66]. In addition, with decreased driving force leading to reduced

energetic offset between S1 and CT (∆ES1-CT), these low-offset OSC present different charge
generation and recombination properties compared to the traditional OSC systems with

large driving force. For example, Classen et al. [42] proposed a Boltzmann stationary-

state equilibrium between S1 and CT states which nicely explains the relationship

between ∆ES1-CT and charge generation efficiency. An important consequence of this is
the beneficial long-lived excitons which facilitates efficient charge generation. Other

studies argue that ∆ES1-CT does not only change the equilibrium between S1 and CT, but

also the CT dissociation barrier [67]. Theoretical studied stressed the important role of

∆ES1-CT in the overall device performance [68], this topic will be discussed in more detail
in chapter IV. 1 and IV. 3.

Figure II. 2.2: Energetic model showing the interplay and decay processes of S1, CT and charge

separated (CS) state. Singlet excitons are generated in the bulk or at the donor:acceptor in-

terface upon illumination. The photogenerated excitons then diffuses to the donor:acceptor

interface with a diffusion rate constant of kdiff,exc, or decay with the rate constant of kf,exc. At the
donor:acceptor interface, exciton dissociation can happen and form CT states due to the driving

force created by the offset between HOMO-HOMO and LUMO-LUMO of the donor and acceptor,

with the rate constant of kdiss,exc. The exciton dissociation process is in competition with exciton
decay, similar to that of exciton diffusion. The CT state generated by exciton dissociation can

then split to form free charge (CS). In the operation of an OSC device, CS can encounter each

other and recombine again by reforming the CT states. Similar to the S1 states, CT states also

decay to ground state and with the rate of kf,CT. In the systems with low energetic offset between
S1 and CT, the CT states can repopulate the S1 state, with the reformation rate of kref.

II. 2.2.3 Charge Transportation

As introduced in chapter II. 1, in organic semiconductors, a disordered energetic land-

scape is formed in HOMO and LUMO. As is shown in Figure II. 2.3, the energy distribution

of the energetic states, DOSGauss, in organic semiconductors show a disordered feature

which is often described with a Gaussian model (equation II. 2.5) [69]. The center of the

disorder ξ0 represents the energy level where the most energetic state locates, and this
energy is usually marked as ξ0=0 [70]. The standard deviation of the Gaussian model,
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σ, describes the shape of the distribution and is usually used as a parameter which
evaluates the energetic disorder of the organic system[71].

DOSGauss = NC
(2πσ )2 exp(− (ξ − ξ0)22σ 2 ) (II. 2.5)

where NC is the total density of states, σ the standard deviation of the DOS distribution,
ξ and ξ0 are the energy of interest and the center of the DOS, respectively.

The transportation of photogenerated charges is realized by hopping of photocarriers

among the localized states (hopping mechanism) [72, 73]. The hopping rate of carriers

can be described by the Miller-Abraham model developed in 1960 [74]. As indicated from

the Miller-Abraham model, efficient “hopping” from site i to j requires a close physical
distance between the two states, as well as a higher or comparable energy level of site i
compared to site j:

wij = υ0 · exp(−2γrij)
exp(−

ξj − ξi
kBT ) ξj ≥ ξi;

1 ξj < ξi. (II. 2.6)

where υ0 is the attempt hopping frequency, γ the inverse localization radius of the
electron wavefunction that describes how well charges can tunnel from site i to j ; rij is
the distance between the sites; ξ j and ξ i are the energy of site i and j, respectively.

Considering the charges are hopping in a Gaussian DOS within a Miller-Abraham frame-

work, Heinz Bässler developed the Gaussian disorder model (GDM) in the year 1993

and explored the behavior of charges in such Gaussian DOS landscape via Monte Carlo

simulations [69]. As suggested by the simulation, when a charge with high energy comes

into the DOS distribution and hops forward, it tends to first lower its energy while finding

the adjacent site to hop on, until a dynamic equilibrium is reached (the charge relaxes

on a certain energy level), given sufficiently long lifetime of this carrier. The equilibrium

energy ξ∞ can be analytically obtained at zero electric field as σ2/kBT below ξ0. However,
the density of available states at this energy level is low and cannot result in efficient

hopping and charge transportation; the major contribution to the transport level comes

from the states at around σ2/2kBT below ξ0. [69, 75]

Under the GDM framework, mobility of charge can be described with a temperature

and field-dependent expression (equation II. 2.7) [69, 76–78]. Equation II. 2.7 shows a

non-Arrhenius type 1/T2 temperature dependence of mobility and a field dependence
of µ(E) ∼ exp(β

√
E), which agrees to the Poole-Frenkel model [75, 79].

µGDM = µ0 · exp
(
−
( 2σ3kBT

)2)
×


exp

[
C
((

σ
kBT

)2
− Σ2)√E

]
Σ ≥ 1.5

exp
[

C
((

σ
kBT

)2
− 2.25)√E

]
Σ < 1.5. (II. 2.7)

where µ0 is the mobility at T→∞, C is a constant representing the spacing of the sites,
and Σ describes the degree of positional disorder.
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Figure II. 2.3: Charge transportation via hopping mechanism in a disordered density of states

(DOS) in organic semiconductors.

The GDM model gives inspiring insights into the physics of charge transportation in

disordered semiconductors. However, it neglects the effect of carrier density by assuming

that the target site is always empty. As the carrier density increases, the excess carriers

fill the low-energy states in the DOS and thus the mobility is higher than predicted

in equation II. 2.7, given the same temperature and electric field. Such consideration

was taken into account by Pasveer et al. [80] in 2005 in an extended Gaussian disorder

model (EGDM).

Mobility of charges plays a vital role in achieving an efficient OSC device. As the pho-

togenerated carrier will recombine and result in a loss of energy if not collected, the

extraction and recombination of charges are in a competition once the photocarriers

are generated. In this regard, high carrier mobilities benefits the device performance by

facilitating the collection of free carriers.

II. 2.2.4 Loss channels of charges

As discussed in section II. 2.2.2, the photogeneration of free carriers in organic solar

cells can be considered as a two-step process. The decay of excited states and thus

carrier losses can occur during each step (depicted by the grey lines in Figure II. 2.2).

In addition, upon encountering of free carriers, CT state is formed, which can decay

to ground state or reform the exciton. The recombination rate, R, can be understood
as the decay of carrier density over time, and be further described with an effective

recombination coefficient and carrier density:

R = −dn
dt = γnδ

(II. 2.8)

where n is the free carrier density, γ the recombination coefficient, and δ the recombina-
tion order. The value of the recombination order depends on the exact recombination

mechanism.

ii. 2.2.4.1 Monomolecular recombination

Monomolecular recombination is effectively a one-element process where only one

particle is involved in the recombination process. In the case of monomolecular re-
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combination, the value of δ in equation II. 2.8 is 1. In the framework of the energetic
scheme shown in Figure II. 2.2, this particle is understood as an exciton or a geminate

pair originated from the same photon (also named geminate recombination).

The recombination order can also be statistically observed to be 1, even though the

recombination mechanism is not geminate. This is usually observed when a considerable

amount of recombination center is involved in the recombination process. One example

is the recombination between photogenerated charges with dark injection charges

(which originates from the charge carrier diffusion from the metallic electrodes into the

active layer). In low fluence condition, the apparent recombination order is 1, although

the recombination mechanism falls in a non-geminate bimolecular recombination [81,

82]. Other examples include surface recombination and trap-assisted recombination,

etc. [83, 84].

ii. 2.2.4.2 Bimolecular recombination

As suggested by the name, bimolecular recombination is a two-element process and in-

volves two species. Bimolecular recombination has been widely suggested as a main loss

channel in many organic solar cells [84–87]. In the case of bimolecular recombination,

the value of δ in equation II. 2.8 is 2, and γ is referred as the bimolecular recombination
coefficient (usually denoted as k2).

The recombination upon the encountering of electrons and holes was first described

by Langevin and dubbed as the classic Langevin model. The Langevin recombination is

based on two main assumptions: [88, 89] i) the electrons and holes are homogeneously

distributed in homogeneous medium, and ii) bimolecular recombination occurs once the

distance between an electron and a hole, a, is within their recombination cross-section
(rC). The radius of this recombination cross-section is defined in terms of the Coulomb
potential between them (equation II. 2.9). [90]

rC =
q24πεε0kBT (II. 2.9)

In the framework of classic Langevin recombination model, the Langevin bimolecular

recombination coefficient (kL) is given by [88, 91]:

kL = q
εε0 (µe + µh), (II. 2.10)

where µe and µh are the mobilities of electrons are holes, respectively.

The Langevin theory provides important insights to charge recombination mechanism.

However, in real organic solar cells, neither of the two main assumptions in Langevin

theorem is valid. A reduction is widely observed in actual bimolecular recombination

rate coefficient k2 compared to kL. In this regard, k2 can be described as the product
of kL and a Langevin reduction factor γL (k2 = γL·kL). The exact value of γL was found to
vary in a large range, depending on multiple influencing factors, including the materials

used in active layer, additives, treatments, and other fabrication details [13, 16, 49, 92].

Almost all state-of-the-art organic solar cells consist of two materials – the donor and

the acceptor. Upon the operation of organic solar cells, the holes and electrons are
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restricted in donor and acceptor phase, respectively. Thus, recombination only happens

at the donor:acceptor interface which reduces kL. One theoretical work from Koster et

al.[93] in 2006 suggested that in the scenario of BHJ configuration, the value of kL is
dictated by the slower carrier (equation II. 2.11). Other relations between kL and charge
mobilities have also been suggested, depending on detailed morphology circumstances

[94, 95].

kL = q
εε0 ·min(µe, µh), (II. 2.11)

These models which relate kL directly to mobilities assume an encounter-limited sce-
nario. However, numerous studies have pointed out that the recombination in organic

solar cells happens via an intermediate state (which is understood to be the CT state)

[89, 96, 97]. Here the charge separated state (CS) and CT states are considered to be

in an equilibrium with one another - meaning that the reformed CT states upon the

encounter of free charges can re-split into free charges [89]. Note that due to the low

external radiation efficiency (ERE) of CT states, the recombination process here upon

the encountering of photogenerated free electrons and holes is supposed to be highly

non-radiative [98]. However, some recent studies have found that in some low-offset

NFA based systems, the excitons can be repopulated from the CT states. Consequently,

in these systems, upon the encountering of free charges, part of the recombination also

proceeds via excitons. As excitons generally have much higher ERE than CT states, the

recombination in these systems are found to be much more radiative compared to that

in high-offset systems, leading to low non-radiative losses [25, 98–100] (∆Vnr) in these
systems (will be discussed in more detail in section II. 2.3).

ii. 2.2.4.3 Trap-assisted recombination

The trap-assisted recombination (also referred to as SRH recombination, which was

first proposed by Shockley, Read and Hall in 1952 [101]) occurs via the traps within the

bandgap which can be donor-like or acceptor-like. The donor-like traps are positively

charged when occupied by a hole and neutral when empty, and vice versa for the

acceptor-like traps. The SRH recombination is a two-step recombination process. During

SRH recombination, one type of charge carrier is first captured by the traps, then this

trapped carrier can either escape from the trap or recombine subsequently with the

counter charge. The probability that the trapped carrier escapes from the trap depends

how deep the trap is compared to the conduction band (for electrons) or valence band

(for holes).

Taking acceptor-like traps as an example, the SRH recombination rate can be expressed

as [102]:

R−SRH = k−SRH · ne · nh, (II. 2.12)

where kSRH is the effective SRH recombination rate coefficient; ne and nh are the densities
of electrons and holes, respectively.

Considering traps with energy Et, the effective SRH recombination coefficient via these
acceptor-like traps, k-SRH, can then be described via equation II. 2.13.
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k−SRH =
CeChNt

Ce(ne + ne,1) + Ch(nh + nh,1) , (II. 2.13)

where Nt is the trap density at energy Et, Ce and Ch are capture coefficients for electrons
and holes, respectively. ne,1 = NC · exp((Et−EC)/kBT ), and nh,1 = NV · exp((EV−Et)/kBT ),
where NC and NV are effective density of states on the conduction and valence band,
respectively.

The effective recombination order of SRH recombination can vary between 1 and 2,

depending on the depth of the traps compared to the conduction or valence band.

In the case of mid-gap traps where the escaping of charges from the traps is highly

inefficient, the traps effectively act as recombination centers. In this condition, ne,1 and
nh,1 become negligible, then k-SRH can be approximated to k−SRH ≈ CeChNt/n · (Ce + Ch)
(assuming n ≈ p), and thus the recombination rate R-SRH is in a linear relation with carrier
density n. In this condition, δ=1 and the recombination is effectively monomolecular.
Whereas when the traps are very close to the conduction or valence band, the trapped

carriers can easily escape from the traps via thermal activation. In this scenario, the

traps effectively simply reduce the mobility of the charge carriers rather than acting as

recombination centers, and the recombination order is 2.

II. 2.3 Device Physics of Organic Solar Cells

II. 2.3.1 Equivalent Circuit Model

The electric behavior of an operating OSC device in an electric circuit can be described

with an abstract model by considering the OSC device as a combination of several

ideal electronic components. Figure II. 2.4 shows one of the most common and basic

equivalent circuit models for describing organic solar cells. In the model presented, the

electric characteristics of an OSC device is described with a combination of a current

source, an ideal Shockley diode, a shunt resistor (Rsh) and a series resistor (Rs). In the
following, the concepts behind these electronic components will be explained and

discussed by linking them to the device physics of OSCs.

The current source provides a photocurrent density (Jph) under illumination. Following
the conservation law, for an operating solar cell device in the steady-state, the photo-

generated free charge carriers are either extracted or they recombine. Hence, for each

applied voltage, the relationship among current, recombination rate, and generation

rate can be obtained in the form of equation II. 2.14 in the steady state condition:

Jph = q
∫ d

0 (R − G) dx , (II. 2.14)

where G and R are the generation and recombination rates of free carriers at a given
position in the device.

As indicated from equation II. 2.14, under the steady-state operational conditions, at

a fixed generation rate, the faster the free carriers move towards the electrodes to be

extracted, the less chance they recombine. Starting from equation II. 2.14, Bartesaghi et

al.[87] arrived at a dimensionless parameter θ for the evaluation of charge recombination
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and extraction (equation II. 2.15), which is proportional to the ratio between the current

densities of recombination and extraction (Jrec and Jextr, respectively).

θ =
k2Gd4

µeµh(Vint)2 ∝ Jrec
Jextr (II. 2.15)

In a basic organic solar cell as shown in Figure II. 2.1, interlayers are employed between

the active layer and the electrodes. Following Richardson-Schottky model, the injection

current from the metal into the semiconductor layer via thermionic emission at the

metal-semiconductor interface is given by: [31]

Jinj = AGT 2exp(−Φeff
kBT )) (II. 2.16)

where AG is the effective Richardson constant, and Φeff the effective injection barrier

which can be defined by the energetic difference between the HOMO (for hole injection)

and LUMO (for electron injection) levels of the interlayer and the work function of the

electrode.

Equation II. 2.16 indicates that the injection current is strongly related to the height of

the effective injection barrier Φeff. Due to the designed energetic alignment between

each layer in the device, the injection of holes (electrons) from the anode into the

device is highly efficient (inefficient), and vice versa for the cathode. Therefore, when

putting an OSC device into a circuit and applying a bias (Vapp) to the device, efficient
charge injection can be realized only when injecting holes from the anode and electrons

from the cathodes (when Vapp is larger than the built-in voltage, Vbi). In this regard,
OSC devices are effectively also diodes. The diode characteristics of OSC devices are

commonly represented with an ideal Shockley diode in the equivalent circuit model,

and is analytically described with the Shockley diode equation: [102]

J(V ) = J0(exp( qV
nidkBT )− 1)− Jph(V ) (II. 2.17)

where J0 is the dark saturation current density; nid the ideality factor which is related
to the exact recombination mechanism in the device [103], and Jph the photocurrent
density.

Practically however, OSC devices are not ideal diodes. In the equivalent circuit model

shown in Figure II. 2.4, two main considerations are included for a better representation

for the realistic scenario: 1) a series resistance (represented as Rs) is included for
correcting the voltage drop in the electrodes and connecting cables, and 2) a shunt

resistance (represented as Rsh) is included in parallel to the diode. The shunt current
is usually considered to be related to the imperfections in the diode structure of the

device, such as imperfect blocking effect of the interlayers (e.g., pin-holes or energetic

issues) [102, 104]. The consideration of Rs and Rsh leads to a modified Shockley diode
equation (equation II. 2.18) [29, 105, 106].

J(V ) = J0(exp(q(V0 − JRs)
nidkBT )− 1) + V − JRS

Rsh − Jph(V ) (II. 2.18)

It is important to acknowledge that although equations II. 2.17 and II. 2.18 offer valu-

able insights into the understanding of J-V characteristic of the devices, their direct
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application for fitting actual experimental J-V data is often challenging and necessitates
modifications [29]. For instance, Würfel and Neher et al. [105] have pointed out the im-

portance of accounting for the impact of mobilities and recombination in low-mobility

systems in the Shockley equations. Apart from the one shown in Figure II. 2.4, modified

and more advanced equivalent circuit models have also been employed for the inter-

pretation of different characterization techniques, as well as various simulations and

analytical calculations [107–109].

Figure II. 2.4: A simple equivalent circuit model for an OSC device.

II. 2.3.2 J-V Characteristics and Power Conversion Efficiency

The power conversion efficiency of an OSC device can be obtained from the ratio between

the electrical output power density from the device (Pout) and the power density of
incident radiation (Pin). The most well-established characterization for finding the
maximum Pout of an OSC device is to put it in an electric circuit under illumination; apply
various biases (V) and plot themeasured current density (Jlight) against the corresponding
applied biases. In this way, a J-V characteristic of the device can be obtained (Figure II. 2.5).
Getting the product of applied voltage and corresponding current density enables the

calculation of the Pout at each bias, as mentioned in section II. 2.3.1, the recombination-
to-extraction factor θ is subjective to applied bias. Hence, the Pout varies upon the
change of the applied bias. Getting the Pout for each voltage condition, a maximum
output power density can be found (denoted as PMPP). The value of PMPP is defined by
three important parameters as shown in equation II. 2.19, namely short circuit current

density, JSC, open circuit voltage, VOC, and the fill factor, FF, as marked in Figure II. 2.5. In
Figure II. 2.5 the ratio between the areas of the dark and light red squares is the FF , it

describes the “squareness” of the J-V plot and ranges between 0 and 1.

PMPP = JMPP · VMPP = JSC · VOC · FF (II. 2.19)

PCE =
PMPP
Pin =

JSC · VOC · FF
Pin (II. 2.20)
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Figure II. 2.5: J-V characteristic of an organic solar cell (PM6:Y6) along with relevant parameters.

ii. 2.3.2.1 Short Circuit Current (JSC)

JSC corresponds to photocurrent density output from the device when the applied

bias equals zero. In this condition, photogenerated free charges are collected with the

help of the built-in field in the device. One of the most important measurements for

understanding JSC losses is the external photovoltaic quantum efficiency measurement

(EQEPV) which evaluates how efficiently incident photons are converted to electrons in a

given organic solar cell at each incident wavelength.

EQEPV measurements are usually performed at JSC condition. The value of EQEPV at each
incident wavelength can be obtained with equation II. 2.21. Ideally, convoluting EQEPV

and AM 1.5G solar spectrum and integrating over the wavelength gives an integrated

current density value Jint which equals to JSC (equation II. 2.22).

EQEPV(λ) = # of collected charges# of incident photons =
h · c · I(λ)

q · λ · Pin(λ) (II. 2.21)

where h is Planck constant, c the speed of light, I the measured current, q the elementary
charge, and Pin(λ) the incident light power at given incident wavelength which can be
measured with a calibrated photodetector.

Jint = JSC =
q
hc

∫
λ · EQEPV(λ) · EE,AM 1.5(λ) dλ (II. 2.22)

where EE,AM 1.5(λ) is the standard AM1.5 solar spectral irradiance. [36]

As shown in equation II. 2.21, the value of EQEPV at each incident wavelength depends on

the measured current I. The value of I can be affected by many processes described in
section II. 2.2, such as light absorption, exciton diffusion, exciton dissociation, CT disso-

ciation, and charge extraction (the recombination of charges during charge extraction).

In this regard, the EQEPV can also be described with the efficiency of each basic process

during the successful collection of free carriers:
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EQEPV(λ) = ηabs(λ) · ηex,diff · ηex,diss · ηCT,diss · ηcoll (II. 2.23)

where ηabs, ηex,diff, ηex,diss, ηCT,diss are the efficiency for light absorption, exciton diffusion,
exciton dissociation, and CT dissociation, respectively. ηcoll is the collection efficiency of
photogenerated free carriers and is related to the competition between the drift velocity

and recombination rate of the photogenerated free carriers. An internal photovoltaic

quantum efficiency (IQEPV) is defined on the basis of equation II. 2.23 by correcting out

the optical absorption term from EQEPV(λ), with

IQEPV = ηex,diff · ηex,diss · ηCT,diss · ηcoll. (II. 2.24)

Optical considerations are to be carefully taken into account when analyzing EQEPV

spectra to avoid falsify conclusions. For example, Grancini et al. [110] reported a photon-

energy dependent IQEPV spectrum of PCPDTBT:PC[60]BM as an evidence for the presence

of hot-exciton effect in 2013, obtained by normalizing the EQEPV spectrum by the film

absorption. However, further studies clearly showed that the photon-energy dependent

IQEPV spectrum is a result of cavity effect and parasitic absorption [111, 112]. Another

important scenario for optical consideration is when applying Marcus model and fitting

the EQEPV spectra to obtain the CT state energy (ECT). Substantial error can be expected
when cavity effect is not correctly addressed [113]. Apart from the analyses of EQEPV

spectra, such low finesse cavity effect is to be considered also for the understanding of

other measurement techniques, such as differential absorption spectroscopies including

transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS), photoinduced absorption spectroscopy (PIA),

and charge modulation spectroscopy (CMS) etc., [17] as will be discussed in more detail

in chapter IV. 4.

ii. 2.3.2.2 Open Circuit Voltage (VOC)

VOC evaluates the electrical potential capability of the device and is determined at the
voltage condition where no current flows in an illuminated device due to the application

of an external bias. In VOC condition, no photogenerated charges can be extracted and
all of them recombine in the solar cell, equation II. 2.25 can therefore be obtained, where

the current density of charge generation, Jgen, equals that of recombination, Jrec.

Jgen = Jrec = qdR (II. 2.25)

Meanwhile, in VOC condition, connecting the Shockley diode equation (equation II. 2.17)
and equation II. 2.25 yields

Jgen(VOC) = Jrec(VOC) = J0 · exp( qVOC
nidkBT )− 1 (II. 2.26)

Rewriting equation II. 2.26, an explicit expression for VOC can be arrived (equation II.
2.27). Jrec (VOC), which equals to Jgen (VOC), can be experimentally determined from the

saturation photocurrent at high reverse bias condition (Jsat), when the rate of free charge
generation (the product of first four efficiencies in equation II. 2.23) is field-independent.
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In the case that bimolecular recombination between free charges dominates the recom-

bination process, nid equals 1 and therefore is often omitted from equation II. 2.27. In

usual operating conditions, Jgen (VOC )≫J0, therefore the term of “1” is also often omitted.

VOC =
nidkBT

q · ln(
Jgen(VOC)

J0 + 1) (II. 2.27)

J0 in the Shockley diode equations represents the recombination current density in the
cell at thermal equilibrium in the dark condition. When considering an ideal Shockley

diode, all recombination occurs radiatively, and J0 reaches its radiative limit, J0,rad, with:

J0,rad = q ·
∫ end

0 EQEPV(E) · φBB(E) dE (II. 2.28)

where ϕBB is the black body photon flux.

In realistic organic solar cells, most recombination proceeds via the CT states which

has been widely observed to have a low emissivity [114]. Therefore, a large fraction of

recombination occurs non-radiatively which deviates their J0 from J0,rad. The quantum
yield of electroluminescence (ELQY), which quantifies the external radiative efficiency

(ERE), can be experimentally determined to relate J0 to J0,rad with J0 = J0,rad/ELQY. Hence,
equation II. 2.27 can be modified into equation II. 2.29 for realistic OSCs.

VOC =
kBT
q · ln(

Jgen(VOC)
J0, rad + ln(ELQY )) (II. 2.29)

From the perspective of equation II. 2.29, VOC of the device can be understood as the
result of non-radiative voltage losses (∆Vnr) from the radiative voltage limit (VOC,rad),
with ∆Vnr and VOC,rad in the forms of equations II. 2.30 and II. 2.31.

∆Vnr = −kBT
q · ln(ELQY) (II. 2.30)

VOC,rad = kBT
q · ln(

Jgen(VOC)
J0,rad ) (II. 2.31)

Efforts have been made to understand and reduce the ∆Vnr in OSC systems. As the
majority of free charge recombination proceeds via CT decay [25, 98], the emission

efficiency of CT states plays a vital role in the value of VOC. With the study of a large
set of donor:acceptor combinations, Benduhn et al. [115] pointed out that the emission

efficiency of CT states follow the energy-gap law [116], indicating the intrinsic link

between ∆Vnr and electron-vibration coupling, and the inevitable non-radiative losses
in OSC systems. Later studies from Chen et al. [117] reported systems disobeying energy-

gap law between ∆Vnr and ECT in low-offset OSC systems and found that the lower limit of
∆Vnr in these systems is defined by the PLQY of the pristine material with lower band-gap
in the blend. This finding has induced the motivation in synthesizing highly luminescent

NFA molecules [23, 118]. The avoidance of energy-gap law in low-offset systems can be

explained by the re-population of exciton from CT states given a low energetic offset

between S1 and CT (∆ES1-CT) [25]. However, it is still under debate whether and to what
extent the re-population process benefits the VOC of the device. In addition, the role
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of S1-CT hybridization needs to be clarified [119]. As pointed out by Perdigón et al. [25],

while the re-population of excitons significantly increases and dominates the ELQY due

to the much higher emission efficiency of excitons compared to CT states, it does not

immediately imply that most of the recombination proceed via exciton decay. On the

contrary, in their detailed study on one of the most famous low-offset NFA systems,

PM6:Y6, it was concluded that 99% of the recombination current is contributed by CT

decay. In another study from Fritsch et al. [98], by tuning the ∆ES1-CT in an alloy-type
ternary OSC system, it was pointed out that the VOC was primarily defined by the CT
states upon the shift of ∆ES1-CT. Importantly, it was demonstrated in this work that
re-population process reduces the ∆Vnr not because of the high emission efficiency of
excitons, rather their strong absorption which reduces the VOC,rad. The regime where
VOC is defined by the excitons can be entered when ∆ES1-CT is significantly small which,
as mentioned in the last section, lead to a low JSC.

ii. 2.3.2.3 Fill Factor (FF)

FF mainly describes the field-dependence of photocurrent density (Jph = Jlight-Jdark) of
the operating solar cell. More specifically, FF reflects the field-dependence of each term

in equation II. 2.23.

The most important influencing factor for FF is the charge collection efficiency (ηcoll)
which describes the probability which a photogenerated can be collected and contribute

to Jph. When strong collection field presents in the device, the collection field benefits the
drift of photocarriers to move towards their corresponding electrodes (holes towards the

anode and electrons towards the cathode), leaving less chance for them to recombine, as

indicated from equation II. 2.14. In this scenario, collection of photo-carriers is promoted.

As Vapp approaches from 0 V to VOC, the applied voltage compensates the build-in voltage
and reduces the collection field in the device. Hence, the drift velocities of photocarriers

are reduced, making recombination of free charges the dominating process. From this

perspective, the main difference between OSC devices with high and low FF is that in

OSC devices with high FF, charge extraction is still highly efficient, even when the built-in

field of the device is strongly compensated by Vapp. ηcoll can be affected by many factors,
such as charge mobility, recombination rate coefficient, and fluence condition, etc. In

this regard, Neher et al. [120] proposed a figure-of-merit α in 2016 to evaluate the effect
of the competition between charge recombination and extraction on the FF of the device,

given by equation II. 2.32. With α being smaller than 1, the device is a "Shockley type"
(the J-V curve of the device follows the Shockley equation), while the device is transport
limited when α is larger than 1.

α2 = q2k2Gd44µeµh(kBT )2 (II. 2.32)

Another major influencing factor for FF is the field-dependence of charge generation. A

field-dependent charge generation behavior indicates a reducing free carrier generation

efficiency with decreasing internal bias across the active layer which is detrimental to

the “squareness” of the J-V characteristic and reduces FF. As mentioned in section II.

2.2.2, the observed field-dependent charge generation behavior in many systems were

attributed to the field-dependent CT dissociation process and explained often in the

framework of Onsager-Braun model. In several more recent studies, evidence for field-
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dependent exciton dissociation was also observed for few low-offset systems. Since

these low-offset NFA systems present unique behavior in the charge generation and

recombination process while showing fascinating performance, it is vital to understand

more about the loss channels and mechanisms for charges in these systems, as will be

presented in greater detail in chapter IV. 1 and IV. 3.
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II. 3 Simulations for Organic Solar Cells

II. 3.1 Optical Simulation - Optical Transfer Matrix

As mentioned in the last paragraph in section II. 2.2.1, the optical field distribution

in a complex thin-film system like organic solar cell is neither uniform nor does it

completely follow the Beer Lambert’s law due to multi-reflections. In addition, the

cavity interference results in Fabry-Perot oscillations in the transmission and reflection

spectra of the sample [121], resulting in widely observable artifacts in optical pump and

(or) probe experiments [17, 112, 113, 122, 123]. While it is challenging to experimentally

eliminate such optical artifacts, corrections can be made in terms of optical simulations,

such as optical transfer matrix calculations, as will be introduced and discussed in detail

in this section.

The optical field distribution in such thin film systems can be calculated via optical

transfer matrix, with knowledge on the structure of the thin-film system, as well as

the thickness and optical constants of each layer. As shown in Figure II. 3.1, for a thin-

film system, the optical transfer matrix considers two independent waves – forward

and backward propagating plane waves (E(+) and E(-), respectively) – at each interface
between two layers. The (E(+)) and (E(-)) take the form of

E(x) = E0 · exp(i · 2πn̄
λ · x) (II. 3.1)

where x the position in space, (E0 is the amplitude of the wave, λ the wavelength, ñ the
generalized complex refractive index of the medium which consists of real refractive

index N and extinction coefficient K via

ñ = N + iK (II. 3.2)

The four forward and backward-propagating waves at each interface can be related by

a transmission matrix M which is defined by the optical constants of the two subject

adjacent layers. Taking the ith interface as example, this relationship can be expressed
with

[
E (+)i−1,r
E (−)i−1,r

]
= Mi−1,i

[
E (+)i,l
E (−)i,l

]
=

1
ti−1,i

[ 1 ri−1,i
ri−1,i 1

][
E (+)i,l
E (−)i,l

]
(II. 3.3)

where E(+)
i-1,r

and E(-)
i-1,r

are the forward and backward waves at the right interface of the

(i-1)th layer, respectively, E(+)i,l and E
(-)

i,l
the forward and backward waves at the left interface

of the ith layer, respectively. ti-1,i and ri-1,i the transmission and reflection at the interface
between (i-1)th and ith layer, defined by the complex refractive index of the two layers

31
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and angle of incidence at the interface (θ) via the Fresnel equations (equation II. 3.4a
and b) [124], for parallel (p) polarization:

rp(i−1,i) = ñi−1cosθi − ñicosθi−1
ñi−1cosθi + ñicosθi−1 (II. 3.4a)

tp(i−1,i) = 2ñi−1cosθi−1
ñi−1cosθi + ñicosθi−1 (II. 3.4b)

and for perpendicular (s) polarization:

rs(i−1,i) = ñi−1cosθi−1 − ñicosθi
ñi−1cosθi−1 + ñicosθi (II. 3.5a)

ts(i−1,i) = 2ñi−1cosθi−1
ñi−1cosθi−1 + ñicosθi (II. 3.5b)

On the other hand, the four waves at the two interfaces on each layer can be related to

each other via a propagation matrix P which is defined by the extinction coefficient and

thickness of the subject layer in the thin film stack, taking the ith layer as an example,[
E (+)i,l
E (−)i,l

]
= Pi

[
E (+)i,r
E (−)i,r

]
=

[
φ−1i 00 φi

]
·
[

E (+)i,r
E (−)i,r

]
(II. 3.6)

where ϕi is the phase shift of the wave between El and Er, taking the form of φi = e−jK L,

where K and L are the extinction coefficient and thickness of layer i, respectively.

Relating equation II. 3.3 and II. 3.6 together enables a transfer matrix formalism to

describe the relationship among the four waves on the left side of the first interface

and the right side of the last interface of the whole thin film stack (E(+)0 , E(-)0 , E(+)j and E(-)
j
):

[
E (+)0
E (−)0

]
= M0,1 · P1 ·M1,2 · P2...Mj−2,j−1 · Pj−1 ·Mj−1,j ·

E (+)j
E (−)j

 =

[
T11 T12
T21 T22

]
·

E (+)j
E (−)j

 (II. 3.7)

where E(+)0 , E(-)0 and E(+)
j
are essentially the incident wave, reflected wave, and transmitted

wave of the whole stack, and E(-)
j
equals to 0. Furthermore, E(+)0 , E(-)0 and E(+)

j
can be related

to each other with the definition of transmission and reflection, with Rfull = E (−)0 /E (+)0
and Tfull = E (+)

j /E (+)0 . Therefore, equation II. 3.7 can be rewritten as

[ 1
Rfull
]
=

[
T11 T12
T21 T22

]
·
[

Tfull0
]

(II. 3.8)

Expanding equation II. 3.8, the transmission and reflection of the full stack (Tfull and
Rfull, respectively) can be expressed by the optical transfer matrix (equation II. 3.9 a
and b). This means, optical transfer matrix formalism enables expressing Tfull and Rfull
simply with the optical constants and thickness of each layer in the stack.
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Tfull = 1
T11 (II. 3.9a)

Rfull = T21
T11 (II. 3.9b)

Figure II. 3.1: Scheme of optical transfer matrix calculation. Here a thin film system with j-1 layers
is considered. n1 to nj-1 are each layer in the film stack. n0 and nj are out of the thin film system

(considered here as vacuum). I1 to Ij are the interfaces between each two layers. E(+) and E(-) are
the forward and backward waves, respectively.

With optical transfer matrix, one could calculate the plane wave distribution and thus

absorption at each position in the device. The time average of the energy dissipated

per second in layer i at position x at normal incidence is given by

Pi(x , λ) = 12c · ε0 · αi(λ) ·Ni(λ) · |Ei(x , λ)|2 (II. 3.10)

where αi the absorption coefficient of layer i (αi = (4πKj/λ)), Ni the real refractive index
of the layer i, and Ei(x,λ) the sum of the forward and backward propagating waves at

position x in layer i.

Light absorption at each position in the device can then be converted to the distribution

of photogeneration rate which could be used as one of the initial input files in the

drift-diffusion model (vide infra). With the knowledge of the spectral density of the

illumination, the charge generation rate at each position x in the active layer can
therefore be obtained by integrating the energy dissipation over wavelengths, with the

assumption that charge generation efficiency is unity:

Gi(x) =
∫

Pi(x , λ) dλ (II. 3.11)

II. 3.2 Drift-Diffusion Simulation

The drift-diffusion model serves as a classical and powerful approach to study device

physics in an organic solar cell. By considering charge transport and recombination

process, drift-diffusion model enables the simulation of device performance with the
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consideration of charge generation, transportation and recombination in the device, on

the basis of the equivalent circuit model.

The primary consideration in drift-diffusion model is the continuity equation. The conti-

nuity equation relates the movement of electrons and holes to charge generation and

recombination. During transportation of charges, electrons and holes may recombine

via various decay mechanisms. Typical recombination mechanisms include bimolecular

(band-to-band) recombination and trap-assisted recombination can be accounted for

with the equations in section II. 2.2.4. The continuity equations can be expressed in the

form of equations II. 3.12 a and b for electrons and holes, respectively.

∂ne(x)
∂t − 1

q
∂Je(x)

∂x = G(x)− R(x) (II. 3.12a)

∂nh(x)
∂t − 1

q
∂Jh(x)

∂x = G(x)− R(x) (II. 3.12b)

where Je and Jh are electron and hole current densities, respectively. G the charge
generation rate, and R the charge recombination rate.

The movement of the charges in the simulated device can be described by the drift-

diffusion equations. The drift-diffusion equation describes charge transportation in

space driven by electric field and the density gradience of charges and can be described

with equations II. 3.13 a and II. 3.13 b for electrons and holes, respectively.

Je(x) = ne(x)µe dEC(x)
dx + qDe dne(x)

dx (II. 3.13a)

Jh(x) = nh(x)µh dEC(x)
dx + qDh dnh(x)

dx (II. 3.13b)

where x represents the position in the device, ne (nh) is the electron (hole) density, µe
(µh) is the electron (hole) mobility, EC (EV) is the conduction (valence) band potential,
and De (Dh) is the diffusion coefficient for electrons (holes). The mobility and diffusion
coefficient can be related to each other via Einstein relation:

De(h) = µe(h)kBT
q ηe(h) (II. 3.14)

where ηn(p) is a dimensionless coefficient accounting for the density of state (DOS)
occupation for electrons or holes. In non-degenerate systems, the diffusion coefficient

obeys the classical Einstein relation where ηn(p)=1.

The movement of the charges can result in change in the distribution of charges and

therefore affect the field distribution. This can be described by the Poisson’s equation:

∂F
∂x =

1
q

d2EC,V
dx2 =

ne(x)− nh(x)
εε0 (II. 3.15)

where F is the electric field, and E the potential energy.
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Part III

EXPER IMENTAL

This chapter introduces the most important experimental methods involved

in this thesis. Here involves not only the standardized experimental tech-

niques such as basic device fabrications, current-voltage characteristics (J-V),
photovoltaic external quantum yield (EQEPV), and transmission/reflection

spectroscopies (UV-VIS), but also more advanced spectroscopies including

time-delayed collection field (TDCF), bias-assisted charge extraction (BACE)

and photo-induced absorption. In addition, emission spectroscopies such

as photoluminescence and electroluminescence also serve as important

characterization techniques in this work.
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III. 1.1 Material and Sample Fabrication

The materials employed in this thesis can mainly be classified into two groups: namely

the photosensitive organic semiconductors that form the active layer, and photo-

insensitive organic semiconductors that form the interlayers. The active layers involved

here consist of polymer donor and small molecular acceptor. Figure III. 1.1 shows the

chemical structures of all materials in this thesis. PM6 (also often named as PBDB-T-2F)

was used as the polymer donor, and the employed acceptors include o-IDTBR, Y5, Y6 and

TPT10. All materials used in this thesis were purchased from 1-material Inc. As for the

interlayer materials, PEDOT:PSS (aqueous solution, purchased from Clevios, AL4083) was

used as the hole transport material, and PDINO was employed as the electron transport

material. The full chemical names of all materials can be found in the chapter E.

All solar cells devices in this thesis were fabricated in the structure of glass/ITO/PE-

DOT:PSS/active layer/PDINO/Ag. To start the fabrication, patterned ITO substrates

(Psiotec, UK) were firstly sonicated in Hellmanex (3%), deionized water, acetone and

isopropanol for 20 min, 20 min, 5 min and 10 min, respectively. The cleaned ITO sub-

strates were then further treated with O2 plasma at 200 W for 4 min. Thereafter, aqueous

PEDOT:PSS solution was first filtered through a 0.45 µm PTFE filter and spin coated on

top of ITO to form a layer of around. The substrates were then immediately transferred

to a glovebox to finish the rest of the solar cell fabrication procedure.

Solutions of donor:acceptor blend and interlayer were prepared, the blend of in chloro-

form in the total concentration of 12 mg/ml (0.5 vol% of 1-chloronaphtalene (CN) was

added as additive for some of the systems). The weight ratio of donor and acceptor was

1:1.2. PDINO was dissolved in methanol in the concentration of 1 mg/ml. Both active layer

and interlayer solutions were stirred at room temperature in the glovebox for 3 hours,

then spin coated on top of PEDOT:PSS layer at 2000 rpm to form the active layer of∼100
nm. For the systems where CN was added, the active layer was thermally annealed at

110 °C for 10 min. Thereafter, PDINO solution was spin coated on top of the active layer

to form a ∼15 nm electron transport layer (ETL). The samples were sent into a thermal

evaporator. Silver was thermally evaporated on top of the ETL through a patterned mask

in a high vacuum atmosphere ( 1×10-6 mbar) to form the top contact and complete the

device. The thickness of the top contact is 100 nm for normal devices and 35 nm for

semitransparent devices. The overlapping area of the ITO and silver pattern defines the

area of the device. The resulting device area was 0.06 cm2 (for device characterizations

in steady states) or 0.011 cm2 (for TDCF and BACE).

37
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Figure III. 1.1: Employed donor and acceptors in this thesis. The full chemical names can be found

in chapter E.

III. 1.2 Current Density-Voltage (J-V) Characterization

In JV characterization, a Newport Oriel Sol2A solar simulator was used as the light

source to simulate the AM1.5G irradiation spectrum, with the fluence of 100 mW/cm2.

Keithley 2400 system was used to apply voltage on the devices and measure the current

in two-wire mode. The J-V measurements were conducted in the N2 atmosphere. The
illumination intensity was adjusted to the AM1.5G condition using a calibrated Si solar

cell.

III. 1.3 External Photovoltaic Quantum Efficiency (EQEPV)

In photovoltaic external quantumefficiency (EQEPV) measurement, the device was excited

with monochromatic light with low fluence, while short circuit current (JSC) was recorded.
A Phillips Halogen lamp was used as the light source, the broadband white light was

first input into a cornerstone monochromator and then guided to the sample via optical

fiber. A ThorLabs MC2000 chopper system with a 2-blade chopper was place between

the light source and the monochromator to modulate the light. The phase and frequency

of the modulation was input into a Stanford Research system SR830 lock-in amplifier

as an external reference. A lens was used between the output of the optical fiber and

the sample to focus the monochromatic light into a small light spot which is smaller

than the width of the device pixel. The electrical response (short circuit current) of the

sample upon the excitation of modulated monochromatic light was first amplified by a

Stanford Research system SR570 preamplifier and then input into the lock-in amplifier as

the signal input. The absolute signal amplitude recognized by the lock-in amplifier was

recorded to calculate the quantity of generated charges from the device. The photon flux
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that was output from the optical fiber at each wavelength was calibrated with Newport

Photodiodes (818-UV and 818-IR).

III. 1.4 Ultraviolet-visible optical absorption spectroscopy

(UV-VIS)

The transmission and reflection spectra were measured by Varian Cary 5000 UV-vis-NIR

spectrophotometer with an integrating sphere on a bare film sandwiched between two

glass substrates.

III. 1.5 Photoluminescence (PL) and Photoluminescence Quantum

Yield (PLQY)

The photoluminescence measurements were conducted on devices or bare films by

exciting the sample with a 520 nm CW laser diode. The samples were place in front of

the detector of an Andor Solis SR393i-B spectrograph system. The spectral signal of

luminescence from the device was collected by a DU420A-BR-DD Si detector (for central

wavelength of 800 nm) and a DU491A-1.7 InGaAs detector (for central wavelengths of

1100 and 1400 nm). In the measurement, long pass filters were placed between the

detector and the sample to remove the excitation light from the detected spectra. When

measuring the photoluminescence of a device at various applied biases, the voltage

was applied to the device with a Keithley 2400 system in two-wire mode. A black mask

was used on the sample to make sure that only specified area can be illuminated.

To measure PLQY, the sample (bare film) was first placed inside an integrating sphere,

then the laser light was guided into the integrating sphere and shone right in the

middle of the sample. The PL of the sample was output from the integrating sphere and

guided to the detector. Quantification of photon absorbed by the sample was realized by

getting the reduction of the peak signal at the excitation wavelength with and without

the sample inside the integrating sphere.

III. 1.6 Electroluminescence (EL) and Electroluminescence

Quantum Yield (ELQY)

In EL measurement, the sample device was placed in front of the detector of an Andor

Solis SR393i-B spectrograph system, charges were injected into the device with a Keithley

2400 system in two-wire configuration at equivalent 1 sun condition (where injected

current density Jinj equals the short circuit current of the device at 1 sun illumination).

The spectral signal of luminescence from the device was collected by a DU420A-BR-DD

Si detector (for central wavelength of 800 nm) and a DU491A-1.7 InGaAs detector (for

central wavelengths of 1100 and 1400 nm).

For the quantification of emitted photon flux from the device, a Newport 818-UV silicon

detector was put in front of the device and connected to a Keithley 485 picoampere
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meter to quantify the photon flux emitted by the device. The detailed measurement

approach was provided in the PhD thesis of Steffen Roland [125].

III. 1.7 Bias-Assisted Charge Extraction (BACE)

BACE serves as an important technique to study the carrier density in the active layer.

In BACE measurements, the sample device is first illuminated by a laser while biased

at VOC condition, then the illumination is switched off while immediately switching
the voltage from VOC to Vcoll, controlled by a Keysight 81150A function generator. To
correct out the geometric capacitance of the device from the measured signal, a dark

background measurement is to be performed. For the dark background measurement,

the device is put in dark condition while zero volt is applied, then the same voltage

step as that in the light condition was used by applying a collection bias of Vcoll-VOC, so
that the dark displacement current can be corrected. With a Keysight Infiniium 9000

Series oscilloscope, the light and dark transient current was recorded, the transient

photocurrent can consequently be obtained according to Iph,trans = Ilight,trans- Idark,trans.
By integrating Iph,trans over time, the total photogenerated charge in the device can be
obtained via Qph =

∫ end0 Iph,trans dt, with the assumption that the electrons and holes
have the same distribution profile. Then with the knowledge of the area of the device

and active layer thickness, the photogenerated carrier density can be calculated.

Qph

edA = n = p (III. 1.1)

For a device whose charge generation is independent of field, when put under illumi-

nation in steady-state in VOC condition and, following equation applies which enables
calculating charge recombination rate from saturation current density.

G = R =
q
d · Jsat (III. 1.2)

Meanwhile, when assuming that the major recombination channel in the device at

VOC condition is bimolecular recombination, the charge recombination rate can be
described by equation III. 1.2. Relating equations III. 1.1 to III. 1.3 together, the bimolecular

recombination rate k2 can be calculated.

R = k2 · n2 (III. 1.3)

III. 1.8 Time-Delayed Collection Field (TDCF)

TDCF is a charge extraction based characterization technique. In TDCF measurement, a

short laser pulse (of ∼6 ns) first illuminates the device while the device is pre-bias at
Vpre, then after a certain delay time tdelay, a collection bias Vcoll is applied to extract the
charges. Similar to the BACE measurement, the transient currents during the application

of the voltage functions are detected and recorded by a Keysight Infiniium 9000 Series

oscilloscope. For each measurement, the same voltage function (from Keysight 81150A
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function generator) is applied to the device in dark condition to correct the dark dis-

placement current out from the light transient current signal. The transient photocurrent

signal is therefore obtained fromIph,trans = Ilight,trans- Idark,trans. The total amount of charge
can therefore be obtained by integrating Iph,trans over time. Upon careful tuning the
fluence of the laser pulse, Vpre, tdelay and Vcoll, many important physical parameters of
the device can be measured.

The field-dependence of charge generation can be measured by using a very low fluence

(typically around 0.1 µJ/cm2) and a large collection voltage (typically larger than -2.5 eV),

namely “TDCF-generation”. tdelay is set to 6 ns, same as the width of the laser pulse. This
means that the charge extraction starts immediately once the illumination is stopped.

The low fluence and high Vcoll ensures that all photogenerated charges can be extracted
efficiently and thus bimolecular recombination is negligible. By scanning the value of

Vpre (in the range between Vcoll and VOC), the field-dependence of charge generation
can be measured.

Another important application of TDCF is to measure the bimolecular recombination rate

(namely “TDCF-delay”). This is achieved by illuminating the device with high fluences (in

the fluence condition where bimolecular recombination dominates) while biasing the

device with Vpre close to the maximum power point voltage VMPP. After the illumination,
a series of tdelay is waited (typically ranging from 0 ns to 2000 ns) before Vcoll is applied
to collect the charges out. During Vpre, the photocarriers are extracted slowly and
severe bimolecular recombination happens. Whereas during Vcoll, the photocarriers
are extracted efficiently. This results in a kink in the transient photocurrent when the

delay time is over and Vcoll is applied. In TDCF-delay it is assumed that all charges
in the device can be extracted during the application of Vcoll and recombination in
between is negligible. Therefore, the integration of the transient photocurrent during

the application of Vcoll Qph,coll =
∫ end

tdelay
Iph,coll dt can be understood as “how many charges

still present in the device after the device is biased at Vpre for tdelay after illumination“.
On the other hand, integrating the transient photocurrent in the entire range of time

Qph,tot =
∫ end0 Iph dt gives the amount of charges that are successfully extracted without

undergoing bimolecular recombination. Knowing the geometry of the device, the number

of charges Qph,coll and Qph,tot can be easily converted to carrier densities nph,coll and ntot.
Thereafter, by getting the first derivative of ntot over tdelay, the information of how much
charges have recombined during each increment of tdelay (and thus the recombination
rate R) can be obtained. Plotting R against nph,coll, and fitting the plot with R = k2 · ncoll2,
the bimolecular recombination coefficient k2 can be obtained.

III. 1.9 Quasi-Steady State Photoinduced Absorption

Spectroscopy (PIA)

The sample is pumped by a continuous-wave (cw) laser diode (Spectral Products) which

is modulated by an optical chopper (Thorlabs MC2000B) at a frequency of 570 Hz. The

excitation wavelength of the pump light is 405 nm. The probe light is sourced from

a tungsten halogen lamp. The probe consequently goes through a monochromator

(Spectral Products DK240) and an optical chopper before reaching the sample. The

pump and probe light are aligned to overlap exactly on the sample. The transmitted

probe light is collected by a Si or Ge photodiode (Thorlabs). A lock-in amplifier (Stanford
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Research Systems, SR830) is connected to the photodiode (as input) and optical chopper

(as reference) to minimize the noise from the environment, and to obtain the change in

transmitted probe light ∆T as well as ground state transmission Tgs. When measuring
∆T, both pump and probe light are on, with the pump light being modulated. The optical
chopper for the pump light is connected to the lock-in amplifier. When measuring Tgs,
only probe light is on while being modulated. The optical chopper for the probe light is

connected to the lock-in amplifier.

In PIA measurements, the transmission spectra of the sample are measured when the

sample is in ground state or photo-illuminated, the resulted differential absorption

spectra can therefore be obtained with ∆T= Texc-Tg. The ∆T>0 peaks are ground state
bleach (GSB), corresponding to the bleaching of the ground state material, while the

∆T<0 peaks are the photoinduced absorption peaks, corresponding to the absorption of
photo-excited states. The measurements can also be conducted in the reflection mode.
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Part IV

RESULTS AND CONCLUS ION

In this part, the experimental and simulation results in this thesis are pre-

sented. In chapters IV. 1 and IV. 3, the charge generation, recombination, as

well as loss analyses for each J-V parameter are studied. Chapters IV. 2 and
IV. 4 focus on the experimental considerations. Discussions, conclusions and

outlooks are given in chapter IV. 5.
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IV. 1 Elucidating How Low Energy Offset

Matters to Performance of Non-fullerene

Acceptor-Based Solar Cells

This chapter discusses about the relationship between the recombination rate and

energetic offsets as well as its effect on FF in low-offset OSC systems.

This chapter is an adapted preprint of:

Nurlan Tokmoldin, Bowen Sun, Floriana Moruzzi, Acacia Patterson, Obaid Alqahtani,

Rong Wang, Brian A. Collins, Iain McCulloch, Larry Lüer, Christoph J. Brabec, Dieter Neher,

and Safa Shoaee. ACS Energy Letters 2023 8 (6), 2552-2560
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IV. 1.1 Abstract

The energetic offset between the highest occupied molecular orbitals of the donor and

acceptor components of organic photovoltaic blends is well-known to affect the device

efficiency. It is well established that a decreasing offset increases the open-circuit voltage

but reduces the short-circuit current, which has been explained by insufficient exciton

dissociation. However, the impact of the offset on the fill-factor and underlying processes

is less clear. Here, we study free charge generation and recombination in three different

non-fullerene acceptors, Y6, ITIC and o-IDBTR, blendedwith the same donor polymer PM6.

We demonstrate that a diminishing offset results in field-dependent charge generation

related to field-assisted exciton dissociation. On the other hand, reformation of excitons

from free charges is identified as an additional channel for charge recombination, which

goes along with a substantial rise in the bimolecular recombination coefficient. In

combination of these two effects, the fill-factor drops considerably with a decreasing

energy offset. Using the comparison between PM6:ITIC and PM6:o-IDBTR, we show that

bulk properties such as morphology and carrier mobilities can not fully explain the

observed difference in performance, highlighting the importance of interfacial kinetics

and thermodynamics in controlling the device efficiency, both through generation and

recombination of charge carriers.

Keywords: HOMO-HOMO offset, field-dependent generation, exciton dissociation, bi-

molecular recombination, exciton reformation.

IV. 1.2 Introduction

Organic solar cells (OSCs) have seen a significant improvement in performance since

the introduction of non-fullerene acceptors (NFAs) as one of the components of the

bulk heterojunction (BHJ) layer [24, 126]. The ability to control the synthetic routes and,

therefore, structure of these molecules yields a variety of important properties, includ-

ing solubility, film morphology, charge carrier mobility and energetics [127, 128]. The

energetic aspect is particularly important for a BHJ, as it affects charge generation across

the interface between the donor (D) and the acceptor (A) materials [66, 129]. Whereas

electron transfer from D to A has been previously regarded as the main mechanism of

charge generation [130], the current general consensus underscores the predominant

role of hole transfer from A to D in NFA-based blends due to the typically smaller ac-

ceptor bandgap and the considerable exciton contribution from the acceptor. In this

picture, the offset between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) levels of the

two blend components should play a critical role in charge generation, as it represents

a driving force for the transition from a singlet exciton (S1) to a charge transfer (CT) state
[22, 131]. While earlier work reported efficient charge generation for vanishing HOMO

offset, it is now well established that below a critical value ranging, according to various

reports, from below 0.2 eV to ca. 0.5 eV the exciton dissociation efficiency decreases

continusouly with decreasing offset [42, 66, 129]. This has been related to a decrease

in the short circuit current (JSC), which overcompensates the increase in open-circuit
voltage (VOC) with regard to device efficiency.

Another remarkable observation is a notable reduction in the fill factor (FF) with de-

creasing offset[129, 132, 133]. By definition, the FF summarizes all field-dependent loss
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processes in an illuminated cell. In a BHJ solar cell, photocurrent generation is believed

to proceed through three fundamental steps: (1) the formation of an interfacial CT state

through exciton diffusion and dissociation at the D/A heterojunction, competing with

the decay of the exciton to the ground state; (2) dissociation of the CT state into spatially

separated independent charges (CS), competing with geminate recombination (GR);

and (3) collection of the free charges at the electrodes, competing with nongeminate

recombination (NGR) [85]. For large-offset systems it was shown that process 2 can

be field-assisted and thereby cause a field dependence of free charge generation [58,

134].However, recent studies have provided evidence for a pronounced electric field

dependence of step 1, exciton dissociation in systems with a low energy offset [63–65,

135]. Such a scenario requires that an appreciable energetic barrier exists between the

S1 and the CT states, which is indeed predicted by Marcus theory for the case of a small
energy offset and a large reorganization energy. Electric field-induced barrier lowering

would then be possible if the electric field reduces the CT state energy relative to the

energy of S1.

The final process determining the FF is process 3, the competition between free charge

extraction and NRG. Surprisingly, the correlation between NRG and the blend energetics

has been scarely explored. For field-independent free charge generation, a fill-factor

figure-of-merit α, is defined as [120]:

α =

√
q2k2Gd44µeµh(kBT )2 =

√
qk2JGend34µeµh(kBT )2 (IV. 1.1)

where q is the elementary charge, k2 is the bimolecular recombination coefficient, G and
JGenare, respectively, the carrier generation rate and current density, d is the active layer
thickness, µe/h are the electron/hole mobilities, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is
the temperature. It is not expected that a direct correlation exists between the energy

offset and the carrier mobilities. Therefore, if a lower offset system decreases the FF

through increased NGR, it must be due to a higher k2.

Here, we study the cause of the reduced FF for low offset systems. To this end, we

selected three NFA based blends, where the HOMO offset is systematically reduced. By

performing time-delayed collection field (TDCF) experiments, we observe a pronounced

increase of the field dependence of free charge generation with decreasing HOMO offset.

Steady-state and time resolved photoluminescence studies then prove field-assisted

exciton dissociation as the main cause of this field dependence. At the same time, the

bimolecular recombination coefficient is significantly enhanced. Space charge limited

current measurements reveal no correlation between the energy offset and mobility,

putting an emphasis on the Langevin reduction factor. We, then, find that a reduced

HOMO offset can cause exciton reformation from free charges, providing an additional

pathway for NGR.

IV. 1.3 Results

In this study, we blended the donor polymer PM6 (full compound names given in Supple-

mentary) with three different small-molecule acceptors Y6, ITIC and o-IDTBR (Figures IV.

1.1 (a-d)). Figure IV. 1.1(e) demonstrates the energy levels of the neat materials as well as

blend films obtained using cyclic voltammetry (see SI Figure A.1 for cyclic voltammetry
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data, and the measurement details and comments in the Supplementary Notes; PM6

and Y6 energy levels were also reported by our group earlier [131]). The resulting HOMO-

HOMO offsets range from -30 to ca. 400 meV. The performance of solar cells fabricated

from these blends is shown in Figures IV. 1.1 (f-g) and Table IV. 1.1. The observed trend in

the HOMO-HOMO offset correlates with the device performance, with the smallest offset

PM6:o-IDTBR blend showing the largest VOC, but the smallest FF and JSC. The FF and JSC
gradually increase in the ITIC device and the highest values are obtained in the Y6 blend.

Additionally, whereas the absorption in the PM6:Y6 blend is significantly red-shifted

(Figure IV. 1.1(h)) – partially explaining the higher JSC, the very close absorption spectra
of PM6:ITIC and PM6:o-IDTBR make the comparison between the latter two systems

particularly interesting.

Table IV. 1.1: Device performance characteristics of the studied NFA-based organic solar cells

with the structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active layer ( 120 nm)/PDINN/Ag.

Active layer VOC [V] JSC [mA/cm
2] FF% PCE%

PM6:Y6 0.83 26.9 70.7 15.7

PM6:ITIC 1.00 15.1 64.3 10.1

PM6:o-IDTBR 1.13 7.1 49.9 4.0

To understand the change in the FF according to equation IV. 1.1, we first study the com-

petition between charge recombination and extraction. We start with the measurement

of the carrier recombination dynamics using the bias-assisted charge extraction (BACE)

technique [136]. In this measurement, a device is held initially under illumination at

open circuit, where a dynamic equilibrium is established between the carrier generation

and recombination rates. As soon as the illumination is switched off, a reverse bias is

immediately applied to the terminals to extract the charge carriers. To account for the

displacement charge due to the change in voltage ∆V = VOC − Vcoll, a measurement
with the same voltage jump ∆V is also performed in the dark. The recombination order

close to 2 is seen in all three blends, suggesting that bimolecular recombination is the

dominate recombination mechanism for the free charge carriers. We note that deter-

mination of the correct carrier recombination rate for the BACE analysis requires the

estimation of the carrier generation rate at the VOC condition, which, generally speaking,
may differ to the one at short circuit. The respective procedure for determination of the

recombination rate and the bimolecular recombination coefficient is described in the

Supporting Information, Figure A.2(a) and (b)). Figure IV. 1.2 shows the results for the

three systems. Amongst them, PM6:o-IDBTR has the highest k2, followed by PM6:ITIC and
then PM6:Y6. According to equationIV. 1.1, k2 directly affects the fill-factor figure-of-merit
α, agreeing with the observed trend in FF (Table IV. 1.1). However, other factors such as

charge carrier mobilities and generation rate, are also responsible in determining α.

Carrier mobilities for the studied systems were determined via the space-charge limited

current (SCLC) measurements in single-carrier devices (Table IV. 1.2 and Figure A.3) [137].

Table IV. 1.2 lists the room-temperature mobilities and energetic disorder values for the

neatmaterials and blends, obtained fromfitting of the J-V and slope-V curves via the drift-
diffusion model [137]. Looking at the two lower-offset systems, although the mobilities

are much more imbalanced in PM6:o-IDTBR than in PM6:ITIC, the effective mobilities

µeff = √µeµh for the two blends are identical: 1.3× 10−4 cm2V-1s-1. We remind the reader

that the effective mobility, determined as the geometric mean of individual carrier
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Figure IV. 1.1: a)-d) Chemical structures of materials used in the study: a) PM6, b) Y6, c) ITIC and

d) o-IDTBR; e) energy levels of the studied materials determined via cyclic voltammetry (C-V)
and UV-vis absorption spectroscopy, solid lines indicate the energy levels determined for the

neat acceptors, whereas rectangular areas – for their blends with PM6 (the HOMO levels were

determined from the measured LUMO levels and the optical bandgaps, see Figure A.1); f)-h)

device performance of app. 120 nm thick junctions of PM6:Y6, PM6:ITIC and PM6:o-IDTBR (see

experimental section for full details): f) current density vs. voltage (J-V) curves; g) spectra of
incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE); h) UV-vis absorption spectra of the

studied blend films [25].
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Figure IV. 1.2: Bias-assisted charge extraction (BACE) measurements of 140 nm thick devices: a)

recombination rate R vs. carrier density n; b) bimolecular recombination coefficient k2 vs. carrier
density n.

mobilities, appears in equation.IV. 1.1 representing the efficiency of charge extraction.

Additionally, it has been shown earlier that for blends with domain sizes of the order

of tens of nanometers the encounter-limited bimolecular recombination coefficient is

best described by the geometric mean of mobilities [91, 95].

Table IV. 1.2: Carrier mobilities and energetic disorder in neat NFAs and PM6-blended systems,

determined using the space-charge limited current (SCLC) measurements.

Material

µe,RT

cm2V-1s-1
σe

meV

µh,RT

cm2V-1s-1
σh

meV

Neat Y6 [138] 2.4×10-3 71.0 1.8×10-4 74.0

PM6:Y6 [15] 8.4×10-4 60.0 1.3×10-4 74.0

Neat ITIC 4.7×10-4 59.9 2.8×10-8 68.5

PM6:ITIC 1.9×10-4 63.1 9.3×10-5 62.6

Neat o-IDTBR 1.1×10-4 82.1 1.9×10-4 73.1

PM6:o-IDTBR 3.4×10-5 70.0 5.0×10-4 54.4

Now turning to charge generation, we measured the efficiency of free charge generation

(EGE) using the time-delayed collection field (TDCF) technique [136]. TDCF probes the

amount of photogenerated charge at different applied biases in the low-light intensity

regime avoiding bimolecular recombination (the extracted charge is strictly proportional

to the laser fluence). In this experiment, the device is excited with a short laser pulse

(∼ 5 ns) while being held at a given pre-bias (Vpre). After a delay time of 6 ns all charges
are extracted by applying a high reverse collection bias (Vcoll). Then, the total extracted

charge (Q) is a direct measure of EGE under the chosen condition. Figure IV. 1.3 shows
the results of such a measurement for PM6:ITIC and PM6:o-IDTBR, where Vpre is swept
from reverse bias (-1 V) to VOC. A similar measurement in PM6:Y6 has previously shown
that charge generation in this blend is independent of the applied bias [50]. We find that

in the PM6:ITIC device, charge generation does not depend on the field, however the

PM6:o-IDTBR device shows a strong field dependence with fewer charges collected. To

examine the extent of this behaviour, the voltage sweeping range for PM6:o-IDTBR was

further widened to -7 V. Figure A.4 shows that charge generation remains field-dependent

even up to -7 V.
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The field-dependent charge generation in the o-IDTBR system can stem from field-

dependent exciton dissociation and/or field-dependent CT dissociation. The lower

charge generation efficiency may also originate from poor exciton dissociation. To

probe, whether charge generation in PM6:o-IDTBR is driven by exciton or CT dissociation,

we performed photoluminescence (PL) measurements on the device at different applied

biases. PL quenching is an assay of exciton dissociation and by comparing the PL signal

of neat and blend films with and without field, we address the exciton dissociation.

Figures IV. 1.3 (a) and (b) show the overlap of the field-dependent PL with the TDCF

generation curves for both blends. PM6:ITIC shows strong exciton quenching of the NFA

excitons (Figure A.5(a)) and exhibits field-independent PL. On the other hand, in the

absence of any field (at VOC), PM6:o-IDTBR shows poor PL quenching (Figure A.5(b));
however, the PL has a strong field-dependence. It should be noted that, in spite of the

small HOMO-HOMO offset, the exciton dissociation in PM6:o-IDTBR is still facilitated

by the presence of PM6, since the PL of neat o-IDTBR is field-independent (Figure A.6).

Consistent with these results are our field-dependent time resolved PL (TRPL) data for

the PM6:o-IDTBR system. Figure IV. 1.3 shows the TRPL kinetics indicating a drop in the

yield of intensity with increasing reverse bias. However, the decay time (corresponding

to the CT dissociation) remains invariant, confirming that only exciton dissociation is

field-dependent.

The small PL quenching in PM6:o-IDTBR in the absence of an electric field may be due

to unfavourable morphology of the system, causing a competition between the exciton

diffusion length and the domain size. Alternatively, emission may also take place from re-

formed excitons (vide infra). To address this, we probed the morphology of PM6:o-IDTBR

and, for comparison, PM6:ITIC, as well as the neat materials, using grazing-incidence

wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) and resonant soft X-ray scattering (RSoXS) mea-

surements (Figure IV. 1.4 and A.7, Table IV. 1.3 and Supplementary Note). According to the

GIWAXS results, o-IDTBR molecules show higher crystallinity and a closer π-πpacking

than ITIC. Additionally, although crystallinity is disrupted upon blending of the acceptors

with PM6, the π-πstacking of neat components with the preferential face-on orientation

is preserved for both blends. The RSoXS measurements reveal that both blends feature

a similar average domain size with the characteristic length LC of 60 nm, which is con-

sistent with size and spacing of polymer fibrils seen in atomic force microscopy (AFM)

images (see Figure A.8).

With this size scale, measuring and analyzing domain purity using scanning transmission

X-ray microscopy (STXM) was limited by the instrumental resolution (Figure A.7). However,

the relative domain purity was extracted from the RSoXS profiles analysing multiple

energies and correcting for contrast differences and scattering symmetry (Figure A.7)

[139]. From this analysis, the PM6:o-IDTBR blend has a significantly lower domain purity

than the PM6:ITIC blend. More mixing between PM6 fibrils in the o-IDTBR blend films may

enable increased interfacial interaction between charges compared to PM6:ITIC, which

could rationalize the difference in bimolecular recombination for the two blends (Figure

IV. 1.2) [140]. However, domain mixing has not been shown to result in field-dependent

PL quenching and thus cannot explain the effects seen here on its own, although the

role of a morphology-driven driving force for charge separation following initial exciton

dissociation should also be considered (see Supplementary Note). The consistency of

molecular crystallinity and domain size, however, suggests that morphology between

the two blends is fundamentally similar.
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Table IV. 1.3:Morphological parameters of PM6:ITIC and PM6:o-IDTBR, obtained via GIWAXS, RSoXS

and STXM.

Blend

Out-of-plane

π-π

d-spacing (nm)

Domain

characteristic

length (LC) (nm)

Relative

domain purity

PM6:ITIC

Polymer: 0.36

NFA: 0.42 60 1

PM6:o-IDTBR

Polymer: 0.36

NFA: 0.34 60 0.65

Figure IV. 1.3: Probing field-dependence in charge generation: a) overlap between photocurrent

density vs. voltage, collected charge vs. voltage and photoluminescence vs. voltage curves for

PM6:ITIC; b) overlap between photocurrent density vs. voltage, collected charge vs. voltage and

photoluminescence vs. voltage curves for PM6:o-IDBTR; c) time-resolved photoluminescence

decay of PM6:o-IDTBR.
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Figure IV. 1.4: Grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) data for PM6:ITIC and

PM6:o-IDBTR.

In order to determine the nature and origin of PL in PM6:o-IDTBR, we consider reforma-

tion of excitons. For this purpose, we employ electroluminescence (EL) measurements,

in which emission may take place exclusively via recombination of the injected free

charges (through the CT state), avoiding emission from non-dissociated excitons upon

photoexcitation. We have previously reported such measurements for PM6:Y6 [25]. Figure

IV. 1.5 shows the comparison of the EL and PL spectra for PM6:ITIC and PM6:o-IDTBR.

The equivalence in the spectral shapes for the o-IDTBR blend resembles EL and PL of a

singlet exciton on o-IDTBR. In contrast, EL of the ITIC blend displays both singlet excitons

(also observed in PL) and a red-shifted feature, which we assign to CT states [42].

By comparing the EL and PL quantum yields, we evaluate the efficiency of exciton

reformation according to:
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Figure IV. 1.5: Comparison of the PL and EL spectra of PM6-blended and neat ITIC and o-IDTBR;

ELQY measurements in the studied blends.

ηex,ref = ELQYPM6:APLQYPS:A (IV. 1.2)

where ELQYPM6:A is the EL quantum yield of the blend, and PLQYPS:A is the PL quantum

yield of the acceptor blended into polystyrene as an inert matrix with the same ratio as

the studied D:A system [98]. Equation IV. 1.2 is based on the definition of the ELQY of the

blend as a product of the probability of forming an exciton on the acceptor, which is the

lower band-gap component of the blend, upon CT formation via charge injection (i.e.

ηex,ref) and the probability of photoluminescence from an exciton on the neat acceptor
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having the same compositional fraction as in the studied blend (hence PLQYPS:A). The

ELQY measurements in PM6:ITIC and PM6:o-IDTBR are shown in Figure IV. 1.5(c). The

respective ELQYPM6:A and PLQYPS:A values are given in Table IV. 1.4.

Table IV. 1.4: PLQY of polystyrene(PS):acceptor (A) samples and ELQY of the PM6:A blends.

Accepor PLQYPS:A ELQYPM6:A

Y6 7×10-3 [25] 3×10-5 [15]
ITIC 2×10-2 3×10-6

o-IDTBR 6×10-2 2×10-3

IV. 1.4 Discussion

The experimentally determined parameters of the studied OSC blends are summarized

in Table IV. 1.5. The HOMO-HOMO offset in the studied systems appears to correlate

strongly with FF through both charge generation and k2. Significant reduction in the
offset leads to field-dependent charge generation, faster recombination of free carriers

and a contribution of singlet exciton reformation as one of the channels of bimolecular

carrier recombination. Since the S1 to CT energy separation can be approximated by the
offset between the HOMO energies of the donor and the acceptor, the efficiency of S1
reformation from the CT state is expected to rise for low offset systems (until the CT and

S1 hybridise). In this case, the charges would get an opportunity to recombine through
reformed excitons.

Table IV. 1.5: Correlation between the HOMO-HOMO level offsets (∆EHOMO) obtained by the
cyclic-voltammetry measurements, reformation efficiency (ηex,ref), bimolecular recombination
coefficient (k2) and fill-factor figure-of-merit (α) in the PM6:Y6, PM6:ITIC and PM6:o-IDTBR organic
solar cells.

Blend

∆EHOMO

meV ηex,ref k2 FF

PM6:Y6 410 ∼ 4× 10-3 ∼ 1× 10-17 2.4

PM6:ITIC 70 ∼ 1× 10-4 ∼ 1× 10-16 14.0

PM6:o-IDTBR -30 ∼ 3× 10-2 ∼ 3× 10-16 19.8

The correlation between k2 and the HOMO-HOMO offset suggests that reducing the

offset either increases the CT binding energy and thus the decay of the CT state, and/or

it allows for a new decay channel through the reformed excitons. In particular, the

latter channel becomes important when exciton dissociation is inefficient, as is the case

for PM6:o-IDTBR. In this scenario exciton reformation can act as a channel for charge

recombination in OSCs. Consequently, the bimolecular recombination rate equation,

involving a single decay route via the CT state [141]:

R = krecnαCS = ηCT,diss · kf,CT · nCT (IV. 1.3)

transforms as follows:
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R = krecnαCS = ηCT,diss · kf,CT · nCT + ηex,ref · kf,S1 · nS1 (IV. 1.4)

where krec is the free carrier recombination coefficient which for purely bimolecular
recombination is equivalent to k2, αis the order of recombination, kf,CT is the CT-state
decay rate, kf,S1 is the exciton decay rate, ηCT,diss is the probability of charge generation,
ηex,ref is the probability of exciton reformation and nS1 , nCT, and nCS are the densities of
singlet excitons, CT states and free charges, respectively. The respective state diagrams

denoting electronic transitions between different states for the cases of large and small

energy offsets is presented in Figure IV. 1.6.

Figure IV. 1.6: State diagram of an organic solar cell with the low energy offset, indicating various

transitions between the ground state singlet S0, singlet exciton S1, charge-transfer (CT) and
charge-separated (CS) states: photon absorption under illumination (hν), carrier injection under
external bias (Jinj), exciton decay (kf,S1 ), exciton dissociation to CT (kd,S1 ), CT decay (kf,CT), CT
dissociation into free carriers (kd,CT), free carrier encounter to form CT (krec) and reformation of
the singlet exciton (kex,ref).

It is important to point out that the enhanced exciton reformation with a lower energy

offset cannot fully explain the rise in k2, given also that the majority of recombination
still proceeds via non-radiative channels, as evidenced by the ELQY measurements

[25]. At the same time, we see a correlation between the energetic offset and the

recombination reduction factor γfor the studied systems (obtained from k2 and the
Langevin recombination coefficient – see Supplementary Note 7). Since the reduction

factor is typically assigned to the dynamics of the CT state (dissociation vs. decay) [141],

this work highlights the role of the energetic offset influencing the kinetic rates at the

interface.

Regarding the specific mechanisms of non-radiative recombination, relaxation to the

molecular triplet state has previously been proposed as the major charge recombination

mechanism in the PM6:Y6 blend [142]. This process occurs via back-charge transfer

from the triplet CT to the triplet exciton state. In general, the dominant free charge

recombination pathway is determined by the comparison between the back-charge

transfer rate vs. intersystem crossing between the triplet CT and singlet CT states, as

well as the rate of the triplet CT dissociation into free charges and the decay of the

singlet CT to the ground state vs. its re-dissociation [141]. We note that equation IV.

1.4 as well as the state diagrams in Figure IV. 1.6 focus on singlet states and do not

explicitly include the contribution of the triplet exciton and triplet CT state to the carrier

recombination dynamics [143], however as mentioned above, their role should not be

dismissed. Whilst we and others have shown the effect of spin statistics and polaron

mediated triplet formation on the recombination rate of free carriers [141, 142, 144], at

the same time we note that singlet reformation may only proceed via the singlet CT
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state. As such, the efficiency of reformed excitons will not be affected by the omission

of triplet statistics in the rate equation. Nevertheless, understanding the relationship

between exciton reformation from free charges vs. CT binding energy, and the singlet-

triplet interplay, is important to build a detailed picture of the charge generation and

recombination processes in low offset systems. This work conveys the message that, in

addition to triplet excitons and a singlet CT state, singlet excitons can also contribute to

the bimolecular recombination channels, albeit in the current systems the S1 channel is
far away from dominating the loss pathway.

IV. 1.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, we show that decreasing the HOMO-HOMO offset in NFA-based OPVs

not only reduces the free carrier generation efficiency but also speeds up free carrier

recombination, as characterized by the bimolecular recombination coefficient k2. We
show that a significantly reduced energy level offset results in both field-dependent

exciton dissociation as well as the activation of singlet exciton reformation as a new

channel for bimolecular recombination. At the same time, although it is tempting to

directly relate exciton reformation to charge recombination, one must also carefully

consider the influence of other factors, affecting the efficiency of the excited state

decay, such as the difference in the CT binding energies. Additionally, the growing field

dependence in exciton dissociation, and thereby carrier generation, and the increased

recombination coefficient with a diminishing energy offset result in a reduced FF, as

exemplified by PM6:o-IDTBR. Finally, this study highlights the importance of optimizing

blend energetics to drive further improvement in the performance of NFA-based organic

solar cells through minimization of the total recombination losses.
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IV. 2 Spectroelectrochemically Determined

Energy Levels of PM6:Y6 Blends and

Their Relevance to Solar Cell

Performance

This work presents a systematic spectroelectrochemical approach to precisely deter-

mine frontier orbital energies of PM6:Y6 blends in device-relevant films and results are

discussed regarding their impact on solar cell performance.

This chapter is an adapted preprint of:

David Neusser, Bowen Sun, Wen Liang Tan, Lars Thomsen, Thorsten Schultz, Lorena

Perdigón-Toro, Norbert Koch, Safa Shoaee, Christopher R. McNeill, Dieter Neher and

Sabine Ludwigs. J. Mater. Chem. C, 2022,10, 11565-11578
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IV. 2.1 Abstract

Recent advances in organic solar cell performance have been mainly driven forward

by combining high-performance p-type donor–acceptor copolymers (e.g.PM6) and non-

fullerene small molecule acceptors (e.g.Y6) as bulk- heterojunction layers. A general

observation in such devices is that the device performance, e.g., the open-circuit voltage,

is strongly dependent on the processing solvent. While the morphology is a typically

named key parameter, the energetics of donor–acceptor blends are equally important,

but less straightforward to access in the active multicomponent layer. Here, we propose

to use spectral onsets during electrochemical cycling in a systematic spectroelectro-

chemical study of blend films to access the redox behavior and the frontier orbital

energy levels of the individual compounds. Our study reveals that the highest occupied

molecular orbital offset (∆EHOMO) in PM6:Y6 blends is ∼ 0.3 eV, which is comparable to
the binding energy of Y6 excitons and therefore implies a nearly zero driving force for the

dissociation of Y6 excitons. Switching the PM6 orientation in the blend films from face-on

to edge-on in bulk has only a minor influence on the positions of the energy levels, but

shows significant differences in the open circuit voltage of the device. We explain this

phenomenon by the different interfacial molecular orientations, which are known to

affect the non-radiative decay rate of the charge-transfer state. We compare our results

to ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy data, which shows distinct differences in the

HOMO offsets in the PM6:Y6 blend compared to neat films. This highlights the necessity

to measure the energy levels of the individual compounds in device-relevant blend

films.

IV. 2.2 Introduction

The material class of organic semiconductors has seen significant advances in recent

years due to their wide range of applications in the field of organic electronics and

optoelectronics [145, 146] including organic solar cells (OSCs). [147–149] The typically high

extinction coefficients and the possibility to tune optical properties via the design of

chemical structures strengthen the interest in developing and optimizing new materials

for OSCs. Within the photoactive layer, bulk-heterojunction solar cells (BHJs) combine an

electron donormaterial (D) and an electron acceptormaterial (A) tomaximize the harvest

of the solar spectrum and allow for an efficient charge generation and separation at the

D/A-interface [150, 151]. To improve the efficiency regarding light absorption and charge

generation, both components need to be tuned in terms of energy level matching.

Here, a balance between a reduction of the energy loss during charge transfer and

a large enough highest occupied molecular orbital offset (∆EHOMO) to drive exciton
dissociation needs to be found. [152] This aspect demonstrates that it is crucial to

have a profound knowledge of the energy levels to achieve efficient devices. There are

multiple methods available to determine the energy levels including cyclic voltammetry

(C-V), ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) or scanning tunneling spectroscopy.
Serious discussions have unfolded about when it is reasonable to compare resulting

energy levels from different experimental methods and when different data sources can

be problematic. For example, it is quite common to combine the HOMO level derived

from cyclic voltammetry or UPS with the optical bandgap to determine the lowest

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level energy, which is, however, inappropriate
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because of the large exciton binding energy of organic materials.9–11 Additionally,

measurements on neat materials may not be suitable to explain the energetic properties

of material blends. [153, 154] Microstructural order and morphology can be very unique

in blends and therefore influence device-relevant parameters in a strong manner. Simply

evaluating measurements on neat materials and translating them to material blends

can therefore be a problematic approach. This work will deliver more insights into

energy level determination in blend films and hence add more details to the prevailing

discussions.

Due to its striking performance in solar cells, the present work is focused on

thin films of the non-fullerene acceptor (NFA) molecule Y6 [20] (2,2’-((2Z,2’Z)-

((12,13-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-3,9-diundecyl-12,13-dihydro-[1,2,5]thiadiazolo[3,4e] -

thieno[2”,3”:4’,5’]thieno[2’,3”4,5]pyrrolo [3,2-g] - thieno[2’,3’:4,5] - thieno[3,2-b]indole-

2,10-diyl) bis(methanylylidene)) - bis(5,6-difluoro-3-oxo-2,3-dihydro-1H-indene-2,1-

diylidene))-dimalononitrile), the conjugated donor polymer PM6 (poly[(2,6-(4,8-bis(5-(2-

ethylhexyl-3-fluoro)thiophen-2-yl)-benzo[1,2-b:4,5b’]dithiophene))-alt-(5,5-(1’,3’-di-2-

thienyl-5’,7’-bis(2-ethylhexyl)benzo[1’,2’-c:4’,5’-c’]di-thiophene-4,8-dione)])) and their

blends PM6:Y6 (see Fig.IV. 2.1 for chemical structures).

One of the main achievements in the development of these high-performance materials

was to tune the energy levels and shift the acceptor absorption to a region above 800

nm [127, 155, 156] (see Fig.IV. 2.1 c for the normalized absorbance spectrum). This way

some of the limitations of previous state-of-the-art fullerene-based acceptor materials

which had struggled for example with thermal and photochemical stability could be

addressed. [157] The blue shift of the absorption peak of Y6 in the blend compared to

that in the neat film is a commonly observed phenomenon. The position of this peak

is influenced by the degree of aggregation and by the intermolecular arrangements

in the solid state of Y6. [158] The exact decomposition of the absorption spectrum of

Y6 in solution, neat film and blend in the contributions of different aggregates and

non-aggregated molecules is the subject of ongoing further investigations and beyond

the scope of this work.

The acceptor Y6 is designed following the well-established internal electronic push–pull

character with alternating electron donating and withdrawing groups, [159–161] leading

to an internal A–DA’D–A structure. The electron deficient core in the center is realized

by a benzothiadiazole moiety surrounded by two planar arms which are slightly tilted

because of the steric demands of the alkyl chains attached to the center. [20, 162] The

exact attachment position and length of the alkyl chains were carefully adjusted and

not only modify the solubility properties but also influence the packing structure and

performance of the final devices. [163]

PM6 belongs to the thriving family of D/A copolymers based on polythiophenes. [164–

166] Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) being one of the most prominent polythiophenes is

still considered to be a work horse in organic electronics applications. [147, 153, 167, 168]

Latest developments in the field of D/A copolymers present the introduction of halogen

atoms, especially fluorine, to be one of the structural modifications that dramatically

improves the properties of donormaterials based on polythiophenes. The D/A copolymer

PM6 carries a benzodithiophene donor unit which allows for the attachment of two

fluorine atoms per unit. These groups shift down the HOMO level and are therefore

an effective approach for increasing the transport gap (Etr) which has a direct positive
influence on the VOC and increases the power conversion efficiency of the solar cell.
Besides the energetic aspects, the fluorine atoms increase the tendency to aggregate
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Figure IV. 2.1: Chemical structures of (a) Y6 and (b) PM6. The corresponding UV-vis absorption

spectra in thin films processed from CF:CN (chloroform + 0.5 v% chloronaphthalene) are given

in (c) showing Y6 in red, PM6 in blue and a blend of PM6:Y6 (1:1.2 wt%) in black. The device

characteristics of PM6:Y6 BHJ solar cells processed from CF:CN (black line) and o-xylene (grey

line) are presented in (d).

and π-π stack by inducing a stronger dipole moment and improve the crystallinity

favoring charge transport properties in general. [165, 169] PM6’s large bandgap leads

to an absorption spectrum that perfectly complements the absorption spectrum of Y6.

When processed in blends, the PM6:Y6 absorption spectrum covers a large part of the

solar spectrum from around 350–1000 nm (see Fig.IV. 2.1 c), making these two materials

a promising match for BHJ solar cells.

When fabricated into BHJ solar cells, the PM6:Y6 blends deliver an impressive power

conversion efficiency of 15.7%, which is among the highest achieved in BHJ devices. [20,

170] This has been attributed to the negligible barrier for charge separation [50, 66, 171]

combined with a low density of traps. [172] Devices relying on PM6, Y6 or slightly modified

versions of them currently reach efficiencies of up to 19% and above [173, 174] when

fabricated in more complex layers, e.g., in ternary blends.39–44 The phase separation

between the donor and acceptor plays a crucial role in efficient charge separation

(exciton diffusion length is usually around 20 nm [175, 176]) and is influenced by the

miscibility between PM6 and Y6 on the one hand. On the other hand, the properties of

the chosen processing solvent and the processing method itself significantly impact the

drying kinetics during film formation and therefore can influence the blend morphology.

This D/A pairing shows suitable miscibility and interaction parameters for a favorable

phase separation, which is beneficial for charge generation. [169]
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Despite these advancements, there is an ongoing debate regarding the driving force of

free charge generation in PM6:Y6. For fullerene-based OSCs, it is commonly accepted

in the community that the HOMO energy offset of the frontier orbitals at the D/A het-

erojunction must be at least 300 meV to guarantee efficient exciton dissociation. [177,

178] Several recent papers reported efficient charge generation in NFA-based devices

with HOMO offsets as small as 50 to 100 meV. [179, 180] The original paper on PM6:Y6

reported a HOMO offset of only 0.09 eV, based on C-V scans on neat films of the two
components. [20] On the other hand, recent measurements of the ionization energy

and electron affinity of neat layers with photoelectron spectroscopy suggested a HOMO

offset as large as 0.7 eV. [66] Table B.1 (Supporting Information) provides an overview of

the reported HOMO and LUMO energy levels on neat films and on PM6:Y6 blends from

the literature. We notice a rather large variation of the energy values for the donor

polymer PM6, while the scatter of data for Y6 is much smaller. This may indicate a large

effect of the morphology but also of the chosen method on the polymer energetics.

Only a few studies concerned the HOMO and LUMO levels of the blend and reported

slightly different values as for neat layers; however, none of the studies provided the

HOMO offsets and transport in the actual blend.

In this study, we prepared representative PM6:Y6 BHJ solar cells from two different

solvent systems, namely CF:CN (chloroform + 0.5 v% chloronaphthalene) and o-xylene.

The strong impact of the processing solvent on the active layer morphology has been

reported in the literature [164–166] and by choosing CF:CN and o-xylene as different

processing solvents we induce two opposing orientations in the bulk of the active layer.

As Fig.IV. 2.1(d) demonstrates, the two orientations have a significant influence on the

device performance.

PM6:Y6 solar cells produced from CF:CN give an open circuit potential (VOC) of 0.83 V, a
fill factor (FF) of 69.3% and a short circuit current (JSC) of 26.4 mA cm-2, with an overall

efficiency of 15.02%, matching the literature results. [20] Switching the processing solvent

to o-xylene decreases all photovoltaic parameters, most importantly the VOC which
decreases to 0.77 V and the JSC which is 22.8 mA cm-2. Overall, the efficiency drops

to 11.36%. We have confirmed the difference in the JSC by measuring the photovoltaic
external quantum efficiency (EQEPV) spectra (see Fig. B.1, Supporting Information). Here,

the o-xylene coated blend displayed a lower photoresponse over the entire spectral

range. Also, the integrated photocurrents from the EQE spectra matched the measured

JSC within a 5% error margin, highlighting the consistency of the results. Given that both

blends yield a fairly small voltage dependence on the light-induced current near short

circuit conditions, we rule out inefficient charge extraction as a possible source of a

lower JSC, as this loss displays a strong field dependence. More likely, the lower JSC
comes from less efficient exciton dissociation or the trapping of photogenerated charge

on non-percolated domains. Regarding the VOC, a central question to be answered in
this work is whether the lower value for the o-xylene coated sample can be explained

by changes of the energy levels of PM6 and Y6 induced by the opposing morphology

in the blend or if other aspects must be taken into consideration. Therefore, we utilize

a spectroelectrochemical method to determine frontier orbital energies of individual

components in PM6:Y6 blend films with different morphologies. The morphology of the

blend films will be discussed in detail at first to define the starting point of all the

following experiments. The results will be compared to experimental evidence from UPS

measurements and discussed regarding device performance in the final section.
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IV. 2.3 Result and discussion

IV. 2.3.1 Morphology characterization

As a first step we have studied the morphology of the blend films by a combination of

grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) and near-edge X-ray absorption

fine-structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy (see Fig.IV. 2.2).

Figure IV. 2.2: Morphology of neat PM6 films and PM6:Y6 blend films (1:1.2 wt%) spin coated from

two different solvent systems: (a) CF + 0.5 v% CN and (b) o-xylene. Sketches of the top-surface

and bulk morphologies of PM6 as obtained from GIWAXS (bulk) and angle-resolved NEXAFS

(top-surface). GIWAXS patterns were plotted on different color scales to properly illustrate all

scattering features.

We prepared neat and blend films from two different solvent systems resulting in two

different orientations of PM6 in the bulk. GIWAXS data collected at critical angles show

that the films spin coated from CF:CN exhibit a dominant face-on orientation in the

bulk for both neat PM6 films and blend films with Y6, marked by an intense in-plane

(IP) lamellar (100) peak at around 0.3 Å-1 and an out-of-plane (OOP) π-π stacking peak

at around 1.7 Å-1. A minority edge-on orientation is also observed in both neat and

blend films as marked by the OOP lamellar (100) peak and IP π-π stacking peak. This

matches studies on GIWAXS analysis and peak assignment of neat and blend films of

PM6:Y6 processed from different solvents currently present in the literature. [20, 152,

181] From surface-sensitive NEXAFS spectroscopy investigations, an edge-on orientation

is found on the surface of the CF:CN-processed films (the average tilt angle of the

conjugated backbone is <α> = 64 ± 1°). This observation is consistent with the GIWAXS
data collected at an angle of incidence below the critical angle which probes surface

microstructure, where the ratio of OOP to IP π-πstacking peak intensity decreases with a

shallower incident angle (see Fig. B.2, Supporting Information). The existence of different

orientations regarding bulk and surface and the strong dependence of morphology on
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the processing parameters have already been reported for other conjugated polymers

like N2200. [182–184] Processing of PM6 films and blends of PM6:Y6 from o-xylene

solutions leads to edge-on orientation throughout the bulk, visible from the weak

IP lamellar (100) peak and the corresponding strong OOP (100) signal, Fig.IV. 2.2(b).

The surface shows an edge-on orientation as well, with an average tilt angle of the

conjugated backbone of <α> = 65 ± 1°. In general, the choice of solvent in combination
with the processing method has a strong impact on the resulting morphology in the

blends. Alternative processing methods like slot-die coating offering different drying

kinetics are found in the literature and prove to show how orientations can differ using

similar solvents as we do. [185] Regarding Y6, it has a high tendency to pack with a

face-on orientation when processed from different processing solvents. [20, 163, 186–

189] Here, the literature also gives examples of how small changes on the side groups

of Y6 can impact the morphology although solution and processing parameters are

kept constant.60 These results underline the importance of the chosen solvent for

film preparation since the influence on the morphology and orientation in the film is

strong and decides whether there is face-on, edge-on or mixed orientations. [164–166,

189, 190] This difference in morphological orientation of PM6 in PM6:Y6 films fabricated

with CF:CN and o-xylene is reflected in the device performances (see Fig.IV. 2.1(d) for

the corresponding current density–voltage (J-V) characteristics and the Experimental
section for the fabrication conditions). Compared to the device with the active layer

prepared from CF:CN solution, the blend coated from o-xylene yields a considerably

smaller power conversion efficiency, which is mainly due to a lower VOC. Possible reasons
for this will be discussed below.

In addition, the NEXAFS results show that the film surface in the blend is enriched with

PM6 (∼ 70–80% PM6, see Fig. B.3, Supporting Information). This result is important

because the HOMO levels of PM6 from UPS can differ compared to results from cyclic

voltammetry. Since UPS is a surface sensitive method, surface morphology should

definitely be considered. The impact of the different morphological orientations on the

resulting energy levels of the frontier orbitals of both PM6 and Y6 in the blend films is

the subject of the following experiments.

IV. 2.3.2 Energy level determination by in situ spectroelectrochemistry

The next paragraph presents an in-depth electrochemical analysis by coupling cyclic

voltammetry and in situ UV-vis spectroscopy to identify onsets of oxidation and reduc-

tion which will be the foundation for the energy level determination. [191] An onset

calculation purely based on cyclic voltammetry always suffers from a certain inaccuracy.

In general, there is no thermodynamic foundation for an electrochemical onset potential

which can vary due to kinetic effects (diffusion of ions into the film) and experimental

aspects like background current and chosen electrolyte. [153] In particular, cyclic voltam-

metry of conjugated polythiophenes like PM6 with its inherent broad redox waves offers

much potential for errors when using the onset which is one of the reasons for the high

deviations in the HOMO energies from a C-V in the literature (see Table B.1, Supporting
Information). Additionally, a significant variation in the overall C-V quality can be found
in the literature, regarding the electrochemical reversibility and the avoidance of charge

trapping effects, which unfortunately questions some of the published data. Whilst it

does not rule out the general problem of onsets (definition of the threshold value)

entirely, our approach excludes errors arising from the electrochemical experiment by
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focusing on the spectroscopic response of the material to the applied electrochemical

potential, from now on referred to as the spectral onset.

Since most charged species have an individual spectral fingerprint (see Table IV. 2.1),

this elegant method allows for a more exact interpretation of the electrochemical

processes. To discuss and disentangle multiple overlapping redox processes especially

in the context of possible second oxidation steps (creating double charged species) the

data from the C-V are completed with the in situ spectral information discussed in the
next section. A transfer from the neutral to charged form is usually accompanied by a

significant change in the UV-vis spectrum, so the onset of spectral change can be used

to determine HOMO/LUMO energies. The importance of in situ UV-vis techniques has

already been proven in the literature, describing film formation kinetics and analyzing

the influence of the processing solvent and conditions on parameters like aggregation,

phase separation and crystallinity in blends of PM6 and different NFAs. In this way

morphology tuning of the BHJ active layers by annealing can be documented and

modified towards increasing the performance of the final device. [192, 193]

Table IV. 2.1: Characteristic absorption maxima of neutral and charged states of neat Y6 and PM6

films. The arrows indicate oxidation and reduction steps

Y6-• ← Y6 → Y6+• → Y62+•

Wavelength/nm 380 830 750 890

PM6-• ← PM6 → PM6+• → PM62+•

Wavelength/nm 850, 1000 580, 625 830 890

Regarding the characterization of blend films our approach offers an additional advan-

tage. The characteristic spectral response of each material allows us to discriminate

between the two components in the blend and identify their individual contributions

to the result. This means our technique helps us to differentiate between the redox

states of the individual components, e.g., whether the second redox wave in the C-V
scan corresponds to a differently charged state of component A or if it is the actual

onset of component B.

In order to avoid errors in the onset determination, the redox behavior of Y6 and PM6 and

spectral characteristics of the charged species all need to be understood individually.

Before moving on to the complex electrochemical behavior of PM6:Y6 blend films, it

is fundamental to understand the redox properties of neat Y6 and PM6 films first. The

knowledge on the spectral characteristics of the neat compounds and the blends can

also be of great help for other spectroscopic methods like photo-induced absorption

(PIA) or transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS). Cyclic voltammograms of the neat

material and blend films are presented in Fig.IV. 2.3 and IV. 2.4, giving separate C-Vs for
oxidation and reduction cycles to avoid the charge trapping effects. The presented data

in the following section are produced with films processed from CF:CN solutions. The

corresponding results of films from o-xylene are found in the Supporting Information

(see Fig. B.4 and B.5).
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Figure IV. 2.3: In situ C-V measurements coupled with UV-vis spectroscopy of (a) neat Y6, (b) neat
PM6 and (c) a blend of PM6:Y6 (1:1.2 wt%) films, spin coated from CF:CN (0.5 wt%) solutions. C-Vs
are given on the left (the forward half-cycle is highlighted as a solid line), the spectra of the

forward charge half-cycle of the oxidation are presented in the center, completed with peak

trends of significant bands on the right side. The peak trends are used for the determination

of the spectral onsets which are indicated by dotted lines and obtained via using tangents.

Underlying C-Vs (1st cycles) are measured in 0.1 M TBAPF6/MeCN at 20 mV s
-1 on ITO substrates.

iv. 2.3.2.1 HOMO determination

Y6. The electrochemical behavior of the Y6 acceptor films shows sharp and defined

peaks in the C-V for the oxidation, shown in Fig.IV. 2.3 a. The oxidation displays an
intense wave at 0.92 V with an additional subsignal at 1.04 V. The reduction half-waves

are less pronounced showing a weak wave at around 0.8 V. The spectral evolution during

the charge half cycle of the oxidation (middle column) and the peak trends of significant

absorption bands which are characteristic for the individual redox species (right column)

is presented in Fig.IV. 2.3.

The characteristic UV-vis spectrum of a neutral Y6 film is shown in Fig.IV. 2.1 c and IV.

2.3 a in purple color at -0.37 V. When increasing the electrochemical potential, the

absorption intensity at 830 nm (neutral band) decreases and a new band develops at

750 nm (red spectrum in Fig.IV. 2.3 a). The new band can be assigned to the first oxidized

state (polaron). From the spectral evolution of the neutral species at 830 nm and the

polaron species at 750 nm, the spectral onset can be determined via the tangent method
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(highlighted in Fig.IV. 2.3 a, right graph). In the case of Y6 this gives a value of 0.84 V.

This onset value will be the basis for the calculation of the HOMO energy of neat Y6

films and amounts to -5.64 eV. For the sharp and well-defined wave in the C-V, the onset
from C-V at ∼0.85 V (determined by the tangent method) is located quite close to our
spectral onset.

Increasing the potential above 1 V, another change in the spectrum becomes visible for

Y6. The intensity at 750 nm decreases in favor of a new characteristic peak at 890 nm

which we assign to the second oxidized state of Y6 (yellow spectrum at 1.22 V in Fig.IV.

2.3 a). The potential of this spectral change fits to the previously observed signal in the

C-V at 1.04 V, which can now be assigned to the second oxidation step.

PM6. Moving from the small molecule Y6 to the conjugated donor polymer PM6 distinct

differences in the electrochemical behavior are present. In particular the oxidation

in Fig.IV. 2.3 b shows the typical broad wave which is characteristic for polydisperse

materials like polythiophenes and has been extensively studied for P3HT. [153, 194] In

contrast to Y6, the backward half cycle of PM6 can be observed as well, transferring the

created oxidized species upon charging back into the neutral form.

Regarding neat PM6 films the absorption spectrum of a neutral film is shown in Fig.IV. 2.1

and IV. 2.3 b in dark blue at -0.36 V. The rather well-defined peak at 625 nm (neutral band)

decreases in intensity when extending the potential to positive values. The spectrum of

the charged PM6 film now shows a broad absorption around 830 nm with a shoulder at

890 nm. The spectral evolution displays an isosbestic point at 660 nm, indicating a clear

transition from the neutral species into the oxidized form. From earlier studies on P3HT

we suspect a coexistence of both polaronic and bipolaronic forms at high potentials,

since the spectral evolution upon electrochemical doping is similar to polythiophenes

like P3HT. [153, 168, 195] Although the absorption shoulder at 890 nm (marked by a teal

colored star) might be a feature of the polaron, exact assignment remains difficult due

to identical and overlapping bands from both charged species at 830 nm (marked by a

blue dot). The extracted spectral onset of the oxidation of neat PM6 is found at 0.50 V

which amounts to a HOMO of -5.30 eV. Here, the onset of the C-V is located at 0.55 V
which is at least 0.05 V further into the direction of positive potentials, caused by the

broadening of the obtained C-V wave and increased difficulties in finding the correct
onset. The same problem also occurs in the C-Vs from the blend films. This underlines

the significant advantage of our method relying on a combination of C-V and spectral
onset determination.

PM6:Y6 blend. Knowing the electrochemical characteristics of neat Y6 and PM6 films

enables the experimental data on PM6:Y6 blends to be interpreted. In general, all the

previously described waves and signals can be found in the C-Vs of the blend films as
well. The oxidation in Fig.IV. 2.3 c shows a broad underlying wave with a sharp signal at

0.92 V which can be attributed to the oxidation of Y6. The broad signal underneath can

be assigned to the oxidation of PM6.

Following the neat material films, the spectral evolution of the PM6:Y6 blend film is

considered. As already described in Fig.IV. 2.1, the absorption of the neutral state of

the blend film in Fig.IV. 2.3 c (black spectrum at -0.36 V) is almost a superposition of

both neutral absorption bands of Y6 and PM6 with minor shifts occurring probably

caused by different packing orders in the blend. This superposition of bands basically

applies for the entire doping process and is highlighted by the vertical lines connecting

characteristic bands in the neat material and blend films. The spectral onsets of the
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individual compounds in the blend are found at 0.50 V for PM6 resulting in a HOMO of

-5.30 eV (identical with the neat film) and at 0.83 V for Y6 with a HOMO of -5.63 eV.

For the presented films spin coated from CF:CN only a slight difference in the spectral

onset of the oxidation between neat material and blend films can be found in the case

of Y6, which can hardly be considered significant.

iv. 2.3.2.2 LUMO determination

Y6 The analysis of the spectral evolution of the reduction and the following extraction

of spectral onsets for determining the LUMO levels are carried out accordingly.

The C-V upon the reduction of Y6 shows a quite sharp wave at -0.92 V, which is more
pronounced compared to the oxidation behavior. In both cases (oxidation and reduction)

in Fig.IV. 2.3 a and IV. 2.4 a the backward half cycles seem to be less pronounced which

questions the electrochemical reversibility at first sight. It is important to mention

that these C-Vs were taken on thin films which are insoluble in the electrolyte in the
pristine state. Experiments showed that the solubility properties of Y6 change when

charged species of Y6 are being created. After completing the forward half cycle, the

fully charged films start to dissolve into the electrolyte leading to a critical loss of

electroactive material on the working electrode. As a result, the backward half cycles

are weakly pronounced in the case of Y6 oxidation or not visible at all in the case of

reduction.

The displayed spectral evolution of the reduction of neat Y6 films in Fig.IV. 2.4 a shows a

decrease of the neutral band at 830 nm and a distinct increase at the low wavelength

region of the spectrum around 380 nm. The isosbestic points clearly indicate a transition

of the neutral state into a reduced form with a characteristic absorption band at 380 nm.

The spectral onset of the reduction is located at -0.88 V which yields a LUMO of -3.92 eV.

PM6. The reduction of PM6 shows two separated waves in the C-V at -1.65 V and -1.89 V.

The spectral evolution of neat PM6 films shows a unique behavior in the reduction. Upon

decreasing the electrochemical potential, the absorption intensity of the neutral band

(625 nm) seems to increase at first (spectra from dark blue at -0.35 V to teal color at

-1.60 V). This increase of absorption intensity appears at the same potential as the first

reduction peak observed in the C-V. This is an indication that the PM6 film is slightly

oxidized under ambient conditions prior to the experiment. The induced charges –

probably originating from the exposure to oxygen – are re-extracted leading to the first

reduction signal at around 1.65 V. This is accompanied by an increase of absorbance of

the neutral band when the film reaches its fully neutral state. Only after the fully neutral

state is reached and the potential is further decreased the typical bleaching of the

neutral band is observed together with a broad increase of absorption above 800 nm.

Additionally, a weak shoulder can be seen around 900 nm which might be a signature

of the negative polaron. A supposed band overlap and the coexistence of different

charged species at the same time, which is typical for polythiophenes, make the exact

interpretation of this feature difficult.[168, 196] The characteristic absorption of the

fully reduced state found at potentials around -1.9 V fits to the second, only relevant,

reduction peak in the C-V which now completes the description of two reduction peaks
in the C-V data. Using the spectral onset of this second reduction a value of -1.75 V can
be extracted which leads to a LUMO of -3.05 eV for PM6.
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Figure IV. 2.4: In situ C-V measurements coupled with UV-vis spectroscopy of (a) neat Y6, (b) neat
PM6 and (c) a blend of PM6:Y6 (1:1.2 wt%) films, spin coated from CF:CN (0.5 wt%) solutions. C-Vs
are given on the left (the forward half-cycle is highlighted as a solid line), the spectra of the

forward charge half-cycle of the reduction are presented in the center, completed with peak

trends of significant bands on the right side. The peak trends are used for the determination

of the spectral onsets which are indicated by dotted lines and obtained via using tangents.

Underlying C-Vs (1st cycles) are measured in 0.1 M TBAPF6/MeCN at 20 mV s
-1 on ITO substrates.

PM6:Y6 blend. The C-V of the reduction of the blend films in Fig.IV. 2.4(c) displays three
individual signals; one sharp wave (-1.02 V) which can be attributed to the reduction of Y6

and two broader signals (-1.45 V and -1.90 V) which can be seen at similar potentials in the

reduction of the neat PM6 film. Evaluating the spectral onsets of the single compounds

in the blend film results in a value of -1.74 V for PM6 which yields a LUMO of -3.06 eV and

a value of -0.9 V for Y6 corresponding to a LUMO of -3.90 eV. Compared to the results of

the neat films a shift of 0.02 V to a lower potential was found for Y6 with respect to the

blend. The observed shift of the spectral onset of PM6 is only 0.01 V and therefore not

significant.

iv. 2.3.2.3 Comparison of energy levels, HOMO offsets and transport gaps

All HOMO and LUMO levels of the neat material films and of the individual compounds

inside the blend films (as obtained from the spectral onsets) are summarized in Fig.IV.

2.5.
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Figure IV. 2.5: Deduced HOMO/LUMO energy levels from the spectral onsets (Fig. IV. 2.2 and IV.

2.3) for films of neat PM6, neat Y6 and the individual compounds in the blend films of PM6:Y6

(1:1.2 wt%) processed from the two solvent systems CF:CN and o-xylene. The potentials were

transformed to the Fermi scale using the correction factor of -4.8 eV. Electrochemical band gaps

EECg of the individual compounds are given as well as HOMO offsets ∆EHOMO and transport gaps
Etr.

The determined frontier orbital energies of PM6 and Y6 neat films processed from

CF:CN are positioned at -5.30 eV/-3.05 eV (HOMO/LUMO PM6) and at -5.64 eV/-3.92 eV

(HOMO/LUMO Y6). The resulting electrochemical band gaps for PM6 are found to be 2.25

eV and 1.72 eV for Y6. The HOMO offset of the two components calculated from the neat

films is obtained at 0.34 eV. Compared to the results of the blend prepared from CF:CN,

the energy levels of PM6 (-5.30 eV/-3.06 eV) and Y6 (-5.63 eV/-3.90 eV) are located at

rather identical values. The blend shows a HOMO offset of 0.33 eV and a transport gap

of 1.40 eV. The results for the neat films processed from o-xylene show slight changes in

the energy levels. Our experiments yield energy levels of -5.33 eV/-2.96 eV (HOMO/LUMO

PM6) and -5.59 eV/-3.95 eV (HOMO/LUMO Y6). This has a direct influence on the HOMO

offset which shrinks to 0.26 eV. In the blend processed from o-xylene the HOMO/LUMO

levels slightly differ from that of the neat films and are located at -5.31 eV/-3.07 eV

(HOMO/LUMO PM6) and at -5.66 eV/-3.88 eV (HOMO/LUMO Y6). This correlates to a HOMO

offset of 0.35 eV and a transport gap of 1.43 eV. The calculated energy levels from the

spectral onsets for the blend films show a HOMO offset (∆EHOMO) which is consistently
positioned between 0.33 and 0.35 eV.

Comparing textures, in the blend prepared from the CF:CN solution (face-on orientation

in bulk), the offset is 0.33 eV, whereas the offset slightly increases to 0.35 eV in the case of

blends from o-xylene solutions (in edge-on orientation in bulk). The calculated effective

transport gap of 1.4 eV for blend films processed from CF:CN (face-on orientation) is

also slightly smaller than for blends from o-xylene solution (edge-on orientation) with

an effective transport gap of 1.43 eV.

When comparing the HOMO offset in the neat films with the results of the blend films,

differences regarding the solvent systems become visible. While the HOMOoffsets remain

rather constant for CF:CN films, an increase in the HOMO offset for films prepared from

o-xylene solutions is registered. Our study therefore clearly shows that the impact of

morphology and molecular orientation on device relevant parameters like HOMO offset

and effective transport gaps is small but measurable. In particular, for the investigated

materials Y6 and PM6, the results from the spectroelectrochemical experiments lead

to the conclusion that blending both components give measurable differences in the

energy levels.
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The occupied energy levels of the films (HOMO) prepared from different processing

solvents (CF:CN and o-xylene) were further measured using ultraviolet photoelectron

spectroscopy (UPS). Being a highly surface sensitive technique, UPS results are only

influenced by the properties of the top surface of the films and cannot take differing

bulk morphologies into account. Since films from CF:CN and o-xylene show identical

surface orientations with edge-on orientation (see Fig. IV. 2.2) no difference within the

experimental error was measurable, as expected. The UPS spectra of neat PM6 and

Y6 films as well as the PM6:Y6 blend processed from CF:CN are shown in Fig.IV. 2.6;

the spectra of blends from other processing solvents are shown in the Supporting

Information (see Fig. B.6).

The secondary electron cut-off (SECO) spectra in Fig.IV. 2.6(a) are used to calculate

the work function of the material and give energies of -4.48 eV for PM6, -4.59 eV for

Y6 and -4.54 eV for the PM6:Y6 blend. Adding the work function to the HOMO onsets

extracted from the valence band spectra in Fig.IV. 2.6(b) yields the ionization energy

of the respective components. The onset used to calculate the binding energy of neat

PM6 is rather broad (blue line in Fig.IV. 2.6(b)), while the HOMO of Y6 has a more distinct

onset. For binding energies, we extract 0.66 eV for PM6 and 1.09 eV for Y6. This results

in ionization energies of the neat films (HOMO levels) of PM6 of -5.14 eV and of Y6 of

-5.68 eV (HOMO offset 0.54 eV), in good agreement with the other values reported in

the literature from photoelectron spectroscopy on neat layers (see Table B.1 in the

Supporting Information).

The Y6 HOMO from UPS at -5.68 eV agrees quite well with the value from the spectral

onsets in the in situ C-V measurements, while the UPS HOMO of PM6 is shifted by about
0.15 eV to -5.14 eV. This is in line with previously reported data. [172] The reason for this is

not clear yet, but we emphasize here that the ionization energy from UPS is very sensitive

to the electrostatics at the surface, which will most likely be different in neat and blend

films. [197] Therefore, we point out that experiments on neat films have to be taken

with caution when they are used to explain the energetics of blend films. To actually

access the HOMO energies of the individual components in blend films, we subtract

the (scaled) reference valence band spectrum of neat PM6 from the blend spectrum

(see Fig.IV. 2.6(c)). The residual intensity resembles the spectral shape of neat Y6, as

indicated by the three features labeled H1, H2 and H3. A broadening is observed, which

can be caused by the intermixing of the two molecules and the concomitant disorder.

[198, 199] A zoom into the HOMO onset region is shown in Fig.IV. 2.6(d) and yields HOMO

energies of -5.13 eV and -5.38 eV for PM6 and Y6, respectively. This corresponds to a

HOMO offset of 0.25 eV between the two materials, significantly smaller than the HOMO

offset determined from the pristine films and in good agreement with the C-V and UV-vis
results. The difference in the absolute values compared to the C-V/UV-vis results could
be caused by different electrostatic interactions, e.g., dipole, quadrupole or higher order

moments, polarization and screening effects etc., as has been demonstrated before.

[200–202]

IV. 2.3.3 Discussion of solar cell performance

With the transport gaps of the neat components and the blends at hand, we now turn

to the performance of our PM6:Y6 blend in solar cells. As pointed out earlier, it was

proposed that the PM6:Y6 blend exhibits a small barrier for free charge generation.
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Figure IV. 2.6: (a) Secondary electron cut-off (SECO) and (b) valence band spectra of neat PM6,

neat Y6 and PM6:Y6 (1:1.2 wt%) blend films prepared from CF:CN (0.5 wt%). (c) Subtraction of the

PM6 valence band spectrum (scaled) from the PM6:Y6 blend spectrum. The residual intensity

resembles a broadened Y6 valence band spectrum, as indicated by the HOMO features labeled

H1, H2 and H3. (d) Zoom into the valence band onset region marked in (c), yielding a HOMO offset

between PM6 and Y6 in the blend of 0.25 eV, significantly smaller than the HOMO offset of the

neat films (0.54 eV). Extracted energy levels and HOMO offset (∆EHOMO) for the blend film are

displayed below in (e).

Other groups argued that Y6-based solar devices function efficiently because of a very

low or even vanishing exciton binding energy, Eb, of the Y6 singlet exciton. For example,
a recent self-consistent quantum mechanics/embedded charge study predicted the

energy of Y6 S1 (ca. 2 eV) to lie 0.1 eV above that of the charge separated state (1.9 eV).

There is, indeed, experimental evidence for direct free charge generation in Y6 solid

films. [203, 204] Our spectroelectrochemistry data put the electrochemical band gap

of Y6 in neat films at 1.72 eV (CF:CN) and 1.64 eV (o-xylene, see Fig.IV. 2.5). This is up to

0.17 eV larger than the mean HOMO–LUMO gap from conventional C-V (see Table B.1 ,
Supporting Information), but compares very well with the gap of 1.7 V determined by

photoelectron spectroscopy in the literature. [66] The Y6 band gap is slightly higher in

the blend with 1.73 eV from CF:CN and 1.78 eV from o-xylene and consistent with a slight

blue shift in absorption, indicating a slightly more distorted structure. On the other

hand, we determined the energy of the Y6 singlet energy by the intersection between the
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normalized absorption and PL of the blend to be 1.42 ± 0.02 eV (see Fig. B.7, Supporting
Information). This yields a Y6 exciton binding energy at 0.33 ± 0.05 eV. This is in the
same range as the HOMO offset in the blend, suggesting that the driving force for free

charge formation by exciton dissociation is nearly zero. This contrasts the efficient free

charge generation of the blend. A similar scenario has been reported by Wu et al. where

it was suggested that the formation of free charges is driven by entropy. [172] This is

because an electron–hole pair in the charge separated state has many more options

to distribute in the blend volume than when it is bound in an exciton or in a charge

transfer state. [54] However, our own recent studies showed a pronounced decrease of

the free carrier density with temperature, [15] which questions a strong contribution

by entropy-driven processes. An alternative approach is to consider the presence of

sub-bandgap states not accessible by our spectroscopy. [205–207] Such states will be

able to situate the free electron–hole pair at energies well below the singlet exciton of

Y6.

We finally address the reason for the significantly lower VOC of the device prepared
from o-xylene (0.77 V vs. 0.83 V for the CF:CN). According to Fig.IV. 2.5, the fundamental

transport gaps are 1.43 eV and 1.40 eV for the blend prepared from o-xylene and CF:CN,

respectively, showing the inverse trend. However, the relation between VOC and the
fundamental gap is not straight forward. In general, the VOC of a device is given by the
radiative voltage limit reduced by the non-radiative voltage loss: VOC = VOC,rad − ∆Vnr.
The radiative VOC limit is mainly determined by the ratio of the short circuit current, JSC,
and the radiative dark current, J0,rad, the latter being proportional to the convolution of
the external photovoltaic quantum efficiency (EQEPV) of the device and the blackbody

photon flux (ϕBB) over photon energy: [208] qVOC,rad = kBT ln(JSC/J0,rad) where J0,rad =

q
∫ EQEPV(E)φBB(E)dE .

Here, the transport gap may enter indirectly via the onset of the EQEPV spectrum. How-

ever, it has been shown before that the low energy tail of PM6:Y6 EQEPV is entirely

determined by the Y6 singlet exciton, which has a very similar energy for the two blends.

[25] As a consequence, the band-edge of the EQE spectra in Fig.IV. 2.7(a) overlaps almost

completely, yielding nearly the same Vrad,OC for the two devices (Table B.2 , Supporting
Information). Therefore, the difference in VOC of the two devices must be entirely caused
by the non-radiative losses (∆Vnr). To confirm this, we measured the external electrolu-

minescence quantum yield (ELQY), which is related to ∆Vnr via q∆Vnr = −kBT ln(ELQY)
(see Fig. B.8 in the Supporting Information for the emission spectra). This measurement

revealed an almost 10 times lower ELQY for the device prepared from o-xylene (see Fig.IV.

2.6(b) and Table B.2 , Supporting Information for the values). It has been shown that

the ELQY of the PM6:Y6 blend is limited by the non-radiative decay properties of the CT

state. [25] In organic solar cells, the predominant non-radiative decay pathway of the CT

state is through vibronic coupling to the ground state. [114, 209] There is experimental

and theoretical evidence that this process is significantly affected by the interfacial

molecular orientation. [210, 211] Our results suggest that this is the determining factor

also in our PM6:Y6 devices.
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Figure IV. 2.7: EQEPV (a), non-radiative voltage loss as a function of injected current (b), and

schematic of relevant energy losses (c) of PM6:Y6 devices fabricated in CF:CN (black) and o-xylene

(grey). The dashed lines in (b) indicate when the injected current equals short-circuit current at

1 sun.

IV. 2.4 Conclusions

In summary, this work presents an absorption spectroscopy assisted, spectroelectro-

chemical approach to determine the frontier orbital energies of PM6 and Y6 in blend

films. A central advantage of our technique is the detection of the energy levels of

the individual compounds inside the blend films and therefore examines influences

arising from blending both materials. By preparing solar cells from two solvent systems

resulting in two opposing bulk morphologies we investigated the influence of morphol-

ogy on the energetics in blend films of the model system PM6:Y6. Our results provided

the HOMO/LUMO levels for PM6 of -5.30 eV/-3.06 eV and for Y6 of -5.63 eV/-3.90 eV in

blend films processed from CF:CN (face-on morphology in bulk). Respective results for

blend films processed from o-xylene (edge-on in bulk) delivered the HOMO/LUMO levels

for PM6 of -5.31 eV/-3.07 eV and for Y6 of -5.66 eV/-3.88 eV. Interestingly, these values

differ only slightly from the corresponding energies of the neat layers. Our data show

that the effect of the different morphologies in the two blends on the energy levels is

measurable but too small to explain the distinct difference in device performance. From

our spectroelectrochemical measurements, we could determine the HOMO offsets and

the transport gaps to be 0.33 eV and 1.4 eV for films from CF:CN and 0.35 eV and 1.43 eV for

films from o-xylene, respectively. The HOMO offset was confirmed by UPS measurements

on the blend, which yielded a value of 0.25 eV. Notably, the UPS measurements on the

neat layers would suggest a HOMO offset of 0.54 eV, indicating that a comparison with

neat material films must be taken with care. Finally, we determined the S1 binding energy

of the CF:CN coated Y6 to be 0.33 eV, very similar to the HOMO offset. This suggests that

an additional driving force exists for free charge generation. This study exemplifies the

importance of precisely determining energy levels in blend films to generate device

relevant information.
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IV. 3 Toward More Efficient Organic Solar

Cells: A Detailed Study of Loss Pathway

and Its Impact on Overall Device

Performance in Low-Offset Organic Solar

Cells

This work provides an insightful understanding of the role of driving force in the overall

device performance by performing systematic and detailed loss analyses for each

relevant JV parameter in a series of NFA-based low-offset OSC systems. The losses via
each loss channel are analyzed in detail. In general, this work presents a path towards

more efficient organic solar cells.

This chapter is an adapted preprint of:

Bowen Sun, Nurlan Tokmoldin, Obaid Alqahtani, Acacia Patterson, Catherine S. P. De

Castro, Drew B. Riley, Manasi Pranav, Ardalan Armin, Frédéric Laquai, Brian A. Collins,

Dieter Neher, Safa Shoaee. Toward More Efficient Organic Solar Cells: A Detailed Study

of Loss Pathway and Its Impact on Overall Device Performance in Low-Offset Organic

Solar Cells. Adv. Energy Mater. (2023), 2300980.
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IV. 3.1 Abstract

Low-offset organic solar cell systems have attracted great interest since nonfullerene

acceptors came into the picture. While numerous studies have focused on the charge

generation process in these low-offset systems, only a few studies have focused on the

details of each loss channel in the charge generation process and their impact on the

overall device performance. Here, several nonfullerene acceptors are blended with the

same polymer donor to form a series of low-offset organic solar cell systems where

significant variation in device performance is observed. Through detailed analyses of loss

pathways, it is found that: i) the donor:acceptor interfaces of PM6:Y6 and PM6:TPT10 are

close to the optimum energetic condition, ii) energetics at the donor:acceptor interface

are the most important factor to the overall device performance, iii) exciton dissociation

yield can be field-dependent owing to the sufficiently small energetic offset at the

donor:acceptor interface, and iv) the change in substituents in the terminal group of

Y-series acceptors in this work mainly affects energetics at the donor:acceptor interface

instead of the interface density in the active layer. In general, this work presents a path

toward more efficient organic solar cells.

IV. 3.2 Introduction

Thanks to the development of nonfullerene acceptors (NFAs), the organic solar cell

(OSC) field is currently enjoying a revitalization, with power conversion efficiencies

now approaching 20%. [5, 212, 213] Presently, OSC-based NFAs match their inorganic

competitors in terms of current production (internal quantum efficiency) owing to their

large and complementary absorption, but lag behind with regards to their fill factor (FF)

and open-circuit voltage (VOC). [214]

Interestingly, NFA-based solar cells seem to require a smaller driving force for charge

generation to work efficiently and simultaneously benefit from a smaller open-circuit

voltage loss. In this regard, PM6:Y6 has spurred significant fundamental interest for

the possibility of an efficient device with a small energy offset. While initial reports on

different NFA systems suggest that efficient charge generation is achievable with a small

offset, [22, 50, 133, 215] other in-depth characterization studies of energy levels suggest

that a minimum ionization potential offset of 0.3–0.5 eV is required to ensure efficient

charge transfer. [66, 129, 131]

With decreasing the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) offset, another ob-

servation is that the decreased energy offset between singlet excitons (S1) and the

charge transfer (CT) state of the acceptor (∆ES1-CT) leads to reverse transition from the

CT state back to the singlet state (repopulation of singlet excitons). Indeed, the low

∆ES1-CT feature and consequently S1 reformation in low HOMO-offset systems can lead to
interesting and important behaviors in these systems. For this reason, it was observed

that the lowest nonradiative voltage losses (∆Vnr) in such low-offset systems are defined
by the photoluminescence yield of the acceptor. [117] However, recent work from Neher

and co-workers shows that the reduction in ∆Vnr due to S1 repopulation cannot be
simply translated into an overall benefit to the VOC. [98] On the other hand, the S1
reformation feature changes the recombination picture, which can now occur via two

channels – CT decay and S1 decay. Recent work has shown that in PM6:Y6, while the S1
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emission dominates photoluminescence (PL) and electroluminescence (EL), around 99%

of the recombination still occurs via the nonradiative CT channel. [25] However, in other

systems with even smaller HOMO offset compared to that of PM6:Y6, the loss from the

S1 decay channel may be considerable.

In terms of the charge generation yield (CGY), it has been proposed in previous works

that the relation between ∆ES1-CT and CGY can be well described by a model based on
the Boltzmann stationary-state equilibrium between the CT and S1 states when ∆ES1-CT
is sufficiently small. [42] Thus, while the minimal energy offset inhibits the rate of charge

transfer at the interface, a long exciton lifetime has been suggested to be a key to

achieving high generation efficiencies in low ∆ES1-CT systems. [42, 216] However, it has
also been observed that other parameters such as the energetic offset between the CT

and charge separation (CS) states, the CT decay rate (kf), and morphology can play an
important role in the relation between ∆ES1-CT and CGY. [68, 217] In addition, it was also
reported that the low ∆ES1-CT values influence the CT dissociation rate by affecting the
energetic offset between the CT and CS states. [67]

Given these complex interplays, the question that arises is whether efficient organic

solar cells could be obtained by simply reducing ∆ES1-CT. More specifically, how does
the reduction of ∆ES1-CT affect the overall performance of an organic solar cell. While a
considerable amount of work has focused on the effect of reduced ∆ES1-CT on VOC and on
charge generation, limited work has researched the effect of reduced ∆ES1-CT on charge
recombination and fill factor and the overall device performance. [218, 219]

In this work, a set of nonfullerene acceptors were judiciously selected and blended

with the same polymer donor (PM6) and compared with the reference system PM6:Y6

to study the effect of reduced ∆ES1-CT on the overall performance. The systems in this
work present a series of low ∆ES1-CT values with a wide range of device performances.
Various steady-state and transient measurements were performed for a detailed study

of charge generation, recombination, and VOC losses. An insightful understanding of the
role of ∆ES1-CT in the overall device performance in small ∆ES1-CT region is given. For the
systems studied herein, we demonstrate that PM6:Y6 and PM6:TPT10 are close to the

optimum energetic conditions with respect to their power conversion efficiency (PCE).

In the systems where ∆ES1-CT values are further reduced, significant reduction in the
short-circuit current (JSC) and FF were observed concurrently with a limited benefit in
VOC, although ∆Vnr was significantly reduced. It was found that at JSC, the losses mainly
originated from inefficient exciton dissociation yield, while the losses via the CT states

became more pronounced as the applied voltage reached VOC.

Interestingly, the charge generation process was observed to be field-dependent in

systems with sufficiently small ∆ES1-CT values. With further investigation, our data indi-
cated that this field dependence came from field-dependent exciton dissociation at the

donor:acceptor interface instead of from the CT states, presenting a different picture

from that described by the Onsager–Braun model explaining a field-dependent charge

generation in organic solar cells. Furthermore, the bimolecular recombination rate (k2)
increased as ∆ES1-CT was reduced. The field-dependent charge generation together with
the increased k2 leads to the inferior FF and the overall device performance in PM6:Y5
and PM6:o-IDTBR.
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IV. 3.3 Results and Discussion

To study the relation between ∆ES1-CT and the device performance, three small NFA
molecules are chosen as the acceptors (o-IDTBR, Y5, and TPT10) and PM6 is used as

the donor. These three PM6:NFA systems are then compared with the “standardized”

PM6:Y6 in terms of their device performances as well as detailed charge generation and

recombination mechanisms and dynamics. The chemical structures of the three NFA

molecules are given in Figure IV. 3.1a, the full chemical names and device structures

can be found in the Supporting Information. Compared to PM6:Y6, the three organic

heterojunctions in this work have considerable smaller HOMO offsets, indicating smaller

∆ES1-CT values.

Figure IV. 3.1: Chemical structures, b) energy levels of polymer donor and nonfullerene acceptors

reported from previous work, [21, 131, 220–223] c) thickness-normalized optical densities, d)

current–voltage (J-V) characteristics, and e) external quantum efficiencies (EQEs) of the blends

and materials used in this work.

For the studied systems, while the HOMO offsets are only slightly different, significantly

different device performances (in JSC, FF, and VOC) were observed. Figure IV. 3.1d shows
the currents–voltages (JVs) of the studied systems (detailed JV parameters are given
in the Supporting Information), where the increase in VOC comes at the cost of the
reduction in JSC. Among the studied systems, PM6:TPT10 has the largest JSC (24.4 mA
cm-2) and lowest VOC (0.91 V), while the behavior is vice versa for PM6:o-IDTBR (JSC of
7.8 mA cm-2, VOC of 1.15 V). The photovoltaic bandgap of each system is obtained by the

first derivative of photovoltaic external quantum efficiency (EQEPV) spectra (Figure C.1,

Supporting Information). The low JSC in PM6:o-IDTBR can be partly explained by its large
photovoltaic bandgap (1.69 eV) compared to the other studied systems.

However, this is not the whole picture. As is shown in Figure IV. 3.1d, the major difference

in the EQEPV spectra is in its amplitude rather than the absorption spectrum. In the
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following subsection, the ∆ES1-CT values of each system are first characterized and

compared. Thereafter, detailed analyses on the charge generation and recombination

are performed to elucidate the underlying origin of the device performance in these

systems and give a unified understanding on the role of ∆ES1-CT.

IV. 3.3.1 Evaluation of Low ∆ES1-CT Offsets

In evaluating ∆ES1-CT by determining the HOMO–HOMO energetic offset, we are faced with
two challenges: 1) difficulty in determining the HOMO values in the blend [153, 154] and 2)

lack of information on binding energies for the singlet exciton and CT states. [224–226]

To overcome these issues, in particular account of the binding energies, and to study

the energetics of the excited species in a working device, we consider using the energy

difference between the CT state and the exciton, ∆ES1-CT, instead of HOMO–HOMO offset.
To this end, we performed temperature-dependent electroluminescence quantum yield

(T-ELQY) measurements on working devices. In a system where the HOMO–HOMO offset

is estimated to be sufficiently small, the EL spectrum is almost entirely composed of the

0–0 transition of the small bandgap NFA singlet exciton (see Figure C.2 in the Supporting

Information). [25] In all three systems studied herein, the PL and EL of the blends

resemble the PL of the neat acceptors (see Figure C.2 in the Supporting Information for

the comparison of the EL spectra of the blends and the PL spectra of the corresponding

neat NFAs) pointing to the presence of the S1 states and negligible CT contributions in

the EL spectra, which is consistent with the energetics of the donor and acceptors.

In a T-ELQY measurement, when fixing the injection current, the quantity of reformed

S1 states is essentially the result of the rate competition between the CT decay and

net S1 repopulation rate from CT. While the rate constant of the CT decay is described

by a constant kf, the rate constant of S1 reformation from CT can be described by an

exponential expression kref = k∗ref ,0 · exp(−∆ES1−CT
kBT ), where k*ref,0 corresponds to the

net CT–S1 reformation rate kref at infinite temperature. [25, 49, 58] In this regard, in the
studied systems where the EL spectra are almost fully represented by exciton emission,

the ELQY values are proportional to the quantity of reformed excitons in the charge

injection process

ELQY ∝ # exciton# injected charge =
kref (T )

kref (T ) + kf
=

[1 + kf
kref (T )

]−1
(IV. 3.1)

Using the ELQY values, the normalized ELQY*(T) given by ELQY*(T) = ELQY*(T)/ELQY*(Tmax)
is plotted against 1/kBT and fitted with the physical model (Equation IV. 3.1), from which

∆ES1-CT is obtained. The data are shown in Figure IV. 3.2a, where a clear trend of the ∆ES1-CT
offset in the four involved systems is observed, varying from ≈25 (for PM6:o-IDTBR) to
≈114 meV (for PM6:Y6). The trend in ∆ES1-CT offsets agrees well with the EQE amplitudes
(Figure IV. 3.2b), where the smallest EQE corresponds to the smallest ∆ES1-CT offset. As
the ∆ES1-CT offset increases, the EQEmax first increases accordingly, then saturates at
≈80%.
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Figure IV. 3.2: a) Temperature-dependent ELQY of the devices, the temperature-dependent ELQY

values of PM6:Y6 are taken from a previous paper from our group, [25] and refitted with Equation

IV. 3.1. b) The fitted ∆ES1-CT values and EQE amplitude of each system.

IV. 3.3.2 Loss Channels in Low-Offset OSCs

For a deeper understanding of the losses in EQE and photocurrent in the studied systems,

charge generation and recombination processes, as well as the interplays between each

energy state must be considered (depicted in Figure IV. 3.3). Light absorption by the bulk

heterojunction (BHJ) materials generates excitons that diffuse to the donor:acceptor

interfaces, where they dissociate into CT states which subsequently form CS states

via CT dissociation. Upon the encounter of free charges, CT states are reformed and

recombine directly to the ground state thereafter (known as bimolecular recombination).

In low-offset OSC systems, the S1 states can be rather efficiently repopulated via the

CT state. The loss mechanism can be described by four channels: 1) exciton loss in the

domain during exciton diffusion, [24, 217] 2) decay of excitons at the donor:acceptor

interface (energy driven), [24] 3) decay of reformed excitons from the CT states, [68,

98] and 4) decay of the CT states. Channel 1 describes the competition between the

domain size and exciton diffusion length, while channel 2 entails the details of the S1

dissociation rate and exciton lifetime. On the other hand, channel 3 gives information

on the competition between exciton reformation and CT decay, and channel 4 includes

the rate competition between net CT dissociation, net CT reformation, and CT decay. In

the following subsection, the losses from each channel are studied in detail.

IV. 3.3.3 Loss Analysis for JSC

iv. 3.3.3.1 Losses via S1 and CT States

Photoluminescencemeasurements can be used to probe exciton dissociation. The extent

of exciton emission quenching of the blend film relative to the corresponding neat film

can be a useful assay of exciton splitting, assigned to the charge transfer from the

exciton to the formation of CT states. Herein, photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY)
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Figure IV. 3.3: Energy diagram describing the generation and decay of S1 and CT states as well

as the interplays between each energy state in low-offset OSCs. kf,ex, kdiff,ex, and kdiss,ex are the
rate constants of the decay, diffusion, and dissociation of excitons, respectively. kf,CT and kdiss,CT
are the rate constants of CT decay and CT dissociation, respectively. kref is the reformation rate
constant, and B the rate of encounter of free carriers. The singlet excitons generated in the bulk
diffuse to the donor:acceptor interface and dissociate to form CT states, and subsequently form

free charges (CS) via CT dissociation. The CT and S1 states can be repopulated upon the encounter

of free charges and CT–S1 reformation, respectively. Losses can occur through four channels: 1)

via S1 decay during the exciton diffusion in the bulk, 2) via S1 decay during S1 dissociation at the

donor:acceptor interface, 3) via the decay of reformed S1 from CT states, and 4) via CT decay.

and PL quenching measurements are performed to study the loss via the S1 decay. For

OSC systems with a large HOMO offset, when the blend is illuminated, the PL spectral

characteristic is usually understood as a combination of exciton and CT decay. However,

as is discussed in Section IV. 3.3.1, as ∆ES1-CT becomes sufficiently low, the CT states can
more efficiently repopulate the S1 state, and hence the PL spectrum is dominated by

exciton contribution due to the much higher emissivity of the excitons compared to the

CT states. With the PL emission in the studied systems being almost fully contributed by

exciton emission (shown in Figure C.2 in the Supporting Information), the PL quenching

(PLquen), which is calculated via Equation IV. 3.2, represents the fraction of generated

excitons that ultimately decay via nonradiative channels (e.g., CT and triplets). In large

offset systems these are typically from the initially photogenerated excitons which

do not dissociate to form a CT state, while in low offset systems, in addition to the

photogenerated excitons, there is an additional contribution from reformed excitons

via the CT state. The PLquen values are tabulated in Table IV. 3.1 (The PLQY values of the

blends and neat acceptors can be found in Table C.2 in Supporting Information). As

anticipated, exciton quenching becomes less and less efficient with decreasing offset.

PLquen = 1− PLQYBlend
PLQYA

=
# quenched exciton# generated exciton (IV. 3.2)

where PLQYBlend and PLQYA are the photoluminescence quantum yields of the donor:acceptor

blend and neat acceptor, respectively.
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Table IV. 3.1: The exciton diffusion length (LD,acc) of the acceptors measured on neat acceptor films,
as well as the characteristic length (LC), exciton diffusion efficiency (ηex,diff), and PL quenching
(PLquen) of each blend

LD,acc (nm) LC (nm) Domain purity (N) ηex,diff PLquen

PM6:o-IDTBR 10 60 0.58 0.58 0.32

PM6:Y5 17 85 1 0.67 0.66

PM6:TPT10 17 110 0.7 0.58 0.94

Meanwhile, with the knowledge of optical constants (real refractive index n and extinc-
tion coefficient K) of each blend, the maximum photocurrent (Jph,max) can be calculated
for each studied system in terms of the optical transfer matrix, [122] under the assump-

tion that all generated excitons are converted into free charges upon light excitation

(see Note S2 in the Supporting Information for details). This serves as the upper limit of

the photocurrent that the device could theoretically reach, limited by the absorption

of the active layer. The ratio of JSC and Jph,max evaluates the fraction of photogener-
ated excitons that are converted to free charges at the JSC condition. A comparison
of JSC/Jph,max and PLquen (at open-circuit voltage) for each system then evaluates the

fraction of quenched excitons that results in free charges. As is presented in Figure IV.

3.4c, the close agreement between JSC/Jph,max and PLquen values observed for all systems
indicates the main loss channel is the decay of S1 (loss channels 1–3) rather than the CT

state (loss channel 4).

iv. 3.3.3.2 Exciton Decay in the Bulk during Exciton Diffusion

While Figure IV. 3.4c manifests the dominance of decay via S1, we now delve deeper to

decouple thermodynamics from kinetics of exciton diffusion in the bulk and charge

transfer at the donor:acceptor interface. To address the exciton losses during the exciton

diffusion process, a combination of characterizations of morphology, exciton lifetime,

and diffusion length is conducted. Resonant soft X-ray scattering (R-SOXS) is a powerful

technique to characterize the nanometer scale morphology and provide information of

average domain size and domain purity in the active layer of organic solar cells. [227]

Through the R-SOXS measurements, it was found that PM6:o-IDTBR has the smallest

domain characteristic length (LC), 60 nm, then PM6:Y5 (85 nm), and then PM6:TPT10
(110 nm). Given that the volume ratio of the donor and acceptor is close to 1 in our

studied systems, the domain size in all studied systems is estimated to be half of their

corresponding characteristic lengths.

The exciton diffusion lengths (LD) and lifetimes (τex) of the acceptors are measured
by performing quasi-steady-state pulsed-PLQY measurements and time-resolved pho-

toluminescence (TRPL) measurements on neat acceptor films, respectively (for TRPL

measurement, the neat acceptor was diluted with polystyrene (PS), more details can be

seen in the Experimental Section in the Supporting Information). The LD of o-IDTBR was

determined to be smallest among the three studied acceptors (≈10 nm), while those of
Y5 and TPT10 were found to be much larger than that of o-IDTBR, with a similar value of

≈17 nm. The result of LD is consistent with the τex values obtained from TRPL, being 263,

1280, and 1071 ps for o-IDTBR, Y5, and TPT10, respectively. With the domain size and the
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Figure IV. 3.4: a) Calculation of maximum photocurrent (Jph,max) in terms of the optical transfer
matrix. b) The optical constants of each blend. c) Comparison of JSC/Jph,max and PL quenching
(at VOC) of each system.

exciton diffusion lengths, and assuming that the observed domains are 100% pure, the

exciton diffusion efficiency (ηex,diff), representing the probability that an exciton reaches
the interface) in each blend can be calculated with Equation IV. 3.3:

ηex ,dif f =
2LD12LC

tanh
[ 12LC2LD

]
(IV. 3.3)

For all studied systems, the ηex,diff was found to be close to 0.6, showing no relation
between ηex,diff and the observed trends in CGY and PLquen. Notably, in PM6:TPT10, the
calculated ηexc,diff is much smaller than PLquen. This discrepancy between ηexc,diff

and PLquen can be explained by low domain purity in the studied systems. The relative

domain purities in a set of binary organic heterojunctions can be estimated by R-SOXS,

enabling a qualitative comparison in domain purities among the studied systems. The

total scattering intensity (TSI) is related to ∆nDA, the contrast function of the donor and
acceptor (see Figure C.6 in the Supporting Information), by the relationship Domain purity

∝
√

T SI
|∆nDA|

. The domain purity was found to be the highest in PM6:Y5, then PM6:TPT10

(Table IV. 3.1). The lowest domain purity was observed in PM6:o-IDTBR. As pointed out

in numerous publications, less domain purity assists exciton dissociation by creating

more donor:acceptor interfaces, leading to higher PL quenching. [228–232]
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Another way of estimating the exciton diffusion efficiency relies on comparison between

the saturated photocurrent Jph,satmeasured with a high reverse bias and the theoretically
calculated maximum photocurrent Jph,max. Considering the domain purities, the ratio
of Jph,sat over Jph,max represents the lower limit of exciton diffusion efficiency in the
blends. Measuring the JV response of the three studied systems to obtain the ratio
of photocurrent at each voltage Jph(V) and Jph,max, it was found that the Jph,sat/Jph,max
values of both PM6:TPT10 and PM6:Y5 were close to 1 when measuring Jph,sat at -8 V
(Figure C.5, Supporting Information). Since the exciton diffusion process is independent

of the applied field, this suggests that all generated excitons can successfully find

the donor:acceptor interface in PM6:TPT10 and PM6:Y5. As for PM6:o-IDTBR at -8 V,

Jph,sat/Jph,max was found to be 0.73. In fact, considering the smallest domain size and
lowest domain purity in PM6:o-IDTBR, it is considered that the actual exciton diffusion

efficiency in PM6:o-IDTBR is also close to 1. In the following subsection, a calculation is

performed to justify this point.

First, knowing the lower limit of exciton diffusion efficiency and exciton diffusion length,

Equation IV. 3.3 gives an estimation of the actual effective LC in both PM6:TPT10 and
PM6:Y5. We found a maximum value of ≈25 nm, significantly lower than the directly
measured LC from R-SOXS. According to the R-SOXS results, PM6:o-IDTBR has the smallest

domain size and lowest domain purity, so the actual LC in PM6:o-IDTBR should be even
smaller than 25 nm. However, in the following subsection, we use LC = 25 nm for the

calculation to estimate the lowest exciton diffusion efficiency in PM6:o-IDTBR. With LC =
25 nm and LD,acc = 10 nm (see Table IV. 3.1) for PM6:o-IDTBR, the real exciton diffusion

efficiency in PM6:o-IDTBR can be estimated to be at least 90%. Therefore, it could be

concluded that in all studied systems, the excitons are able to find the donor:acceptor

interface efficiently.

Notably, a relatively high FF of almost 70% is observed for PM6:TPT10 which is close to

a Shockley-type charge extraction scenario. [120] This indicates that the charges can

still be efficiently extracted in PM6:TPT10 despite its low domain purity, pointing to the

formation of a descent intercrossing morphology between each impurity in the domains.

Comparing the atomic force microscopy scans of the neat donor and acceptor as well as

the blends, it was found that the fibrous feature from PM6 was well preserved in the films

of donor:acceptor blends (Figure C.7, Supporting Information). This is consistent with

other studies with diluted PM6-based OSC systems, in that efficient charge transportation

is ensured due to the high fibrous figure of the PM6 that connects each domain together.

[233]

iv. 3.3.3.3 Exciton Decay at the Interface

For a better understanding of the mechanism behind the charge generation process,

time delayed extraction field (TDCF) measurements were performed under very low

fluences to study the field dependence of the charge generation yield (Figure IV. 3.5c). It

was found that the charge generation in systems with small ∆ES1-CT (PM6:o-IDTBR and
PM6:Y5) is field-dependent, while in PM6:TPT10 and PM6:Y6, where ∆ES1-CT is relatively
large, the charge generation is field-independent. [50] This further supports that the

field-dependent current density between -2 and 0 V in the J-V plot in PM6:o-IDTBR
and PM6:Y5 (in Figure IV. 3.1d) is due to actual charge generation processes instead of

inefficient competition between charge extraction and recombination.
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Figure IV. 3.5: Comparison of the PL quenching and Jph/Jph,max in a) VOC, JSC, and reverse bias
condition, b) R-SoXS profiles, and c) TDCF generation profile overlaid on Jph-Vapp for PM6:o-IDTBR,
PM6:Y5, and PM6:TPT10.

From the discussion in Sections IV. 3.3.3.1 and IV. 3.3.3.2, it is concluded that the differ-

ences in the EQEPV amplitudes among the studied systems observed in Figure IV. 3.1d

mainly originate from the exciton losses at the donor–acceptor interface, giving an indi-

cation that the field dependence in charge generation originates from field-dependent

exciton dissociation at the donor:acceptor interface instead of from field-dependent CT

dissociation, as depicted by the Onsager–Braunmodel. This is further consolidated using

comparisons between Jph/Jph,max and PL quenching at three different applied voltages
(VOC, JSC, and -2 V) shown in Figure IV. 3.5a. It was observed that both Jph/Jph,max and PL
quenching increase while remaining close to each other when the applied bias changed

from JSC to -2 V. The similar but increasing PL quenching and Jph/Jph,max values in PM6:Y5
and PM6:o-IDTBR evidence that in systems where ∆ES1-CT is sufficiently small: 1) at JSC,
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exciton dissociation at the interface limits the photocurrent (through channels 2 and 3),

and 2) the exciton dissociation yield at the donor:acceptor interface can be assisted

with the application of an extraction bias. The field-dependent exciton dissociation

yield, on the one hand, leads to inefficient CGY at JSC and hence low EQE, and on the
other hand leads to a reduction in FF.

At the VOC condition where no charge extraction happens, Jph/Jph,max becomes 0 while PL
quenching remains relatively high. This indicates that at VOC, the recombination current
is mainly contributed by the CT decay (opposite to the situation at the JSC condition).

As is highlighted in gray in Figure IV. 3.5a, when applied voltage approaches VOC from -2

V, recombination via the CT states (channel 4) is found to be more and more pronounced

compared to the recombination via S1. This is consistent with the observed discrepancy

between the TDCF generation and JV data (Figure IV. 3.5c, area highlighted in gray)
showing that nongeminate recombination due to an encounter of free charges becomes

more significant as the applied bias approaches VOC from reverse bias. The agreement

in the gray highlighted areas in Figure IV. 3.5a,c indicates, for all our studied systems,

upon encountering of the free carriers, the decay is more likely to proceed via the CT

states than by the CT-S1 reformation and the consequent S1 decay.

This is further evidenced by comparing the ELQY of the blends with the PLQY of the neat

acceptors. Since the EL spectra of the donor:acceptor blend almost fully consists of the

emission of acceptor excitons, ELQY presents the quantum yield of the blend to convert

free charges into photons via exciton decay. Relating the PLQY of the neat acceptor

(which is the probability that a formed acceptor exciton emits a photon) and the ELQY of

the blend, the probability of recombination via exciton reformation and the subsequent

exciton decay (Pex,ref) upon the encounter of free carriers in each system (Figure IV. 3.3,

efficiency of channel 3) can be estimated by Equation IV. 3.4. The ELQY of the blends and

the PLQY of the neat acceptors, as well as Pex,ref in each studied system is summarized

in Table C.2 (Supporting Information). At near VOC, the calculated Pex,ref in all studied
systems is much smaller than 50%, with ≈3% for both PM6:TPT10 and PM6:o-IDTBR and

13% for PM6:Y5, which is consistent with the observation in Figure IV. 3.5a,c that in all

studied systems, recombination tends to proceed via channel 4 instead of channel 3

(depicted in Figure IV. 3.3) upon the encounter of free carriers

Pex ,ref =
ELQYblend

PLQYA
(IV. 3.4)

IV. 3.3.4 Charge Recombination

As shown in Figure IV. 3.3, upon an encounter of free charges, exciton reformation is in

competition with the CT decay process, and both contribute to bimolecular recombina-

tion. As derived in previous work, the effective bimolecular recombination rate keff given
by RCS = kef f n2

CS can be obtained via Equation IV. 3.5 for low-offset OSC systems [68]

kef f =

[ 1
k0 +

1
kCT + kS

]−1
(IV. 3.5)

where k0 is the charge encounter rate coefficient for free charge carriers, kCT = k0kf/kd
is an effective bimolecular recombination coefficient via CT states, and kS = k0kbt’/kd is
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the corresponding effective bimolecular recombination coefficient for charge carriers to

ultimately decay via excitons. The ratio between kCT and kS is given by kf/k0. kf is the
CT state recombination rate constant, and k0 is the back-transfer rate constant for CT
states to recombine via excitons in the acceptor, which increases exponentially as ∆ES1-CT
decreases. As Equation IV. 3.5 indicates, when the CT decay rate constant (kf) is much
faster than k0, the S1 reformation process is minor and does not have much effect on
the overall recombination process. However, as k0 increases, the S1 reformation starts
to act as a loss channel and contributes to the recombination process. This means when

∆ES1-CT gets small enough, either the CT recombination itself is so fast and dominates
the recombination rate, or the S1 decay acts as another leakage channel to the overall

recombination rate. Both of the above-described cases lead to a reduction in FF and

hence are not favorable for the overall device performance.

In general, reduced ∆ES1-CT increases keff, and the significance of this effect depends on
the rate competition between CT decay and S1 reformation, and the subsequent S1 decay.

To study the effect of ∆ES1-CT on the bimolecular recombination rate keff, bias assisted
charge extraction measurements were performed for each system that is studied here.

This charge extraction method estimates the carrier density at various fluence at VOC
condition and calculates the effective bimolecular recombination rate via G = R = keffnCS2CS.
As shown in Figure IV. 3.6, it was found that the measured keff reduces by 1 order from
3×10-16 to 1.6 × 10-3 m3s−1 as ∆ES1-CT increases from 25 to 114 meV which is consistent

with the result from Equation IV. 3.5 and the discussion in the previous paragraph.

Figure IV. 3.6: a) Effective bimolecular recombination rate coefficient keff and b) recombination
rate R versus carrier density, and c) keff against ∆ES1-CT for PM6:o-IDTBR, PM6:Y5, PM6:TPT10, and
PM6:Y6. The dashed line in (b) represents the slope of 2. The data for PM6:Y6 are taken from

previous work from our group. [13]
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IV. 3.3.5 VOC Losses in Low-Offset OSCs

It has been found in previous work that the ∆Vnr value gets significantly suppressed
in systems with low ∆ES1-CT, and its lowest limit is defined by the PLQY of the pristine
low-optical bandgap material of the blend.[12] In our study, ∆Vnr of each system was

determined via ∆Vnr = kBT·ln(ELQY). The ELQY values in the systems with low ∆ES1-CT,
PM6:o-IDTBR and PM6:Y5 (1.6 × 10-3 and 3.2 × 10-3, respectively), were found to be much
higher than those in systems with relatively high ∆ES1-CT (PM6:TPT10 and PM6:Y6, with
values of 7.4 × 10-4 and 2.7 × 10-5, respectively), leading to a very low ∆Vnr value of
0.16 eV – one of the lowest ∆Vnr values in organic solar cells. However, interestingly,
when analyzing the overall VOC losses using the difference between the photovoltaic
bandgap of the system (Eg) and measured VOC, [234] it was found that the overall VOC
losses among the studied systems are very close (Figure IV. 3.7, left panel).

Figure IV. 3.7: Left panel: the overall, radiative, and nonradiative voltage losses of PM6:o-IDTBR,

PM6:Y5, PM6:TPT10, and PM6:Y6. The dashed dotted lines are guides to the eye. The data for

PM6:Y6 are from previous work from our group. [25] Right panel: the extended EQEPV spectra of

PM6:o-IDTBR, PM6:Y5, PM6:TPT10, and PM6:Y6 spectra. Inset, zoomed-in and all the EQEPV spectra

are merged at the kink (where sub-bandgap starts) – in order to give a more intuitive comparison

on the slope for each system.

To further investigate into the observed discrepancy between the trends in overall VOC
losses and ∆Vnr among the studied systems, the radiative voltage limit VOC,rad was eval-
uated for each system with Equation IV. 3.6 [208] (more details about the determination

of VOC,rad can be found in the Supporting Information). Getting the radiative voltage loss
∆Vrad via ∆Vrad = Eg - VOC,rad, and plotting ∆Vrad together with ∆Vnr for each system, an
anticorrelation can be found between these two parameters (Figure IV. 3.7, left panel).

From PM6:o-IDTBR to PM6:Y6, while ∆ES1-CT increases, the increase in ∆Vnr and reduction
in ∆Vrad compensate each other and lead to a constant overall VOC loss

q · VOC ,rad = kBT · ln( JR
J0
rad

) (IV. 3.6)

where where JR is the total recombination current, J0,rad is the radiative dark saturation
current density.
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As shown in Figure IV. 3.7 (left panel), there seems to be a relation between ∆ES1-CT, ∆Vnr,
and ∆Vrad. This is reminiscent of the relation between the S1 population and ∆ES1-CT which
can affect both ∆Vnr and ∆Vrad due to the high emissivity of S1 compared to the CT states.
[98] However, in all systems studied here, the ∆ES1-CT is so small that the contributions of
the CT state to the EQEPV spectra are nearly negligible. This is evidenced from a) the EL

measurements (which is related to EQEPV via reciprocity) showing that the EL spectra are

almost entirely contributed by S1, and b) previous ultrasensitive EQEPV measurements

for PM6:Y6 where no observable CT contribution is presented. [50] This means that for

all systems, J0,rad, and with this VOC,rad, is entirely determined by the properties of the
singlet exciton and have no “functional” dependence on ∆ES1-CT. Instead, the difference
in the ∆Vrad observed in our systems is found to be due to the subtle difference in the
shapes of the tails in the EQEPV spectra. For example, PM6:Y6 gives the sharpest tail

while PM6:o-IDTBR has the “flattest” tail, as can be more intuitively found in the inset of

Figure IV. 3.7 on the right panel. This affects the calculated J0,rad values when convoluting
the EQEPV spectra with the blackbody photon flux and thus the ∆Vrad. In other words,
the increase of ∆Vrad when decreasing ∆ES1-CT comes from a broadening of the EQEPV

spectra rather from the S1 repopulation process. The reason is suspected to be lying in

the stiffness of the NFA and detailed blend morphology. Therefore, it is not evident that

the observed dependence of ∆Vrad on ∆ES1-CT among the systems involved in this study
can be generalizable, but it is worth studying this case for more systems in the future.

IV. 3.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, by performing detailed analyses of overall efficiency losses to a series

of NFA-based low-offset systems, our work shows that both JSC and FF are severely
reduced as ∆ES1-CT becomes sufficiently small, yet the reduction in VOC losses is limited,
despite the significantly reduced ∆Vnr. In all systems studied herein, the losses in JSC
conditions were assigned to exciton dissociation at the donor:acceptor interface. The

exciton loss at the donor:acceptor interface was found to be more significant in the

systems with the smallest ∆ES1-CT value. Importantly, in the two systems with the lowest
∆ES1-CT values (PM6:o-IDTBR and PM6:Y5), exciton dissociation yield at the donor:acceptor
interface was found to be field-dependent, which also leads to a further reduction in the

FF. In the forward bias regime where bimolecular recombination becomes significant,

recombination via the CT state was found to be increasingly pronounced as the applied

bias approached VOC. Thus, despite the presence of S1 reformation and the consequent
decay via S1, recombination via CT state still serves as the prominent decay channel of

the encountered free electrons and holes and severely affects FF, even in the system with

very small ∆ES1-CT. In addition, consistent with previous theoretical work,[18] it was found
that decreasing ∆ES1-CT is not beneficial for achieving low bimolecular recombination
coefficients. We anticipate this is due to a stronger binding energy of the CT state (when

it becomes closer to the S1 state), reducing the probability of redissociation. In general,

the results in our study support an inferior PCE obtained by simply reducing ∆ES1-CT from
PM6:TPT10 and PM6:Y6. In addition, our work provides structure–function information

by showing that upon a change of the halogen substituents in the terminal groups of

Y5, TPT10, and Y6, the exciton diffusion in their binary heterojunctions with PM6 remain

highly efficient, while the very different JV performances among these three systems
mainly rely on the energetics at the interface.
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IV. 4 Wave Optics of Differential Absorption

Spectroscopy in Thick-Junction Organic

Solar Cells: Optical Artifacts and

Correction Strategies

This work presents in detail and systematically how the optical artifacts can manipulate

not only the measured spectra, but also the decay dynamics (even for the simplest

sample configuration), upon the change of the device thickness and configuration. A

generalized methodology based on inverse transfer matrix formalism is provided to

correct the distorted spectra and decay dynamics due to optical artifacts.

This chapter is an adapted preprint of:

Bowen Sun, Oskar J. Sandberg, Dieter Neher, Ardalan Armin, and Safa Shoaee. Wave

Optics of Differential Absorption Spectroscopy in Thick-Junction Organic Solar Cells:

Optical Artifacts and Correction Strategies. Phys. Rev. Applied 17, 054016

93
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IV. 4.1 Abstract

Differential absorption spectroscopy techniques serve as powerful techniques to study

the excited species in organic solar cells. However, it has always been challenging to

employ these techniques for characterizing thick-junction organic solar cells, especially

when a reflective top contact is involved. In this work, we present a detailed and sys-

tematic study on how a combination of the presence of the interference effect and a

nonuniform charge-distribution profile, severely manipulates experimental spectra and

the decay dynamics. Furthermore, we provide a practical methodology to correct these

optical artifacts in differential absorption spectroscopies. The results and the proposed

correction method generally apply to all kinds of differential absorption spectroscopy

techniques and various thin-film systems, such as organics, perovskites, kesterites, and

two-dimensional materials. Notably, it is found that the shape of differential absorption

spectra can be strongly distorted, starting from 150-nm active-layer thickness; this

matches the thickness range of thick-junction organic solar cells and most perovskite

solar cells and needs to be carefully considered in experiments. In addition, the decay

dynamics of differential absorption spectra is found to be disturbed by optical arti-

facts under certain conditions. With the help of the proposed correction formalism,

differential spectra and the decay dynamics can be characterized on the full device of

thin-film solar cells in transmission mode and yield accurate and reliable results to

provide design rules for further progress.

IV. 4.2 Introduction

The development of fused-ring electron acceptors (FREAs) has injected new life into

the field of organic solar cells (OSC); the state-of-the-art single-junction OSC has now

surpassed 18% power conversion efficiency (PCE). So far, FREA-based systems are the

most promising candidates to realize commercialization for OSCs due to their impressive

PCEs. Unfortunately, it is found that the performance and morphology of FREA systems

is quite sensitive to their active-layer thickness. The optimized active-layer thickness

for most FREA-based systems is around 100 nm, while significant fill-factor (FF) losses

appear when the active-layer thickness exceeds this threshold [9, 13, 20, 235]. This

optimized thickness is unfortunately still too thin for reliable production via large-

scale printing techniques, such as roll-to-roll processing (requiring around 300 nm)

[236, 237]. Due to the high sensitivity of the morphology to fabrication conditions and

procedures in many state-of-the-art FREA systems [10–12, 238], it is also not easy for

many optoelectronically relevant physical properties (such as mobility, recombination

coefficient, recombination order, reduction factor) measured in thin junctions to be

directly adapted to thick junctions. There is a range of reports on the exciton lifetime of

nonfullerene acceptors (ranging from tens of picoseconds to nanoseconds), which may

also arise from the sensitivity to thickness and the morphology-dependent properties

of these materials [42, 172, 239–241]. To study the thick-junction devices in detail, it is

crucial to perform measurements directly on these thick-junction devices. However,

most of the available techniques for organic solar cells are based on assumptions that

hold only for thin devices.

One example of such a characterization technique commonly used to assess the genera-

tion and recombination of excited species is differential absorption spectroscopy; typical
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differential absorption spectroscopy techniques include transient absorption spec-

troscopy (TAS), photoinduced absorption spectroscopy (PIA), and charge-modulation

spectroscopy (CMS) [242–244]. These spectroscopies consist of either an optical or elec-

trical pump and an optical probe and measure the change of the absorption coefficient

of the sample when it is excited from the ground state to the excited state. Like many

other optical-based experiments [25, 122, 245], differential absorption spectroscopy

is sensitive to optical artifacts, primarily the combination of cavity effects (from both

pump and probe light) and the inhomogeneous generation profiles. Optical artifacts can

be severe, especially with increasing active-layer thickness and in the presence of the

top contact [246, 247], and can strongly distort the measured differential transmission

(∆T/T) spectra.

While the cavity effect is usually considered as a light-intensity-independent effect, it

is worth pointing out that the decay dynamics of the ∆T/T signal can be disturbed by
interference, under certain conditions, and falsifies the obtained decay constant if not

addressed carefully. When considering a thin-film stack with an active layer measured

by differential absorption spectroscopy, the change in transmission (∆T) and reflection
(∆R) can be described by [248–250]

∆T =
∂T
∂N ∆N +

∂T
∂K ∆K , (IV. 4.1a)

∆R =
∂R
∂N ∆N +

∂R
∂K ∆K , (IV. 4.1b)

where T and R are the transmission and reflection of the thin-film system, respectively. N
and K are the refractive index and extinction coefficient of the active layer, respectively.

The four partial derivative terms in Eqs. IV. 4.1a and IV. 4.1b (∂T/∂N, ∂T/∂K, ∂R/∂N, ∂R/∂K)
can be calculated in terms of optical transfer-matrix calculations [121]. The ratio of the

first two and last two derivatives [(∂T/∂N)/(∂T/∂K) and (∂R/∂N)/(∂R/∂K)] are found
to be dependent not only on the wavelength of interest of the probe light, but also on the

thickness of the active layer [248]. Subsequently, the measured ∆T in experiments can
have more contribution from either ∆N or ∆K, depending on the active-layer thickness
and incident-light wavelength.

If there is only the ∆K peak (single or multiple) for one decay dynamic (created upon
pump excitation), the decay dynamics of ∆K measured from ∆T will not be disturbed
by the derivative terms. This is because the relationship between N and K satisfies the
famous Kramers-Kronig relationship [251], which ensures that ∆N follows the same decay
dynamics as ∆K.

N(λ) = 1 + 4c
∮ ∞

0
(2πc/(λ′)3)K (λ′)

(2πc/(λ′)2 − (2πc/(λ)2 dλ′ (IV. 4.2)

where λ is the wavelength, c is the speed of light, and K(λ) is the extinction coefficient
at a given wavelength. Note that λ is a pole on the axis and λ’ is the real variable.

As a result, ∆T follows the same decay dynamics as ∆N and ∆K, regardless of the probe
wavelength or the active-layer thickness. The decay dynamics is thus independent

of device thickness and is not disturbed, even though the shape of the spectrum is

distorted by interference, as indicated in previous studies [249]. It should be noted that
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this holds under the assumption that the distribution profile of excited species does not

alter over time during the experiment, which corresponds to the case when a uniform

generation profile is realized. When the distribution profile is nonuniform (e.g., when the

optical density of the active layer is larger than 0.5 at the excitation wavelength), the

decay dynamics will be disturbed due to the drift and diffusion of the excited species

during the measurement.

However, the picture changes when multiple ∆K peaks (e.g., ∆K1 and ∆K2) with different
decay dynamics are present in the spectrum. In this case, the measured decay dynamics

of ∆T1 can severely deviate from that of its corresponding ∆K1, even when ∆K1 and
∆K2 do not spectrally overlap with each other, as will be discussed below in section

IV. 4.3.3. Both the decay dynamics and the shape of the ∆T/T spectrum are sensitive

to the device thickness, even when the distribution profile is not altered during the

measurement. Such an effect is found to exist even when no highly reflective layer

is present in the sample (for example, when an active layer is sandwiched between

two glass substrates). Hence, it is important to consider this effect when comparing

supposedly the same parameter, such as the decay dynamics of excitons or free carriers,

measured via differential absorption spectroscopy by different groups in the literature.

To this end, it is crucial to decode ∆K and ∆N from the measured ∆T or ∆R signal when
studying both spectral shape and the decay dynamics of excited species for qualitative

or quantitative analyses.

In previous works, it has been proposed to correct the ∆T/T signal by considering the
change in reflection, ∆R, upon pump excitation [252–255]; such a method requires access
to both ∆T and ∆R in experiments:

−∆T
T = d∆α +

m1− R ∆R , (IV. 4.3)

where R is the reflectance, α is the absorption coefficient, d is the thickness of the
active layer, and m is a factor that depends on the assumed model (m=0 for negligible

reflection, m=1 reflection only on the front surface of the active layer, and m=2 for

reflection on both surfaces of the active layer). This model assumes the same reflection

coefficient for the front and back surfaces of the active layer and does not consider

the multiple reflections in the stack, and hence, it is more suitable for simple sample

configurations. In addition, errors can be created when the value of m is not carefully

and reasonably chosen.

More advanced sample configurations can be incorporated when combining Eqs. IV.

4.1a and IV. 4.1b to calculate ∆N and ∆K [Eqs. IV. 4.4 a and b] [249]. Complicated sample
configurations can be taken into account when calculating the derivative terms (∂T/∂N,
∂T/∂K, ∂R/∂N, ∂R/∂K) via an optical transfer matrix. However, both Eqs. IV. 4.4 a and b
severely lose accuracy and result in unavoidable spikes in calculated ∆N and ∆K spectra
in the spectral region where the denominator approaches zero. Hence, Eq. (IV. 4.4) is

appropriate only over a limited spectral range; post-treatments are required to remove

or smooth the spikes. Like Eq. (IV. 4.3), both ∆T and ∆R are to be experimentally measured
in this method. In addition, the distribution profile of the excited species cannot be

incorporated into this model.
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∆N =
(∂T /∂K )∂R − (∂R/∂K )∂T

(∂R/∂N)(∂T /∂K )− (∂T /∂N)(∂R/∂K )
, (IV. 4.4a)

∆K =
(∂R/∂N)∂T − (∂T /∂N)∂R

(∂R/∂N)(∂T /∂K )− (∂T /∂N)(∂R/∂K )
, (IV. 4.4b)

Other efforts have been made to experimentally compensate for the cavity effect in

differential absorption spectroscopies, either by adjusting the probe-light incident angle

or by modifying standard differential absorption spectroscopy setups; these approaches

introduce extra experimental restrictions or difficulties [250, 256].

Here, we illustrate, in detail, how the optical artifacts manipulate the measured differ-

ential absorption spectra and decay dynamics and show the extent of these artifacts

under various conditions. We also provide a practical methodology based on an inverse

transfer matrix to compensate for these artifacts and correct the experimental signal.

The proposed correction methodology can be applied for complicated sample configu-

rations with multiple layers; it takes the distribution profile of the excited species into

consideration and ensures accuracy over the full spectral range. This correction method

has no requirement for the probe-light incident angle and requires only the ∆T signal to
be measured with the differential absorption spectroscopy setup. We study both a film

(on glass) and a device (with a semitransparent metallic top contact) (keeping everything

else the same) for different cavity thicknesses by varying the active-layer thickness in an

OSC device. We find that the PIA peak position in the sub-band-gap region can exhibit a

large shift due to optical artifacts and, in extreme cases, additional shoulders or peaks,

which may be confused with the real peaks, can be resolved. We reproduce the evolution

of these thickness-dependent PIA peak features with optical transfer-matrix-model

simulations. Simulation results indicate that the additional shoulder or peak features in

the measured spectra are a result of optical artifacts and can be present in both devices

and films. In addition, the decay dynamics of ∆T/T is found to be affected by these
optical artifacts under certain conditions and deviate from the real decay dynamics

of the excited species in both devices and films. Finally, an optical simulation model

combining the charge-distribution profile and cavity-effect considerations is proposed

to correctly account for these optical artifacts and reveal the real changes in absorption

coefficient spectra at each position in the active layer from the experimental differential

absorption spectra.

IV. 4.3 Results and Discussion

IV. 4.3.1 Sensitivity of PIA Spectra to Active Layer Thickness

To demonstrate the significant distortion of optical measurements caused by the cavity

effect, we employ the state-of-the-art active-layer blend for organic solar cells, PM6

and Y6, and measured the PIA spectra for a range of junction thicknesses (the chemical

names and fabrication details are provided in the Supplemental Material).

Figure IV. 4.1 shows the PIA spectra measured on conventionally structured PM6:Y6

devices (for various active-layer thicknesses) under open-circuit conditions. These

devices are made to be semitransparent by depositing a very thin Ag layer (35 nm) as
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the top contact (not affecting the device performance). As previously assigned by PIA

and TAS [83, 257], the spectrum of PM6:Y6 consists of the ground-state bleaching of PM6

(centered at 650 nm) and Y6 (840 nm) as well as photoinduced absorption features

between 680 and 810 nm and a peak around 970 nm. The last of these is observed to

be highly sensitive to the active-layer thickness. In Fig. IV. 4.1, this PIA peak in the sub-

band-gap region is centered at 967 nm for the 100-nm-thick device and is blueshifted by

around 10 nm as the active-layer thickness increases from 100 to 260 nm. Upon further

increasing the thickness, a double-peak feature emerges. At 330 nm thick, the PIA peak

exhibits one pronounced peak at a wavelength of 1012 nm and a shoulder at 919 nm.

The latter feature becomes highly pronounced when the thickness of the photoactive

layer is increased to 550 nm. To elucidate whether the changes in the PIA peak are due

to morphology changes in thick devices, the same experiment is conducted on glass

without the electrodes with different thicknesses (Fig. IV. 4.1, inset). In contrast to the

observations made on the devices, the double-peak feature is absent in all PIA spectra

measured on films. The contrast between PIA features observed on the device and the

film strongly points to an optical artifact caused by enhanced optical cavity effects due

to the reflective top contact in the devices. These artifacts can strongly manipulate the

measured spectrum and lead to inaccurate or even wrong quantitative and qualitative

conclusions if not carefully considered.

IV. 4.3.2 Simulating PIA Spectra

To confirm the optical cavity effects in the experimental PIA spectra, we simulate a

PIA experiment using optical simulations based on the optical transfer-matrix model.

Extending these simulations to a PIA experiment involving pump and probe fields is

nontrivial; therefore, we explain the details of these simulations in the following.

In terms of optical transfer-matrix calculations, the transmittance and reflectance of a

stack of films, which accounts for interference, can be first obtained, given the thickness

and optical constants of each layer, as well as the stack structure [121]. In this way, the

transmission spectra on films (glass/PM6:Y6/glass, interlayers are neglected) and on

devices (glass/ITO/PM6:Y6/Ag/glass, interlayers are neglected) with varied active-layer

thicknesses (from 50 to 600 nm) can be computed, with knowledge of the ground-state

optical constants (Ñ = N + iK ) of the PM6:Y6 blend [258]. Here, N denotes the (real)
refractive index, while K is the extinction coefficient. The ground-state optical constants
are obtained by a global fitting of experimental reflection and transmission spectra

(measured on films on glass) with optical simulations. These results are in agreement

with previous studies using ellipsometry to obtain ground-state optical constants of

PM6:Y6 blends [259].

The presence of interference can be identified as a violation of the Beer-Lambert law and

often shows a wavy feature in transmission (Fabry-Perot oscillation) when varying the

active-layer thickness (at a fixed probe wavelength). In simple transmission, interference

features can be observed in both films and devices. However, the interference effect is

much more pronounced in the device due to the presence of a reflective top contact (Fig.

D.2 within the Supplemental Material). In agreement with the experimental observation

in Fig. IV. 4.1, the cavity effects are seen to predominantly distort the sub-band-gap region.

In the following, using optical simulations, we further consolidate how the cavity effects

distort the spectra obtained from differential transmission spectroscopy techniques.
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Figure IV. 4.1: Left, PIA spectra of conventional PM6:Y6 device (inset, that of the film). Right, device

structure and experimental schematic.

For any thin-film junction, the interference pattern at a fixed probe wavelength is

sensitive to the optical constants of each layer in the stack. The dependence of the

interference pattern on the optical constants is considered to be the main contribution

to the optical artifacts in the experimental differential absorption measurements. In

PIA measurements, upon pump excitation, excited species are produced in the material

initially in the ground state. The presence of these photogenerated excited species

generally results in a different N-K spectrum from that of the ground-state material.

However, the change in the optical constants induces changes in the interference

pattern. As a result, both changes in absorption coefficient and in the interference

pattern contribute to the experimental differential spectra. The difference between the

ground-state and excited-state transmission spectra can therefore be described by

Texc-TGS=∆Texcitation+∆Tinterference. Here, we propose that this is the primary reason for
the high active-layer thickness sensitivity to spectral shape in PIA, and thus, this needs

to be carefully considered.

The thickness-dependent PIA feature evolution in Fig. IV. 4.1 can be further consolidated

and reproduced by optical simulations, considering the change of interference pattern

after excitation and the generation profile (G) of excited species induced by the pump
light. This can be achieved from knowledge of the device structure, thickness of each

layer, and optical constants (N-K spectra) of the active layer in the ground state and the
excited state. A matlab script (denoted PIA_generator) is developed for this PIA signal

simulation (for details of the script, see Fig. D.10 within the Supplemental Material).

In the simulation, the transmission spectra of the sample in the ground state (TGS) and
excited state (Texc) are computed separately using two sets of N-K spectra, namely, NGS-
KGS and Nexc-Kexc, respectively. The PIA signal is then calculated by PIA=(Texc-TGS)/TGS.
NGS-KGS spectra are obtained in a way analogous to that in the simulation for simple
transmission. Considering excited-species generation upon pump-light excitation, the

Nexc-Kexc spectra are introduced by adding the artificially designed N-K spectral features
of the photogenerated excited species to the NGS-KGS spectra. For this, the K spectral
shape of the photogenerated excited species (KES) is designed and added to KGS to
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generate Kexc via Kexc=KES+KGS, then a Kramers-Kronig calculation is performed to cal-
culate Nexc from Kexc, so that the N-K relationship always satisfies the Kramers-Kronig
relationship.

With knowledge of Kexc, Nexc at each spectral wavelength, λ, can be calculated with Eq. (IV.
4.2). To determine the constant offset for this integration, one needs to find a wavelength

where the values of both N and K are accessible. This is achieved by incorporating one
set of N-K values in the Cauchy regime, where K is assumed to be zero and N can be
calculated by the two-term form of Cauchy’s equation [Eq. (IV. 4.5)]:

N(λ) = NCauchy + B
λ2 (IV. 4.5)

where N is the refractive index in the Cauchy regime; NCauchy and B are the Cauchy
coefficients. The two Cauchy coefficients (NCauchy and B) can be obtained by fitting
the transmission and reflection spectra of the sample in the Cauchy region [260]. In

PIA_generator, NCauchy and B need to be manually inputted.

To account for the N-K values in the high-photon-energy region beyond typical mea-
surement wavelength ranges (photon energy larger than ∼3.5 eV due to the significant
absorption of glass substrates), a Davis and Mott model, which is developed from the

classical Tauc model, is applied for the deep valence bands in the material, which

become accessible for light absorption in this region [261, 262].

Importantly, a nonuniform generation profile (G) is incorporated for a more realistic
simulation result. This is achieved by slicing the active layer into multiple slices along

the pump-light pathway and considering each slice as a self-standing layer with its

local Nexc-Kexc spectra when computing Texc. The generation rate in each slice (Gs)
is calculated by averaging the generation rate of the corresponding positions in the

active layer, according to the simulated generation-rate profile G (Fig. D.6 within the
Supplemental Material). This nonuniform excited-species-generation-rate profile (G) is
computed by an optical simulation based on the device-structure information, ground-

state optical constants of each layer in the stack, and the spectral density of incident

light [122]. Increasing the slice number benefits the simulation accuracy.

Assuming the same excited species are generated in all the slices in the active layer,

and only the density of the photogenerated excited species in each slice is different, a

normalized KES,norm=KES/KES,max is used to describe only the spectral features of the
excited species. The exact change in the K spectrum in each slice (∆K) is scaled from
KES,norm according to Gs in the corresponding slice. For slice i, the local Kexc(i) can be
described by Eq. IV. 4.6:

Kexc(i) = ∆K (i) + KGS = f · KES,normGs(i) + KGS (IV. 4.6)

where factor f is used to relate the generation profile to changes in the K spectrum
upon excited-species generation (∆K). This factor f is related to the absorption cross
section of the excited species (σexc) and the relationship between the density of excited
species and the generation rate. With knowledge of Kexc of each slice, Nexc for each slice
can be calculated by Eq. (IV. 4.2) separately. The change in N spectrum upon excited-

species generation (∆N) can be obtained from the difference between Nexc and NGS
(∆N=Nexc-NGS). It should be noted that Eq. (IV. 4.6) assumes that the density of excited
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species is proportional to the generation rate. Under other conditions, this equation

can be modified with the help of drift-diffusion simulations or by considering other

relationships between generation rate and density of excited species.

PIA_generator is employed to simulate the PIA spectral-shape evolution when varying

the active-layer thickness. Designed KES features are introduced to KGS to realize PIA
spectra similar to the experimental spectra for the convenience of comparing the

spectral evolution for experimental and simulated data. The KES peaks here are assumed
to be Gaussian (in the energy domain). Apart from the Gaussian bands, various band

modeling can also be applied, depending on the measured system (e.g., Drude-Lorentz

model).

The PIA simulation is conducted for a film (glass/PM6:Y6/glass, interlayers are neglected)

and a device (glass/ITO/PM6:Y6/Ag/glass, interlayers are neglected) with different active-

layer thicknesses (Fig. IV. 4.2). For the films [Fig. IV. 4.2(d)], the position of the peak in the

sub-band-gap region in computed PIA spectra varies by about 25 nm as the active-layer

thickness changes. Notably, even in films, an extra shoulder feature can be resolved. In

devices [Fig. IV. 4.2(b)], a significant variation of peak position in the sub-band-gap region

by about 65 nm is presented while changing the active-layer thickness. In addition, the

double-peak feature is observed in the computed PIA spectra when the active-layer

thickness in the device falls into some specific regions (140–200, 310–430, and 500–600

nm), which is in good agreement with the experimental results in Fig. IV. 4.1.

A comparison is made between the simulated [extracted from Fig. IV. 4.2(b)] and ex-

perimental PIA signals (Fig. IV. 4.3). Simulated PIA data satisfactorily reproduce the

thickness-dependent peak-evolution trend in the sub-band-gap range observed in ex-

periments. This suggests that both the double-peak feature and peak-position shift in

experimental data are indeed caused by optical interference rather than a change in

excited-species energetic states or the formation of new excited species.

IV. 4.3.3 Effect of Interference on ∆T/T Decay Dynamics

The optical artifacts, if not carefully addressed, can affect not only the spectral shape

of differential absorption spectra, but also the measured decay dynamics under certain

conditions. According to the Kramers-Kronig relationship between N and K, when con-
sidering only one ∆K peak in the spectrum with certain decay dynamics or multiple ∆K
peak for the same decay dynamics, ∆N follows the same dynamics as that of ∆K. As a
result, the decay dynamics of ∆T is independent of the value of the derivative terms in
Eq. (IV. 4.1) (as the left and right sides of the equation are always scaled by the same

factor in time); in this case, the decay dynamics is not affected by interference.

However, when multiple ∆K peaks with different decay dynamics are present in the
spectrum, the decay dynamics of ∆T for different peaks can be distorted by interference
and reflection and is hence sensitive to active-layer thickness. Assuming two ∆K peaks
in two separated spectral regions (∆K1 and ∆K2) decaying exponentially over time, t,
with decay constants α1 and α2, we have

∆K1 = ∆K 01 exp(−α1t), (IV. 4.7a)

∆K2 = ∆K 02 exp(−α2t), (IV. 4.7b)
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Figure IV. 4.2: Computed PIA spectra of devices [glass/ITO/PM6:Y6/Ag/glass (a),(b)] and films

[glass/PM6:Y6/glass, (c),(d)] for different active-layer thicknesses. (a),(c) Simulated PIA spectra

for several chosen active-layer thicknesses. (b),(d) Heat maps showing the evolution of PIA

spectra when active-layer thickness varies in the range of 50–600 nm. Red indicates a high

ground state bleaching signal and blue indicates a high PIA signal.Ag layers in the devices are

35 nm. Five Gaussian peaks centered at 630, 700, 780, 850, and 950 nm are introduced as KES
features.

Figure IV. 4.3: Comparing experimental and simulated PIA data; simulated data clearly show

similar peak shape and intensity evolution to that observed in experimental data in the sub-

band-gap region. (a) Experimental PIA spectra (pumped by 405-nm light with a fluence of 105

mW/cm2) of PM6:Y6 on devices (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6:Y6/PDINO/Ag) with various active-layer

thicknesses. (b) Simulated PIA spectra on a device (glass/ITO/PM6:Y6/Ag/glass, interlayers are

neglected) with nonuniform charge-distribution profile and cavity-effect considerations.

where ∆K01 and ∆K02 are ∆K for peaks ∆K1 and ∆K2 at t=0, respectively.
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According to the Kramers-Kronig relationship, the introduction of ∆K1 and ∆K2 leads to
∆N1 and ∆N2 (with α1 and α2 as decay constants, respectively) over the whole spectral
range. Therefore, when probing the ∆K1 spectral region, the measured ∆T1 has a con-
tribution not only from ∆K1 and ∆N1, but also ∆N2. Subsequently, the decay dynamics
of ∆T1 is not strictly defined by α1 and is affected by α2, even when ∆K1 and ∆K2 do not
spectrally overlap with each other.

Figure 4 shows the simulated ∆T/T decay dynamics on devices and films with various
active-layer thicknesses when two ∆K peaks [Fig. IV. 4.4(c), centered at 875 and 1025 nm
for ∆K1 and ∆K2, respectively] with different decay constants (1×1010 and 5×109 s-1 for
α1 and α2, respectively) are present in the ∆K spectrum. Four probe wavelengths (875,
925, 975, and 1025 nm) are chosen, which are at the center and shoulder of the peaks

[Fig. IV. 4.4(c)]. It is shown in Figs. IV. 4.4(a) and IV. 4.4(b) that the ∆T/T decay dynamics
is affected by the probe wavelength and active-layer thicknesses and strongly deviate

from the designed decay dynamics, even though ∆K1 and ∆K2 are spectrally separated. It
is also found that the extent of deviation is more significant when the probe wavelength

gets close to the other peak [Figs. IV. 4.4(a) and IV. 4.4(b), brown and green solid lines]. In

addition, the decay dynamics of the peak with a larger decay constant (shorter lifetime)

is found to be more sensitive to this effect [Figs. IV. 4.4(a) and IV. 4.4(b), brown and red

solid lines].

IV. 4.3.4 ∆N-∆K Simulation: Benchmark and Experimental Validation

The optical artifacts presented in Figs. IV. 4.2 and IV. 4.4 make it extra challenging to

resolve actual changes in absorption coefficients and decay dynamics from measured

spectra and to conduct quantitative and qualitative analyses in differential absorption

spectroscopies. Here, we propose an inverse transfer-matrix formalism to extract the real

KES spectra from the measured PIA spectra (matlab script denoted as DeltaNK_simulator;

for details, see Fig. D.11 within the Supplemental Material). Given the experimental PIA

spectrum, device structural information, NGS-KGS spectra, and the pump-light spectral
density, the simulator can first calculate the optical generation profile. Then, with the

calculated generation profile as another input, the actual changes in the N-K spectra
(∆N-∆K) at each position in the active layer along the pump-light pathway with optical
artifact corrections can be output. Notably, the distribution profile can sometimes

deviate from the optical generation profile (e.g., when the excited species are free

charges and the device is put under high bias). In this case, a drift-diffusion simulation

can be involved to calculate the actual distribution profile more precisely.

The change in extinction coefficient, ∆K, can be easily translated to the change in
absorption coefficient (∆α) via Eq. (IV. 4.8) for conventional PIA analysis. This holds for
all quasi-steady-state and transient differential absorption spectroscopies.

α =
4πK

λ (IV. 4.8)

Figure IV. 4.5 presents a simplified flowchart that intuitively shows the working process

of the DeltaNK_simulator. The input PIA spectrum [Fig. IV. 4.5(c)] is extracted directly

from Fig. IV. 4.2(b) by choosing a random active-layer thickness and device structure (the

PIA of a device with 370-nm active-layer thickness is chosen here as an example). The

original ∆N-∆K used for generating the input PIA spectrum is known but not used as an
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Figure IV. 4.4: Computed apparent decay dynamics obtained from normalized ∆T/T, probing at
the center of ∆K1 (875 nm, red solid lines), right side of ∆K1 (925 nm, brown solid lines), left
side of ∆K2 (975 nm, green solid lines), and center of ∆K2 (1025 nm, blue solid lines) on a device
(glass/ITO/active layer/Ag/glass) (a) and film (glass/active layer/glass) (b). Yellow and black

dashed lines represent the designed decay dynamics of ∆K1 and ∆K2, respectively. (c) Designed
∆K1 and ∆K2 peaks introduced on top of the ground-state optical constants of the active layer
at t=0 (exact amplitude of ∆K1 and ∆K2 evolves over time according to α1 and α2); four vertical
dashed lines, from left to right, indicate the four probe wavelengths at 875, 925, 975, and 1025

nm, respectively.

input for the inverse transfer-matrix calculations. In this way, the output result from the

DeltaNK_simulator can be compared with the originally designed ∆N-∆K to benchmark
the fitting result. In Fig. IV. 4.5(e), the simulated ∆N-∆K in the first slice of the active
layer is compared with the corresponding designed ∆N-∆K of the same slice to show the
precision of the fitting result. Figure 5(f) compares the designed and simulated ∆Kmax at
each normalized position (Xnorm=X/d, where x is the real position in the active layer)
across the active layer. As shown in Figs. IV. 4.5(e) and IV. 4.5(f), the simulated ∆N-∆K
spectra indeed match the originally designed ∆N-∆K spectra perfectly. While the input
PIA presents a double-peak feature in the sub-band-gap region due to cavity-effect

manipulation, the inverse transfer-matrix simulator successfully outputs ∆N-∆K spectra
with a single-peak feature [Figs. IV. 4.5(c) and IV. 4.5(e)]. Such a correction method can

also be applied to correct the ∆T/T dynamics. Taking ∆T/T spectra probed with each
probe wavelength for a device with random thickness in Fig. IV. 4.4(a) as an example

(the 150-nm device is chosen here as an example), and using the DeltaNK_simulator to

correct the ∆T/T spectra at each time, the true decay dynamics is thus obtained for all
probe wavelengths (Fig. IV. 4.6).

In addition, the simulator shows tolerance against inaccurate input of the active-layer

thickness. As shown in Fig. IV. 4.7, DeltaNK_simulator outputs ∆N-∆K spectra that match
the designed ∆N-∆K spectra, even when the input active-layer thickness deviates from
the actual value (by 10 nm in the presented simulation).

The simulation in Fig. IV. 4.5 assumes accurate input of ground-state N-K spectra, which
is very challenging in real experiments; the obtained spectra vary in terms of the applied

method and labs [259, 263]. In our simulation, the error arising from NGS-KGS is optimized
by a global fitting of PIA spectra of devices with various active-layer thicknesses while

looping NCauchy and B values (same NCauchy and B are simultaneously applied for all
spectra in each loop). At least one PIA spectrum measured either on the film or on

the device with a very thin active layer (active-layer thickness smaller than 100 nm) is

required to help indicate the number of PIA peaks, since previous results have already

shown that under these conditions the optical artifacts only slightly affect the peak
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Figure IV. 4.5: Flowchart for ∆N-∆K simulation via inverse transfer-matrix formalism

(DeltaNK_simulator). (a) Film-stack structure and thicknesses of each layer used. (b) Ground-

state optical constants of the active layer together with the optical constants of all the other

photoinsensitive layers) as input. (c) PIA signal as input. (d) Spectral density of pump light as

input. (e) Comparing designed and computed ∆N-∆K in the first slice of the active layer as the
output. (f) Comparing the designed and simulated intensity-distribution profile of the peak of

∆K (∆Kmax) at each position across the active layer as output.

Figure IV. 4.6: ∆T/T decay dynamics (a) of 150-nm device (glass/ITO/active layer/Ag/glass)

probed at various wavelengths extracted from Fig. IV. 4.4 a, and corresponding simulated ∆K
decay dynamics (b) obtained via DeltaNK_simulator. Yellow and black dashed lines represent

designed decay dynamics for ∆K1 and ∆K2, respectively.
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Figure IV. 4.7: Comparing spectral shape in the first slice in the active layer (a) and peak-intensity

distribution of ∆K at each normalized position, Xnorm, in the active layer (b) of the designed (dots)
and simulated ∆N-∆K (solid lines) when using accurate and inaccurate active-layer thickness as
input of DeltaNK_simulator. Stack structure is glass/ITO/PM6:Y6/Ag/glass, d=370 nm, thickness

deviation for inaccurate d input is 10 nm.

position and intensity but do not change the number of peaks [Figs. IV. 4.2 (a) and

(c)]. At least one input spectrum needs to present the double-peak feature to increase

the constraints for the NCauchy and B values. The correct Cauchy coefficients, NCauchy
and B, can be determined when the output ∆K spectra for all input PIA spectra in the
global fitting (especially the ones with double-peak features) give the correct peak

number when using the very same NCauchy and B values for all the input PIA spectra. The
fitting results will benefit from increasing the number of input PIA spectra for the global

fitting, since there are more constraints present for the NCauchy and B values. This fitting
strategy can be further adapted to other types of differential absorption spectroscopy

techniques as well.

To examine the fitting result of this strategy, two sets of ground state N-K spectra
(NGS1–KGS1 and NGS2–KGS2) are used [Fig. IV. 4.8(c)]. PIA data are generated by the

PIA_generator using NGS1-KGS1, then fitted in the DeltaNK_simulator using NGS2–KGS2
while looping the NCauchy and B values. All other fitting procedures are shown in Fig. IV.
4.5. Simulated ∆N-∆K nicely reproduces the designed ∆N-∆K in terms of both spectral
shape and intensity distribution [Figs. IV. 4.8(a) and IV. 4.8(b)]. This fitting strategy is

also employed to fit experimental data in Fig. IV. 4.1 to reveal the spectral shape of ∆K
and the peak-intensity distribution in the sub-band-gap region (Fig. IV. 4.9). With the

fitting results, the experimental PIA spectra can be perfectly reproduced (Fig. D.7 within

the Supplemental Material).
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Figure IV. 4.8: Comparing spectral shape of ∆K in the first slice in the active layer (a) and

peak-intensity distribution of ∆K at each normalized position, Xnorm=X/d, in the active layer
(b) of designed (dots) and simulated ∆N-∆K (solid lines) when using inaccurate ground-state
optical constants as input of DeltaNK_simulator. (c) Ground-state optical constants (N-K) for PIA
generation and ∆N-∆K simulation.

Figure IV. 4.9: The ∆K simulation results for experimental PIA spectra on devices with various
active layer thicknesses. a) The simulated ∆K spectra in the spectral region from 900 nm to

1100 nm (normalized by peak values) representing the spectral shape of ∆K. b) The intensity
distribution profile of ∆K in at each normalized position Xnorm = X/d in the active layer.

IV. 4.4 Conclusion

We present a detailed and systematic study on optical artifacts in differential absorption

spectroscopies and provide a practical methodology for optical artifact corrections.

We clarify how and to what extent the cavity effect and excited-species distribution

profile manipulate experimental spectra and decay dynamics in terms of simulations. It

is shown that, especially in the sub-band-gap region, the position, intensity, spectral

shape, decay dynamics, and even the number of spectral peaks in the measured ∆T/T
spectra can be strongly manipulated by optical artifacts. In both bare films (glass/active

layer/glass) and full devices (glass/ITO/active layer/Ag/glass), an extra feature (shoulder

or peak) can be introduced to the measured ∆T/T spectra due to optical artifacts in
extreme cases. When multiple ∆K peaks with different decay dynamics are present in
the spectrum, the ∆T/T decay dynamics can deviate from the corresponding ∆K decay
dynamics due to optical artifacts. This artifact in decay dynamics is found to be present in
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both devices and films. These artifacts, which should be very carefully considered, bring

enormous challenges for peak identification, comparison, and quantitative analyses in

differential absorption spectroscopies.

Furthermore, we conclude that these optical artifacts originate from the collective ef-

fect of a nonuniform charge-distribution profile and interference effects of the probe

light. Finally, we propose an inverse-transfer-matrix formalism to correct these optical

artifacts and reveal the actual change in the K spectrum of the sample upon pump

excitation. This work can be adapted to all kinds of optical-probe differential absorp-

tion spectroscopies and enables accurate determination of the change in absorption

coefficient upon pump excitations, for instance, in charge-modulation spectroscopies

for studying the electronic properties of semiconductors. More importantly, this work

presents a path for directly studying thick-junction organic solar cells and perovskite

solar cells with accurate differential absorption spectroscopies.
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This thesis is set against the backdrop of a thriving era in the realm of OSCs, characterized

by the rapid development of NFAs. Since the PCE of 15.5% was reported for one famous

NFA-based OSC system, PM6:Y6, the NFA-based OSC systems have gained significant

attention.

Many of the efficient NFA-based OSC have been shown to be “low-offset systems”. These

low-offset systems are promising due to the high charge generation efficiencies despite

the observed small HOMO-HOMO offset between the donor and acceptor, which provides

the possibility to simultaneously increase the JSC and VOC. The low HOMO-offsets lead
to small ∆ES1-CT which plays a critical role in device performance, and inspired many
works to reduce the HOMO-offsets for device optimization. Presently, the most efficient

single-junction OSC devices based on NFAs have been reported with the PCE of >19% [5,

264], making OSCs closer and closer to the PCE required for commercialization. However,

many studies have pointed out the presence of an optimum value for ∆ES1-CT, below
which charge generation is severely sacrificed and results in inferior overall device

performance [24, 42, 217]. As this thesis aims to make a path towards commercialization

of OSCs, it provides insights from both physical and technical perspectives. Physics-wise,

the thesis intends to make path for further efficiency optimization by understanding

the role that ∆ES1-CT plays in the overall device performance in low-offset systems
and understand the loss mechanism of each device parameter. From the technical

perspective, this thesis emphasizes the importance of carefully addressing the possible

violence of assumptions of characterization methods which can lead to measurement

artifacts in the practice of converting low-offset OSCs from lab scale towards industrial

scales.

The low HOMO-offset OSC systems found to have high emission efficiencies and thus low

∆Vnr. Experimental reports have observed that the ELQYs of the low-offset OSC blends are
defined by the PLQYs of the lower-bandgap pristine materials in the blends [117]. More

detailed studies on the PL and EL emission of the low-offset OSC blends and those of the

neat acceptors in the blends has revealed the repopulation of S1 states from CT states

in low-offset OSCs. [25, 42, 98] As a result, as the free electrons and holes encounter

each other, exciton decay serves as a parallel recombination channel in addition to CT

decay. While the losses via exciton decay was observed to be much lower than that

from CT decay in PM6:Y6, the exciton decay channel can serve as one origin of FF losses,

which can be considerable when ∆ES1-CT is further reduced. Furthermore, with the energy
of CT and S1 so close to each other, hybridization between CT and S1 can be induced.

While as pointed out by Classen et al. [42], a Boltzmann stationary-state equilibrium

model of S1 and CT can precisely describe the charge generation and reduced ∆Vnr, the
hybridization between S1 and CT can affect the CT lifetime and thus, the recombination

rate and FF. [265, 266] In addition, the role of other recombination channels such as

triplet excitons should not be overlooked. [142] In chapter IV. 1, a systematic study was

conducted for three different PM6:NFA blends with a variety of HOMO-offsets. Relating
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the ELQY of the blends with the PLQY of corresponding acceptors, the fraction of CT which

reforms excitons upon charge injection in the dark condition (ηex,ref) was evaluated.
The interplay among HOMO-offset, ηex,ref, and the determined k2 values of PM6:NFA
systems was studied and compared. An increase in k2 was observed with the reduction
of the HOMO-offset. However, it should be noted that, while a simultaneous trend in

increase of ηex,ref, and k2 is observed, the k2 was found to drastically increase by 30
times (from 1×10-17 to 3×10-16 m3/s), while the value of ηex,ref remained small, suggesting
that exciton reformation, and also the Boltzmann stationary-state equilibrium model of

S1 and CT, alone, does not fully explain the acceleration of bimolecular recombination

upon reducing the HOMO-offset in the studied OSC blends. The increased k2 can possibly
have contributions from another dark channel (e.g., triplet excitons), or by enhanced

decay rate constant of hybridized CT. Another finding in chapter IV. 1 was the interesting

field-dependent generation behavior in PM6:o-IDTBR which is not explainable with the

classic Braun-Onsager-type field-dependent CT dissociation model. Such behavior was

exemplified with other low-offset systems in chapter IV. 3. The discussion about the

decay channels in low-offset OSCs and the field-dependent charge generation will be

revisited and discussed in more details in later paragraphs.

Another fact to be noted in chapter IV. 1 is the difficulty in accurately determining energy

offsets in low-offset systems. For example, the HOMO-offset in PM6:o-IDTBR determined

via C-V is -30 meV which is unlikely to still present >30% EQE. Instrumental error plays a

role. As for the studies of low-offset OSC systems, the requiredmeasurement resolution is

very high for the studies for low-offset systems, since the HOMO-offset for these systems

are usually lower than 0.5 eV. Taking PM6:Y6 as an example, the ∆EHOMO determined from
different labs and methods vary in a large range of 0.08 eV to 0.71 eV (Table. B.1), leaving

a large uncertainty about the low driving force characteristic of these systems. While it

could be feasible to relatively compare energetic offsets among a series of materials

measured in one lab with the same measurement technique, with the measurements

operated in similar measurement window, it is still challenging to accurately address

the absolute values. In chapter IV. 2, a detailed study on the energetics of PM6:Y6 films

fabricated from two different solvents, CF and CB, was conducted with the help of

spectroelectrochemistry. Compared to C-V, the oxidation and reduction processes of
the donor and acceptor can be clearly observed from the change in their corresponding

absorption spectra in spectroelectrochemistry. In addition, the injection of electrons

from acceptor to donor (vice versa for the injection of holes) at the donor:acceptor

interface in the bulk of the active layer can be studied. This serves as an extra advantage

of spectroelectrochemistry compared to surface-sensitive methods like UPS. Given

the widely observed influence of morphology on the energy level of materials, the

effect of morphology was very carefully addressed. It was nicely exemplified in this

work how the difference in aggregation can affected the measured HOMO-offsets, which

stresses the importance of measuring the HOMO-offset in device-relevant blend films.

In addition, the work points out the importance of measuring the energy levels in the

bulk for systems with vertical segregations. While the HOMO-offset can be elegantly

determined as shown in chapter IV. 2, it is worth to note that the HOMO-offset cannot

be immediately translated into ∆ES1-CT due to the binding energies of exciton and CT.
While the exciton binding energy can be roughly estimated from the band gap and

exciton energy (obtained from absorption and PL emission spectra), it is challenging in

getting the binding energy for CT. An indirect way for estimating the ∆ES1-CT of low-offset
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OSC systems was presented in chapter IV. 3 in terms of temperature dependent ELQY

measurement.

While previous studies from our group concluded that charge generation is not a limiting

factor in PM6:Y6, which may be considered as a low offset system, it was shown in

chapter IV. 3 that further reduction of ∆ES1-CT lower than a critical point, significantly
sacrifices charge generation efficiency and recombination with limited benefit in VOC. This
conclusion is consistent with many previous theoretical studies which indicates reduced

charge generation efficiencies for low-offset systems due to the vanishing driving force

for exciton dissociation [42, 68, 217]. Indeed, in chapter IV. 3 it was found that the different

exciton dissociation efficiency at the donor:acceptor interface is the main cause for the

drastically different EQEPVs of the studied systems, upon a small variation in the ∆ES1-CT.
In the applied bias region of Vapp≤0, the quantum fraction of the recombination which

proceeds via CT decay was found to be negligible compared to that via exciton decay in

all studied systems in chapter IV. 3. Importantly and interestingly however, the values

of Jph in all studied systems were found to approach their corresponding simulation
predicted optical absorption limit Jph,max with the help of bias. This pointed to a picture
of field-dependent exciton dissociation yield at the donor:acceptor interface which is

different from the traditional picture where such field-dependent charge generation

is due to the field-dependent CT dissociation rate and proceeds via the decay of CT

states (and is thus highly non-radiative). It is still under debate whether such exciton

dissociation yield is caused by a field-assisted exciton dissociation rate (due to e.g., the

shift in energetic levels with bias or the disorder of CT) or reduced exciton reformation

rate at high collection bias. However, according to our PL/EL results, the reformation

fraction of both PM6:Y5 and PM6:o-IDTBR at injection condition when Jinj=Jph, were too
low to explain the increase from JSC to the saturation current density (Jsat) for all systems.
One clear consequence of this field-dependent exciton dissociation yield is, though, a

limited FF.

The fact that Jph is close to Jph,max at high reverse bias points to unity exciton diffusion
efficiencies in all studied systems in chapter IV. 3, however, it should be pointed out

that this does not immediately indicate that morphology does not play an important

role. From the view of one single exciton, the exciton diffusion and dissociation are two

processes in sequence and compete together against the decay of exciton. Thus the

diffusion and dissociation efficiencies of excitons can affect one another. For instance,

Riley et al. [217] have shown analytically that more driving force (larger ∆ES1-CT) is required
to reach the same charge generation yield when exciton lifetime is reduced or when

domain size is increased in the ∆ES1-CT limiting regime (with all other relevant parameters
remaining unchanged). Whilst Classen et al. [42] have shown analytically how exciton

lifetime benefits exciton dissociation given the same driving force. In this regard, when

excitons require shorter time to reach the donor:acceptor interface, higher exciton

dissociation efficiency can be expected with the same exciton dissociation rate and

exciton lifetime. In this way, a lower voltage loss from driving force can be achieved

with limited sacrifice in charge generation efficiency, given the same exciton lifetime.

Despite the dominating losses via exciton decay in the efficient charge collection regime

in J-V (from JSC to high reverse bias), in inefficient charge collection regime (0 ≤ Vapp ≤
VOC), bimolecular recombination plays a considerable role. With J-V and PL measure-
ments, it was found that the recombination prefers to occur via a dark recombination

channel upon the encounter of two free charges, even in the systems with the lowest

∆ES1-CT. Consistent with that presented in chapter IV. 1, the enhanced k2 was observed
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with reduction in ∆ES1-CT. It should be noted that although in chapter IV. 1 and IV. 3,
a model of exciton, CT and CS was employed for the analyses of loss channels, it is

not intended to trivialize the role of other decay channels such as triplet excitons. As

pointed out by Gillett et al. [142], the decay via triplet excitons can serve as an important

loss channel in VOC condition. In this regard, the dark recombination channel observed
in chapter IV. 3 can be a mixture of CT and triplet decay. Given the often-observed

low energy for triplet excitons, from the perspective of the energetic and rate model,

the losses via these triplet excitons can be understood as another dark state parallel

to CT, which is out of the equilibrium and serves as a terminating state. As a conclu-

sion from chapter IV. 1 and IV. 3, the FF of low-offset OSC systems is harmed by both

field-dependent exciton dissociation yield, and enhanced CT decay rate.

The highly sought-after reduction in ∆Vnr - as presented in chapter IV. 3 - was found
not to be advantageous in reducing the loss between VOC and photovoltaic bandgap.
The reason here was related to the sharpness of edge of EQEPV spectra. Among the

studied PM6:NFA systems it was found that the decreased ∆Vnr was accompanied by the
broadening of EQEPV tail. Hence the ∆Vnr and ∆Vrad present a negative correlation. The
difference in the sharpness on the EQEPV tail is suspected to be related to the stiffness

of the NFA molecules.

Concluded from chapter IV. 1 and IV. 3, as ∆ES1-CT decreases below a critical point

(∆ES1-CT,crit), both JSC and FF are strongly sacrificed due to an inefficient and field-dependent
exciton dissociation process and enhanced bimolecular recombination. For better un-

derstanding of enhanced bimolecular recombination, a model which considers both

singlet exciton reformation and triplet excitons is desired. Note that the enhanced

bimolecular recombination affects not only the FF, but also VOC. To achieve better FF
and VOC in such low-offset systems, it would be important to analyze the dark states in
more detail and quantitatively resolve the contribution of CT, and T1 decay. Here it is

stressed that, S1 decay can play a significant role, since in systems with very low ∆ES1-CT
like PM6:o-IDTBR, exciton decay still serves as the main loss channel (response for 70%

of carrier losses) even in VOC condition. Regarding the inefficient charge generation for
low ∆ES1-CT, it is proposed in this thesis that thorough understanding of the mechanism
of field-dependent exciton dissociation is the key to bring ∆ES1-CT,crit to a lower value.
It is also proposed that long exciton lifetime and small domain size can be beneficial

for lowering ∆ES1-CT,crit. However, too small domain sizes in BHJ can result into a nega-
tive effect on the device performance, since the percolation path for charge extraction

is most likely compromised. In this regard, the recently eye-catching pseudo-bilayer

organic solar cells fabricated from sequential deposition can be promising as such

morphology is believed to be beneficial for charge collections. [186] In addition, this

technique has nice compatibility with blade-coating for large-area up-scaling. Over-

all, the above-mentioned considerations provide a path for pushing the efficiency of

low-offset OSCs toward the 20% regime and consequent commercialization.

With the promising perspective for continuously increasing PCE of organic solar cells

and attempts being made for up-scaling NFA-based OSCs to an industrial scale, a spe-

cial note from a technical perspective is given in chapter IV. 4. Indeed, up-scaling and

fabricating high-performing OSCs via fabrication techniques which are compatible with

industrial production serves as important and tough challenges for the commercializa-

tion of OSCs. However, another important and but easily overlooked consideration is

the potential artifacts which may become pronounced as the geometry of the device

changes. In chapter IV. 4 it has been shown in detail how the effect of low finesse cavity
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interference and non-uniform generation profile of the charges collectively distort the

observed experimental spectra in differential absorption spectroscopy. Notably, for the

same active layer material, the number of the feature peaks can change upon simply

varying the device thickness. This consideration becomes extensively essential when

considering the high sensitivity of many relevant physical processes and parameters

(energy levels, recombination rates, radiative and non-radiative decay constants etc.)

to the fabrication conditions. In this regard it is essential to apply the measurements

on operational devices on industrial scales. When adapting lab-scale OSC recipes to

industrial compatible fabrication techniques such as roll-to-roll processing, the changes

in device geometry and configuration are usually required. Therefore, falsified interpre-

tation and analyses can follow if the pronounced optical artifacts are not cautiously

addressed. An elegant and feasible way of overcoming the effect of such optical artifacts

in differential absorption spectroscopies is to apply corrections based on theoretical

calculations. In chapter IV. 4, an inverse optical transfer matrix formalism was provided

to minimize the manipulation of cavity effect to experimental result.

In general, at this critical juncture in the maturation of organic photovoltaic technology,

and in the context of the global desire to move away from fossil energy, this thesis is

intended to pave the way for the commercialization of OSCs, from both the scientific and

technical perspective. With this thesis, we propose for deeper study and understanding

on the detailed composition of dark loss channels in low-offset OSCs, as well as the

role that electric field plays in the exciton dissociation mechanism of these systems,

with cautious consideration of applicability and validity of characterization techniques.
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A Supporting Information to Chapter IV. 1

A.1 Materials and Sample Preparation

The following organic materials were used for photoactive blends.

poly[(2,6-(4,8-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl-3-fluoro)thiophen-2-yl)-benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dith

iophene))-alt-(5,5-(1’,3’-di-2-thienyl-5’,7’-bis(2-ethylhexyl)benzo[1’,2’-c:4’,5’-

c’]di thi ophene-4,8-dione)] (PM6) was used as a donor, and 2,2’-((2Z,2’Z)-

((12,13-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-3,9-diundecyl-12,13-dihydro-[1,2,5]thiadiazolo[3,4-

e]thieno[2",3”:4’,5’]thieno[2’,3’:4,5]pyrrolo[3,2-g]thieno[2’,3’:4,5]thieno[3,2-b]indole-

2,10-diyl)bis(methanylylidene))bis(5,6-difluoro-3-oxo-2,3-dihydro-1H-indene-2,1-

diylidene))dimalononitrile (Y6), 3,9-bis(2-methylene-(3-(1,1-dicyanomethylene)-

indanone))-5,5,11,11-tetrakis(4-hexylphenyl)-dithieno[2,3-d:2’,3’-d’]-s-indaceno[1,2-

b:5,6-b’]dithiophene (ITIC), (5Z,5’Z)-5,5’-((7,7’-(4,4,9,9-tetraoctyl-4,9-dihydro-

s-indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b’]dithiophene-2,7-diyl)bis(benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole-7,4-

diyl))bis(methanylylidene))bis(3-ethyl-2-thioxothiazolidin-4-one) (o-IDTBR) were

used as acceptors.

All devices used in the study were fabricated on indium-tin oxide (ITO) coated glass

substrates. The photovoltaic cells used the conventional architecture ITO / hole-

transport layer (HTL) / blend layer / electron-transport layer (ETL) / Ag with a 30

nm HTL of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS), spin-

coated in air and annealed at 150°C for 15 min, and a 15 nm ETL of N,N’-bis3-[3-

(dimethylamino)propylamino]propylperylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide (PDINN),

spin-coated in N2 on top of the photoactive blend layer. The three studied blends of

PM6:Y6, PM6:ITIC and PM6:o-IDTBR were dissolved in a mixture of chloroform (99.5 v/v%)

and chloronaphtalene (0.5 v/v%) at the D:A weight ratio of 1:1.2 and the total concentra-

tion of 16 mg/mL to obtain an approximately 120 nm film. Following spin-coating the

films were annealed at 110°C for 10 min in N2. The top Ag electrode with the thickness

of 100 nm was thermally evaporated at the base pressure of 1×10-7 mbar. The devices
for the space-charge limited current (SCLC) measurements of carrier mobilities utilized

two additional architectures: ITO / PEDOT:PSS / active layer / MoO3 / Ag – for hole-only

devices, and ITO / ZnO / active layer / PDINN / Ag – for electron-only devices.

A.2 Experimental

Cyclic voltammetry (C-V): Cyclic voltammetry was carried out using an Autolab PG-

STAT101 potentiostat with a three-electrode set-up. The reference electrode was Ag/AgCl

calibrated against the ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc/Fc+) redox couple. Platinum wire was

used as a counter electrode, and ITO was the working electrode. Materials were spin

coated onto ITO from a 5 mg/mL chloroform solution. Measurements were carried out

in anhydrous 0.1 M solution of tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6) in
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acetonitrile, at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. The TBAPF6 electrolyte solution was degassed

with nitrogen for 2 hours prior to use.

Grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS): Thin films of the active

layers and neat materials were prepared for GIWAXS by following the exact procedure of

device fabrication. The films were spin coated on silicon substrates. GIWAXS measure-

ments were conducted at the Advanced Light Source (ALS), Berkeley National Lab, at

the 7.3.3 beamline [267]. The X-ray energy was 10 keV and the angle of incidence was

0.18°. The scattered photons were collected via a CCD detector.

Resonant soft X-ray scattering (RSoXS): Thin films were prepared similarly to device

fabrication, but cast on Na:PSS/Si substrates. Next, the films were floated off in deionized

water onto Si3N4 membranes to allow for transmission mode measurement. RSoXS

measurements were conducted at the ALS 11.0.1.2 beamline[268], or at SST-1 (7-ID-1)

beamline of the National Synchrotron Light Source II[269]. The data was collected at

X-ray energies of 270 and 284.5 eV. To probe the lateral morphology, the X-ray incident

angle was normal to the film surface (90 degrees). To explore the vertical morphology

(1z component), the films were rotated (45 degrees).

Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM): Films were prepared similar to the

RSoXS samples, but mounted onto TEM grids. The STXM measurements were conducted

at the ALS 5.3.2 beamline[270]. The data was collected at X-ray energies of 285.2 eV (a

resonant energy of the PM6 polymer) and 320 eV (a non-resonant energy). Next, compo-

sition analysis of the active layers was performed by following previous procedures[231,

271].

Space-charge limited current (SCLC) measurements: The measurements of carrier

mobility µ and transport band disorder σ were performed in the dark using a liquid N2

cryostat and a Keithley 2400 SourceMeter. The J-V measurements on electron-only and

hole-only devices at various temperatures enabled extraction of the sought properties

by fitting the data to the drift-diffusion model with extended Gaussian disorder[137].

Field-dependent time-resolved photoluminescence (FD-TRPL): TRPL curves were

recorded by Fluotime 300, PicoQuant. The sample was first excited by a pulsed laser

(402 nm) and then the emission was detected at a set wavelength value, which depends

on the PL peak of the material. Time-correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) was

used to measure the lifetime in the ps to ms range. For the electric field-dependent

measurements, we set a series of reverse voltages in a range from 0 V to 12 V.

Measuring Energetics The difference in the reported energy level values in the litera-

ture raises the question about the exact levels and band gaps of blend films. For our

study, we preformed CV measurement of neat and blend films. The values obtained from

CV for blends differ only slightly from the corresponding energies of the neat layers.

This is logical since the orientations of PM6 or the NFAs orientations do not change

when blended together (see morphology data).

A.3 SI Notes

Accounting for field-dependence in charge-generation Although both TDCF-Delay

and BACE probe the charge recombination rate at the flat-band (or VOC) condition as

a function of the collected charge density, ∆n⁄∆t is determined differently for the two
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techniques. Whereas in the former analysis the slope of the total charge versus delay

time is calculated, BACE obtains the recombination rate from the expression:

∆n
∆t =

JG
qd (A.1)

where JG is the carrier generation current density and d is the active layer thickness.
It is common practice to employ either the JSC or the reverse saturation photocurrent
density Jph,sat as a measure of JG. This approximation is valid for both PM6:ITIC and
PM6:Y6, whose charge generation is largely independent of the applied bias. However,

as learned from the TDCF-Generation measurements in PM6:o-IDTBR (Figure IV. 1.3b),

the amount of charge generated near the VOC reduces significantly compared to the

short-circuit condition. In this case, JG,VOC should be approximated as:

JG ,VOC = JSC ·
QG ,VOC

QG ,JSC

(A.2)

where QG,VOC/JSC are, respectively, the amounts of charge generated at the VOC or JSC
conditions.

One detail, which must be taken into account in the charge extraction measurements,

such as BACE and TDCF, is the ability to extract all available charges at the appropriate

reverse collection bias Vcoll. Estimation of the carrier drift length using the space-charge
limited mobility measurements (Table IV. 1.2) via:

ldr = υ · τ = µ · V0 − Vcoll
d · 1

n · k2 , (A.3)

where µ is the carrier mobility, k2 is the bimolecular recombination coefficient, and V0
is the built-in voltage, suggests that, in the case of electrons in PM6:o-IDTBR, above

the 1 sun condition the reverse bias of -2 V is insufficient to ensure carrier drift length

exceeding the active layer thickness. However, at -4 V, this condition is satisfactorily

met.

The appropriate corrections to determine the bimolecular recombination coefficient in

PM6:o-IDTBR are shown in Figure A.2(a) and have been introduced in the BACE data in

Figure IV. 1.2. To confirm the validity of this correction for the field-dependent PM6:o-

IDTBR blend, in Figure A.2(b) we compare the recombination rate versus carrier density

dependence for the BACE measurement, corrected according to Eq.A.1 and Eq. A.2, with

the TDCF measurement, in which the carrier recombination rate is obtained from a slope

of the total charge versus delay time.

Morphology measurements The approximated characteristic length (LC) values, that
are reported in Table IV. 1.3 of the main text, are extracted from Figure A.7(a), where LC =
2π/q* and q* is the position of the scattering feature. The secondary feature reported in
Figure A.7(a) is consistent with surface roughness considering both energy dependence

and STXM thickness maps. Relative domain purity (Table IV. 1.3) is a normalization of

phase purity (P): P∝
√
TSI/C, where TSI is the total scattering intensity calculated as the

area under a given Lorentz-corrected RSoXS profile then corrected for a 1z component
by following the 1z correction procedure in previous work[139]. On the other hand, C is
the contrast function between donor and acceptor materials and defined as C= E4|∆n|2,
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where E is the X-ray energy and ∆n is the difference in the materials’ indices of refraction
shown in Figure A.7(f). To confirm this relationship of relative domain purity, we have

conducted the above analysis at two X-ray energies (284.8 and 285.4 eV, green arrows in

Figure A.7(f)) and found similar values of normalized phase purities of 0.68 and 0.61 (at

respective energies), where PM6:ITIC has higher relative domain purity than PM6:o-IDTBR.

Table IV. 1.3 shows the average of these values. Figure A.8 shows the AFM images of

neat PM6, ITIC, o-IDTBR, as well as the PM6:ITIC and PM6: o-IDTBR blends to support the

RSoXS measurements.

Morphology-driven driving force for charge generation Themodel of a morphology-

derived driving force for charge generation can be applied to all blends which exhibit

ordered (crystalline) domains of the neat compounds. It is assumed that the hetero-

junction interface area is less ordered. For almost all organic materials, the LUMO

(HOMO) depends on the molecular conformation and it is generally larger (smaller) in

the aggregated than in the non-aggregated phase. For example, Jamieson and Shoaee

reported a ca. 200 meV larger EA for PCBM molecules in a neat film compared to a

blend in polystyrene[272]. For PM6:Y6, this topic was recently addressed by the group

of Ohkita [273], where the driving force for the downhill process was determined by

measuring the HOMO of Y6 in a solution and compared to the HOMO energy of solid

Y6 (determined by photoelectron yield spectroscopy, PYS). The change in energy levels

between solution and solid state is consistent with the aggregation effects observed

from UV-vis measurements on this system by Köhler and co-workers[274]. As such, to

assess the impact of NFA aggregation on charge generation in PM6:ITIC and PM6:o-IDTBR,

we consider UV-Vis absorption spectra of the acceptors in solution, neat and blend films

(Figure A.9). Whilst the Y6 system shows the biggest difference between solution and

solid state, ITIC has the smallest. Given previous work on correlation between changes in

the absorption and energy level cascade, we anticipate that the aggregation effects may

indeed be the strongest in PM6:Y6 but only moderate in PM6:o-IDTBR and hardly present

in PM6:ITIC. This observation suggests that mixing with the polymer disrupts aggregation

of both o-IDTBR and ITIC, albeit more significantly in the former. The implication on

charge generation would then be that the Y6 blend should have the largest driving force,

followed by the o-IDTBR and ITIC blends. However, given that the o-IDTBR blend shows

field-dependent charge generation, it insinuates that aggregation does not play a role in

charge generation in this system. This is consistent with our morphology data. According

to the STXM and RSoXS measurements, domain purity in PM6:ITIC is higher than that

in PM6:o-IDTBR. Thus, NFA aggregation may play an important role in facilitating free

charge generation, following CT state formation at the D/A interface.

Energy offset and non-Langevin recombination The recombination rate can be

reduced for several reasons, one being due to the geometrical confinement, as well as

other morphological reasons [275] – as such all the different factors are termed together

under the reduction term γen taking into account for any possiblemechanism for lowering

the encounter rate of the charge carriers. The free charge encounter coefficient ken can
be written in terms of geometrically reduced Langevin rate such that

ken = flenkL, (A.4)

where γen (<1) is the reduction factor due to the confinement of opposite charges in their

nano-domains in a bulk heterojunction system, and kL is the Langevin recombination
coefficient:
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kL =
q

εε0 (µe + µh), (A.5)

where q is the elementary charge, ε is the relative dielectric constant, ε0 is the vacuum
permittivity, and µe and µh are, respectively, the electon and hole mobilities. The exper-
imentally observable effective bimolecular recombination coefficient of free carriers to

the ground state, krec, can be related to the free charge encounter coefficient via

krec = γCT ken, (A.6)

yielding

krec = γCT kenkL = γkL, (A.7)

where γCT is the CT recombination reduction factor and γ is the bimolecular recombina-

tion reduction factor. We have previously related γCT to the rate competition between

the decay and dissociation of the CT state[141]. The correlation between the reduction

factor and the HOMO-HOMO offset for the systems studied herein (Table A.1) implies that

the energetic offset influences the kinetic rates, which in turn influence the reduction

factor.

A.4 SI Figures

Figure A.1: Cyclic voltammetry measurements of neat PM6 (a), neat ITIC and o-IDTBR (b), PM6:ITIC

and PM6:o-IDTBR blends (c), as well as optical absorption spectra of neat ITIC and o-IDTBR (d).
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Figure A.2: a) Correction of the bimolecular carrier recombination coefficient k2 in PM6:o-IDTBR
due to the field-dependent charge generation, as well as insufficient charge extraction; b)

comparison of carrier recombination rate vs. carrier density measurements between TDCF (at

various fluences) and corrected BACE measurements for PM6:o-IDTBR.
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Figure A.3: Space-charge limited current (SCLC) data of electron-only (a, c, e and f) and hole-only

(b, d, f and h) devices: neat ITIC (a and b); PM6:ITIC (c and d); neat o-IDTBR (e and f); PM6:o-IDTBR

(g and h).
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Figure A.4: Overlap between the voltage dependence of photocurrent density (left axis) and the

collected charge (right axis) curves for the PM6:o-IDTBR solar cell.

Figure A.5: Photoluminescence measurements of PS:ITIC vs. PM6:ITIC (a) and PS:o-IDTBR vs.

PM6:o-IDTBR (b), demonstrating the quenching of the acceptor emission upon blending with the

donor material.
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Figure A.6: Comparison of normalised photoluminescence intensity vs. electric field for PM6:o-

IDTBR and neat o-IDTBR.
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Figure A.7: Comparison of morphological measurements for PM6:ITIC and PM6:o-IDTBR: a) 1D

Lorentz-corrected scattering profiles of PM6:ITIC and PM6:o-IDTBR, measured using resonant soft

X-ray scattering (RSoXS); b) scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) composition map of

PM6:ITIC; c) spatial distribution of the PM6 concentration in PM6:ITIC; d) STXM composition map

of PM6:o-IDTBR; e) spatial distribution of the PM6 concentration in PM6:o-IDTBR; f) X-ray index

contrast ∆n2 for the two systems of interest.
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Figure A.8: Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of neat PM6, ITIC, o-IDTBR, as well as the

PM6:ITIC and PM6: o-IDTBR blends.

Figure A.9: Comparison of UV-Vis absorption spectra for Y6 (a), ITIC (b) and o-IDTBR (c) in a

solution, in a PM6-blended film and in a neat film. The data for a) is adapted from the work by

Perdigón-Toro et al.[50]
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A.5 SI Tables

Table A.1: Relationship between the blend HOMO-HOMO energy offsets ∆EHOMO and bimolecular
recombination coefficient k2 (obtained via bias-assisted charge extraction (BACE)), Langevin
recombination coefficient kL (obtained via space-charge limited current (SCLC) mobility mea-
surements) and non-Langevin prefactor γ=k2/kL (assuming the relative dielectric constant of ε
= 3) for the PM6:Y6, PM6:ITIC and PM6:o-IDTBR organic solar cells. The energy offsets determined

in this work via cyclic voltammetry (C-V) are compared with the offsets obtained via cyclic
voltammetry (C-V) and photoelectron spectroscopy in the air (PESA) in a study by Bertrandie et
al.[129].

Blend
∆EHOMO,C-V
meV

∆EHOMO

,C-V (PESA)

meV

k2
m3/s

kL
m3/s

γ

(eV)

PM6:Y6 410 170 (600) 1.4× 10-17 5.8× 10-16 0.024

PM6:ITIC 70 90 (500) 1.2× 10-16 1.7× 10-16 0.7

PM6:o-IDTBR -30 -100 (400) 3.1× 10-16 3.2× 10-16 0.96
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B.1 Materials and Sample Preparation

Materials PM6 (Mn∼100 kg mol-1, PDI∼2.3) and Y6 (1451.94 g mol-1) were both purchased
from 1-Material and used without further purification. All used solvents were purchased

from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received.

Film Preparation and Treatment Thin films of neat PM6, neat Y6 and a blend of

PM6:Y6 (1:1.2 wt%) were spin-coated from CF:CN (0.5 wt%) and o-xylene to obtain ∼30
nm thick films on ITO substrates. The solutions were stirred at elevated temperatures

(40 °C for CF:CN and 70 °C for o-xylene) to guarantee good solution quality before spin

coating under a dry nitrogen atmosphere. All ITO substrates were previously cleaned by

ultrasonication in isopropanol and acetone. The samples fabricated with CF:CN were

annealed for 10 min at 110 °C under a dry nitrogen atmosphere right after the deposition

of the active layer. For the samples fabricated with o-xylene, the active layer solution

and substrate were heated up to 100 °C and 110 °C, respectively, prior to spin coating.

The deposition of an active layer was conducted with hot solution and hot substrate.

Device Geometry All PM6:Y6 devices were prepared in the same conventional struc-

ture (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6:Y6/PDINO/Ag). Patterned ITO substrates (Psiotec, UK) were

sonicated in Hellmanex, deionized water, acetone, and isopropanol for 20 min, 20 min,

10 min and 10 min, respectively. The cleaned ITO substrates were then treated with O2

plasma (200 W, 4 min). Filtered (through 0.2 µm PA filter) PEDOT:PSS (Clevios, AL4083) was

spin coated on the plasma treated ITO substrates at 5000 rpm for 30 s under ambient

conditions to form the hole transport layer. The PEDOT:PSS layer was then thermally

annealed at 150 °C for 25 min. The rest of the fabrication was conducted in a glovebox.

The PM6:Y6 active layers made with CF:CN (0.5 wt%) and o-xylene were prepared, de-

posited, and treated on the top of the PEDOT:PSS layer exactly as described in the film

preparation and treatment section. After the deposition and treatment of the active

layer, a thin layer of PDINO (∼10 nm) was spin coated on the top of the active layer
to form the electron transport layer. Silver was then thermally evaporated through a

patterned mask on the top of the PDINO layer to complete the devices with a pixel area

of 0.06 cm2.

B.2 Experimental

Electrochemical measurements Cyclic voltammograms were recorded in an electro-

chemical three-electrode setup under inert conditions. ITO substrates were used as

working electrodes against a Pt counter electrode. An AgCl covered Ag wire was used

as a pseudo reference electrode in 0.1 M TBAPF6 (electrochemical grade) in MeCN as

the standard electrolyte. All potentials were referenced against the Fc/Fc+ redox couple

129
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(added after the measurements) as the internal standard. The experiments were carried

out on a PGSTAT204 potentiostat from Metrohm. The working electrodes were positioned

in the beam path of a UV-vis spectrometer to collect the in situ spectral data. The

modular diode array spectrometer system from Zeiss was provided with an MCS621 vis II

detector and a CLH600 F halogen lamp.

Grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) GIWAXS measurements

were performed at the SAXS/WAXS beamline at the Australian Synchrotron. [276] A

photon energy of 15 keV was used with 2D scattering patterns recorded using a Pilatus

2M detector. The sample-to-detector-distance was 742 mm calibrated using a silver

behenate reference standard. The sample and detector were enclosed in a vacuum

chamber to suppress air scatter. Scattering patterns were measured as a function of

the angle of incidence, with the bulk-sensitive data acquired with an angle of incidence

near the critical angle that maximized scattering intensity from the sample, and the

surface-sensitive data acquired below the critical angle. The experimentally determined

critical angles range from 0.105° to 0.13°. The difference in these apparent critical angles

is within the acceptable range of error, which is defined by the resolution of incident

angle alignment with a value of 0.02°. Data reduction and analysis were performed

using a modified version of NIKA, [277] implemented in Igor Pro.

Near-edge X-ray absorption fine-structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy NEXAFS mea-

surements were performed under high vacuum conditions at the Soft X-ray beamline at

the Australian Synchrotron.[278] Data were acquired in the partial electron yield (PEY)

mode whereby X-ray absorption was detected via the measurement of the energetic

photons that were ejected from the sample that were detected by a channeltron detec-

tor. Data were calibrated and normalized using the so-called “stable monitor method”

that uses an upstream gold mesh to monitor the beam intensity whose response is

calibrated by measuring the signal at the sample position with a photodiode. Data

analysis was performed in QANT,[279] with further details of data analysis procedures

provided elsewhere.[280]

Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) All samples were transferred to a UHV

systemwith a base pressure of 10-10mbar without air exposure. A HIS 13 helium discharge

lamp from ScientaOmicron equipped with a monochromator was used for excitation,

yielding a reduced UV flux and therefore minimum degradation of the samples. The

kinetic energy of the emitted photoelectrons was measured using a Specs Phoibos 100

hemispherical analyzer and pass energies of 5 eV or 2 eV for the valence band or the

secondary electron cut-off (SECO) spectra, respectively. A bias of -10 V was applied

between the sample and the analyzer during SECO measurements. The binding energy

axis was calibrated by measuring the Fermi-edge of a polycrystalline gold sample and

setting its center to 0 eV. The resolution of the setup in this configuration was 0.15 eV as

determined from the width of the Fermi-edge.
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B.3 SI Figures

Figure B.1: External quantum efficiency (EQE) spectrum of PM6:Y6 devices fabricated with CF:CN

and o-xylene as the solvent for the active layer.
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Figure B.2: (a-b) 2D GIWAXS patterns and (c-d) the corresponding incident-angle-dependent

1D plots of neat PM6 films and PM6:Y6 blend films (1:1.2 wt%) spin-coated from CF + 0.5 v%

CN solvent system. The angles of incidence are labelled relative to critical angle; the 0° data

corresponds to the critical angle whereas negative values refer to measurements below the

critical angle. In both neat and blend films, GIWAXS data collected at shallower incident angle

observed weaker out-of-plane (OOP) π-π stacking peak relative to OOP (100) lamellar stacking

peak and in-plane (IP) π-π stacking peak indicating the improved ratio of edge-on oriented PM6

crystallites, which is consistent with the NEXAFS findings. At -0.03° incident angle, the blend

film observes stronger OOP π-π stacking peak than that in the neat film due to the π-π stacking

order of face-on oriented Y6 crystallites.
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Figure B.3: Angle-resolved NEXAFS spectra of PM6:Y6 blend films (1:1.2 wt%, 30 nm) processed

from a) CF:CN (CF + 0.5 v% CN) and b) o-xylene solutions. Spectra of the neat compounds are

given in c) and d).
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Figure B.4: In situ CV measurements coupled with UV-vis spectroscopy of a) neat Y6, b) neat PM6

and c) a blend of PM6:Y6 (1:1.2 wt%) films, spin coated and annealed from o-xylene solutions.

CVs are given on the left, the spectra of the charge half-cycle of the oxidation are presented in

the center, completed with peak trends of significant bands on the right side. Spectral onsets of

the oxidation are indicated by dotted lines and obtained via tangent method. Underlying CVs

(1st cycles) are measured in 0.1 M TBAPF6/MeCN at 20 mVs
-1 on ITO substrates.
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Figure B.5: In situ CV measurements coupled with UV-vis spectroscopy of a) neat Y6, b) neat PM6

and c) a blend of PM6:Y6 (1:1.2 wt%) films, spin coated and annealed from o-xylene solutions.

CVs are given on the left, the spectra of the charge half-cycle of the oxidation are presented in

the center, completed with peak trends of significant bands on the right side. Spectral onsets of

the reduction are indicated by dotted lines and obtained via tangent method. Underlying CVs

(1st cycles) are measured in 0.1 M TBAPF6/MeCN at 20 mVs
-1 on ITO substrates.
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Figure B.6: UPS spectra from PM6:Y6 blend films (1:1.2 wt%) processed from different solvent

systems. Secondary electron cut-off (SECO) and valence band spectra of PM6:Y6 blend films

prepared from CF:CN (0.5 wt%) and o-xylene.

Figure B.7: Normalized absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra of PM6:Y6 film fabricated

with a) CF:CN and b) o-xylene as the solvent.
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Figure B.8: The normalized electroluminescence (EL) spectra of PM6:Y6 devices fabricated with

CF:CN and o-xylene as the solvent for the active layer.
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B.4 SI Tables

Table B.1: Published HOMO and LUMO levels of PM6 and Y6 in the literature, determined by

various experimental techniques from recent years. Electrochemical band gaps as well as the

transport energy is given as well. If known, the correction factor for transferring the CV onset

into the energy scale is given in brackets.

PM6 Y6

HOMO

(eV)

LUMO

(eV)

EECg
(eV)

HOMO

(eV)

LUMO

(eV)

EECg
(eV)

∆EHOMO
(eV)

Etr
(eV)

Method Ref

-5.30 -3.05 2.25 -5.64 -3.92 1.72 0.34 1.38 SPC our

work

-5.30 -3.06 2.24 -5.63 -3.90 1.73 0.33 1.40 SPC our

work*

-5.56 -3.50 2.06 -5.65 -4.10 1.55 0.09 1.46
CV

(4.36 eV) +

[20]

-5.05 -3.59 1.46 -5.61 -4.10 1.51 0.56 0.95
CV

(4.73 eV)

[281]

-5.45 -3.20 2.25 - - - - -
CV

(4.8 eV)

[282]

-5.18 - - - - - - - PESA [282]

-5.54 -3.65 1.89 -5.62 -4.11 1.51 0.08 1.43 CV [283]

-5.13 -3.28 - -5.66 -4.29 - 0.53 0.84
UPS +

Eopt

[284]

-5.45 -3.65 1.80 - - - - -

CV

(4.71 eV) +

Eopt

[164]

-5.50 -3.61 1.89 - - - - -
CV

(4.29 eV)

[181]

-5.10 -3.10 - -5.81 -4.10 - 0.71 1.00
UPS +

IEPS

[66]

-5.43 -3.47 1.96 -5.69 -3.96 1.73 0.26 1.47 CV [172]

-5.53 - - - -3.92 1.73 0.26 1.47 CV [172]*

-5.50 -3.50 2.00 - - - - - CV [63]

-5.56 -3.48 2.08 -5.67 -4.08 1.59 0.11 1.48
CV

(4.44 eV)

[285]

- - - -5.65 -4.10 1.55 - - CV [188]
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Table B.2: Voltage losses for PM6:Y6 devices fabricated with different solvents. The ELQY is

measured at 1 sun injection condition (Jint = JSC,1 sun)

Device
J0,rad
(A/m2)

VOC,rad
(V)

VOC
(V)

DVnr
OC,calc

(eV)

ELQY
DVnr

OC,meas

(eV)

PM6:Y6

(CF:CN)

2.81× 10-16 1.070 0.83 0.24 1.85× 10-5 0.28

PM6:Y6

(o-xylene)

2.36× 10-16 1.071 0.77 0.30 2.36× 10-5 0.34
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C.1 Materials and Sample Preparation

Device Fabrication The polymer donor PM6 (Poly[(2,6-(4,8-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl-

3-fluoro)thiophen-2-yl)-benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene))-alt-(5,5-(1’,3’-di-2-thienyl-

5’,7’-bis(2-ethylhexyl) benzo [1’,2’-c:4’,5’c’] dithiophene-4,8-dione)]), small molecular

acceptors o-IDTBR ((5Z,5’Z)-5,5’-((7,7’-(4,4,9,9-tetraoctyl-4,9-dihydro-s-indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-

b’] dithiophene-2,7-diyl)bis(benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole-7,4-diyl))bis(methanylylidene))

bis(3-ethyl-2-thioxothiazolidin-4-one)), Y5 ((2,2’-((2Z,2’Z)-((12,13-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-

3,9-diundecyl-12,13-dihydro[1,2,5]thiadiazolo[3,4e]thieno [2”,3”:4’,5’] thieno[2’,3’:4,5]

pyrrolo[3,2-g] thieno[2’,3’:4,5]thieno[3,2-b]indole-2,10-diyl)bis(methanylylidene))bis(3-

oxo-2,3-dihydro1H-indene-2,1-diylidene))dimalononitrile)), and TPT10 (2,2’- [[12,13-Bis(2-

ethylhexyl)-12,13-dihydro-3,9-dinonylbisthieno[2”,3”:4’,5’]thieno[2’,3’:4,5] pyrrolo[3,2-

e:2’,3’-g][2,1,3]benzothiadiazole-2,10-diyl]bis[methylidyne(5 or 6-bromo-3-oxo-1H-

indene-2,1(3H)-diylidene) ]]bis[propanedinitrile]), as well as the electron transport

material PDINO (3,3’-(1,3,8,10-Tetraoxoanthra[2,1,9-def:6,5,10-d’e’f’]diisoquinoline-

2,9(1H,3H,8H,10H)-diyl)bis(N,N-dimethylpropan-1-amine oxide)) were all purchased

from 1-Material Inc. The hole transport material PEDOT:PSS aqueous solution (Clevios,

AL4083). The solvent chloroform (CHCl3) was purchased from Carl Roth and Alfa Aesar,

respectively.

All devices were fabricated with a structure of glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active layer/PDI-

NO/Ag. For the device fabrication, patterned ITO substrates (Psiotec, UK) were first

sonicated in Hellmanex, deionized water, acetone, and isopropanol one after another

for 20 min, 20 min, 10 min and 10 min, respectively. O2 plasma treatment (200 W, 4 min)

was performed on the cleaned substrates right after the cleaning procedure. PEDOT:PSS

solution was filtered through a 0.45 µm PTFE filter and then spin coated on cleaned

ITO substrates with 5000 rpm for 30 s to form a ∼35 nm film. The PEDOT:PSS layers

were then annealed at 150 °C for 25 min on a hot plate. The rest of the fabrication

process was performed in a glovebox. Solutions of PM6:o-IDTBR, PM6:Y5 and PM6:TPT10

were all prepared with a total concentration of 12 mg/ml and with a donor-acceptor

weight ratio of 1:1.2. All solutions were stirred at room temperature for 3 hours, then

spin coated on the PEDOT:PSS layers with 2000 rpm spin speed to form ∼100 nm-thick
active layers. PDINO solution was prepared in methanol with the concentration 1 mg/ml

and spin coated on top of the active layers to form an electron transport layer of ∼10
nm. Afterwards, silver was thermally evaporated through a mask to the top of PDINO as

a top contact to complete the device. The size of each pixel was 0.06 cm2.

All film samples were fabricated by spin coating the neat acceptor or blend solution on

glass substrates. The glass substrates were cleaned with the same procedure as that for

ITO substrates. All neat acceptor solutions were prepared by dissolving the acceptor

molecule in chloroform with the concentration of 14 mg/ml. All blend solutions were
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prepared in the same way as described above for the device fabrications. All solutions

were stirred at room temperature for 3 hours prior to spin coating.

For time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) measurements, blends of polystyrene

(PS, purchased from Sigma Aldrich) and acceptors were used, and spin coated on glass

substrates. The neat acceptors were blended with polystyrene with a PS-acceptor weight

ratio of 1:1.2, and dissolved in chloroform by stirring the solution at room temperature

for 3 hours prior to spin coating.

C.2 Experimental

Pulsed PLQY Exciton diffusion lengths of neat films were measured using the pulsed-

PLQY technique described in detail elsewhere[41]. The samples were held under a

constant flow of nitrogen gas and excited with a ∼300 fs, 25 kHz repetition rate laser
pulse of wavelength 515 nm (Pharos PHM02-2H-3H). The unfocused beam had a spot size

of 1030 µm incident on the sample and is modulated with an acousto-optic modulator

at 273 Hz. The photoluminescence is captured on an amplified photodiode (Femto OE-

300-Si-30) and the signal is recorded on a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems

SR860) with reference frequency dictated by the acousto-optic modulator. The thickness

of each sample was measured via ellipsometry while the absorbed power is measured

in situ. To calculate the exciton diffusion length, the capture radius is assumed to be

equivalent to the d100 spacing determined from GIWAXS.

Resonant soft X-ray scattering (R-SOXS) Films of the PM6:NFA active layers were

casted following the aforementioned procedure in the device fabrication section. The

thin films were spin casted on Na:PSS/Si substrates then floated off in deionized water

onto Si3N4 membranes. RSoXS measurements were conducted at the SST-1 (7-ID-1)

beamline of the National Synchrotron Light Source II[269] or at the Advanced Light

Source 11.0.1.2 beamline[268]. The data was collected at a resonant X-ray energy (284.5

eV) and a non-resonant energy (270 eV) in a normal transmission geometry to probe

the lateral structure. To probe the vertical morphology (Qz component), the films were

rotated at 45 degrees then R-SOXS data was collected at the selected X-ray energies. The

results of the propping the Qz component then used to correct for the total scattering

intensity by following a previous procedure[139].

Time-resolvedphotoluminescence (TRPL) The TRPLmeasurements of the polystyrene

(PS):NFA films were performed at low fluence (from 0.6 to 2.5 nJ/cm2 – at which no flu-

ence dependence was observed) in vacuum using the output of a Modelocked Ti:Sa

(Chameleon Ultra I from Coherent) fs laser operating at 80 MHz repetition rate, at 690 nm.

The PL of the samples was collected by an optical telescope (consisting of two plano-

convex lenses), focused on the slit of a spectrograph (Princeton Instrument Spectra Pro

SP2300) and detected with a Streak Camera (Hamamatsu C10910) system, a long-pass

filter (700 nm) was used. The data were acquired in photon counting mode using the

Streak Camera software (HPDTA) and exported to Origin 2021 for further analysis. The

TRPL decays were analysed with a sum of exponentials and the amplitude weighted

average lifetime calculated.

Grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) GIWAXS measurements

were conducted on samples of neat and blend films that were cast on silicon substrates.

The GIWAXS measurements were conducted at the 7.3.3 beamline, Advanced Light Source
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(ALS), Berkeley National Lab[267]. The X-ray wavelength was 1.24 Å at an incident angle of

0.2° with respect to the sample surface. A CCD detector was used to collect the scattered

photons. Data collected by the CCD then processed and reduced into 1D GIWAXS profiles

via Niak software[277].

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) Samples for AFM scanning were prepared similar

to the GIWAXS samples. Film roughness was scanned via a Bruker microscope with a

SCANASYST-AIR silicon tip on nitride lever with k=0.4 N m-1 and f0 = 70 kHz. Next, the AFM

scans were processed using NanoScope Analysis 3.0 software to extract the root-mean

square (RMS) roughness values.

C.3 SI Notes

Note 1. Calculation of optical constants from the transmission and reflection

spectra. The optical constants of PM6:o-IDTBR, PM6:Y5, and PM6:TPT10 were obtained

from the UV-VIS spectroscopy as described in detail in previous work from Armin and

co-workers[259][10]. For each system, two bare films with different thicknesses were

spin coated on glass substrates (in the structure of glass/film/glass, the encapsulation

was made on the side). The transmission and reflection spectra of both films (from 300

nm to 1600 nm) were then measured via UV-VIS with an integrating sphere. Employing a

two-term Cauchy model where n= nCauchy+ BCauchy/λ
2 for a global fitting in the UV-VIS

spectra of the two films with different thicknesses, the exact thickness of each film as

well as the global fitting parameter nCauchy and BCauchy can be obtained. Thereafter, an

inverse transfer matrix formalism can be performed and the complex refractive index

n = n + iK can consequently be obtained. This method enables accurate determination

of optical constants and is particularly suited for organics and organohalide perovskites.

Note 2. Calculation for Jph,max via optical transfer matrix.

With the knowledge of optical constants in each system, and by defining the device

structure as glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active layer/Ag (the ultra-thin organic interlayer

PDINO was neglected), an optical transfer matrix calculation can be performed to

calculate the energy dissipation of the electromagnetic field at each position in the

active layer[122, 286, 287]. Assuming the internal quantum yield of the system being

unity, the total exciton generation rate in the active layer and therefore Jph,max can be
calculated by integrating the energy dissipation over wavelength and space.

Note 3. Calculation of radiative voltage limit VOC,rad and radiative voltage loss

∆Vrad.

To calculate Vrad, we first extend the measured EQEPV spectra to low photon energies
by applying reciprocity relation from Rau[208].

EL(E) = Qe(E) · φBB(E) ·
[
exp(qV int

kBT )− 1] = A · EQEPV(E) · φBB (C.1)

where E is the photon energy, ϕBB(E) the black body radiation flux, Vint the internal
voltage which is defined as the quasi-Fermi-level splitting, Qe(E) is the partial external
quantum efficiency which quantitatively equals EQEPV when measured under normal

incidence. A is a prefactor.
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After obtaining extended EQEPV (E) in the low photon energy range, the radiative dark
recombination current J0,rad can be obtained by relating EQEPV(E) and ϕBB(E) together
via equation C.2.

Jo,rad =
∫ ∞

0 Qe(E)φBB(E)dE = q
∫ ∞

0 EQEPV(E)φBB(E) dE (C.2)

In the end, the VOC,rad can be obtained by:

VOC,rad = kBT
q ln

Jph
J0rad (C.3)

To evaluate ∆Vrad, VOC,rad was referred to the photovoltaic bandgap Eg determined from
the first derivative of EQEPV spectrum (∆Vrad=Eg-VOC,rad)[234].

C.4 SI Figures

Figure C.1: Photovoltaic bandgap of PM6:o-IDTBR, PM6:Y5, and PM6:TPT10, obtained from the peak

of the first derivative of EQEPV.

Figure C.2: PL and EL of the blends compared to PL of the neat acceptor. This is due to the strong

emission property of the S1 state, when S1 reformation happens, the contribution of CT emission

in the PL and EL spectra of the device becomes negligible[25].
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Figure C.3: Comparison of PL emission signal in the PLQY measurement of the neat acceptors

and the blends at 1 sun equivalent condition, measured in integrating sphere.

Figure C.4: Normalized temperature dependent EL spectra measured in Cryostat for PM6:o-IDTBR,

PM6:Y5 and PM6:TPT10. It is observed that the shape of EL emission spectra does not change in

all the three studied systems.

Figure C.5: The ratio of Jph and Jph,max versus applied voltage for PM6:o-IDTBR, PM6:Y5 and
PM6:TPT10.
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Figure C.6: The X-ray index contrast ∆n2 between the donor and acceptor materials of the
investigated OSC systems. The green arrows point to the contrast values at X-ray energy of 284.5

eV, which is the used resonant energy in the R-SOXS experiment.

Figure C.7: The AFM scans of neat PM6, Y5, TPT10 and o-IDTBR as well as the blends.
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C.5 SI Tables

Table C.1: J-V parameters for PM6:o-IDTBR, PM6:Y5, PM6:TPT10 and PM6:Y6.

VOC (V) JSC (nm/cm
2) FF PCE%

PM6:o-IDTBR 1.15 7.80 0.48 4.20

PM6:Y5 0.95 14.78 0.51 7.20

PM6:TPT10 0.91 24.44 0.67 15.10

PM6:Y6 0.84 26.6 0.69 15.40

Table C.2: PLQY of the blends and neat acceptors, ELQY of the blends, and ηex,ref) in PM6:o-IDTBR,
PM6:Y5, PM6:TPT10 and PM6:Y6 chapter [25].

PLQYblend PLQYacceptor ELQYblend Repopulation

(%)

PM6:o-IDTBR 4.15× 10-2 6.1× 10-2 1.6× 10-3 2.5

PM6:Y5 8.0× 10-3 2.4× 10-2 3.2× 10-3 13.3

PM6:TPT10 1.6× 10-3 2.7× 10-2 7.4× 10-4 2.7

PM6:Y6 3.1× 10-4 7.0× 10-3 2.7× 10-5 0.4

Table C.3: VOC loss analysis for each involved systems in this study. The data for PM6:Y6 comes

from previous work from our group [25].

J0,rad (A/m
2) Eg (eV) VOC,rad

(V)

VOC (V) ∆Vnr (V) Eg-qVOC

(eV)

PM6:o-IDTBR 6.95× 10-21 1.69 1.31 1.15 0.16 0.54

PM6:Y5 1.83× 10-17 1.48 1.13 0.97 0.15 0.51

PM6:TPT10 1.3× 10-16 1.42 1.09 0.91 0.19 0.51

PM6:Y6 2.0× 10-20 1.38 1.08 0.84 0.27 0.54
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D.1 Materials and Sample Preparation

Material The PM6 polymer (Poly[(2,6-(4,8-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl-3-

fluoro)thiophen-2-yl)-benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene))-alt-(5,5-(1’,3’-

di-2-thienyl-5’,7’-bis(2-ethylhexyl)benzo[1’,2’-c:4’,5’c’]dithiophene-4,8-

dione)]), small molecule Y6 (2,2’-[[12,13-Bis(2-ethylhexyl)-12,13-dihydro-

3,9-diundecylbisthieno[2”,3”:4’,5’] thieno[2’,3’:4,5]pyrrolo[3,2-e:2’,3’-

g][2,1,3]benzothiadiazole-2,10-diyl]bis[methylidyne(5,6-difluoro-3-oxo-1H-

indene-2,1(3H)diylidene)]]bis[propanedinitrile]) and PDINO (2,9-Bis[3-

(dimethyloxidoamino)propyl]anthra[2,1,9-def:6,5,10-d’e’f’]diisoquinoline-

1,3,8,10(2H,9H)-tetrone) are purchased from 1-Material Inc. The solvent chloroform

(CHCl3) and additive 1-Chloronaphthalene (CN) is purchased from Carl Roth and Alfa

Aesar, respectively.

Sample Preparation Semitransparent devices are fabricated in a regular configuration

and with a structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PM6:Y6/PDINO/Ag. The bare films were fabricated

on glass substrates with a structure of glass/PM6:Y6/glass. Patterned ITO substrates

(Psiotec, UK) and glass substrates were sonicated in Hellmanex, deionized water, acetone,

and isopropanol for 20 min, 20 min, 10 min and 10 min, respectively. The cleaned

ITO substrates were then treated with O2 plasma at 200 W for 4 min. Subsequently,

PEDOT:PSS solution (Clevios, AL4083) was filtered with 0.2 µm PA filter and deposited

on ITO substrates via spin coating at 5000 rpm for 30 s in ambient condition and

thermal annealed at 150 °C for 25 min. The rest of the procedure was conducted in the

glovebox. PM6 and Y6 were blended with 1:1.2 wt. ratio and dissolved in CHCl3 (with

0.5 vl% CN) in the concentration of 12 mg/ml and 25 mg/ml to form the active layer

solutions. PDINO was dissolved in methanol with the concentration of 1 mg/ml to form

the electron transport layer solution. Then, the PM6:Y6 solutions were deposited onto

the PEDOT:PSS layers with different concentrations and spin speeds to form 100 nm, 260

nm, 360 nm and 550 nm active layers. The samples were then thermal annealed at 110

°C for 10 nm. PDINO layers were deposited on PM6:Y6 layers afterwards at 1500 rpm for

40 s. 35 nm of Ag was evaporated on the PDINO layers consequently to complete the

devices. Additionally, the active layer solutions were spin coated onto the cleaned glass

substrates with the same spin coating conditions as that for device fabrications to form

100 nm, 260 nm, and 360 nm PM6:Y6 films.
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D.2 SI Figures

Figure D.1: Current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics of the semitransparent devices with
various active layer thicknesses (100 nm, 260 nm, 330 nm and 550 nm) under simulated AM1.5G

light (solid lines) and in dark condition (dash dot lines).
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Figure D.2: Computed transmission spectra of glass/ITO/PM6:Y6/Ag/glass junction (a and b) and

glass/PM6:Y6/glass (c and d) with active layer thickness varying between 50-600 nm. a and c are

the 3D plots showing the evolution of the transmission spectra as active layer thickness varies.

b and d are the heatmaps of a and c, respectively. Red color stands for high transmission and

blue color for low transmission. The Ag layer is 35 nm.
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Figure D.3: Ground state optical constants of PM6:Y6 blend (1:1.2 wt. ratio) obtained from the

global fitting of the transmission and reflection spectra of an 80 nm and a 110 nm PM6:Y6 bare

film via transfer matrix simulation.
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Figure D.4: Transmission of monochromatic light (950 nm and 405 nm) for sample materials

with various N-K values (varying K) and thicknesses, and in the stack structure with top contact
(glass/sample material/top contact/glass) and without top contact (glass/sample material/-

glass). The top contact is 35 nm Ag. It is shown that interference pattern is sensitive to changes

in K.
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Figure D.5: Transmission of monochromatic light (950 nm and 405 nm) for sample materials

with various N-K values (varying N) and thicknesses, and in the stack structure with top contact
(glass/sample material/top contact/glass) and without top contact (glass/sample material/

glass). The top contact is 35 nm Ag. It is shown that interference pattern is sensitive to changes

in K.
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Figure D.6: Translating simulated generation rate profile in the device G (a) into the generation

rate in each slice Gs (b) (active layer is sliced into 20 pieces).

Figure D.7: The ∆K (a) and ∆N (b) simulation results (in the first slice in the active layer) for devices
with various active layer thicknesses. c) Comparing the simulated PIA spectra and experimental

spectra. The residual sum of squares (RSS) of the fitting for 100 nm, 260 nm, 330 nm and 550 nm

experimental data are 2.3×10-8, 2.9×10-8, 6.4×10-8 and 3.4×10-8, respectively.
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Figure D.8: Flowchart for PIA signal generation for various stack structures and active layer

thicknesses with cavity effect considerations. For the simplicity of presenting, only one peak is

defined for Kes here.
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Figure D.9: Flowchart for incorporating generation profile in PIA simulation. a) Designed spectral

shape (Kes,norm) for generated excited species. b) Generation profile in each slice Gx. c) ∆K
spectra for each slice in the active layer. d) ∆N spectra for each slice in the active layer. The stack
structure is glass/ITO/PM6:Y6/Ag/glass, d = 390 nm. For the simplicity of presenting, only one

peak is defined for Kes here.
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Figure D.10: Flowchart for MATLAB script PIA_generator.
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Figure D.11: Flowchart for MATLAB script DeltaNK_simulator.
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The list of Symbol is summarized in this chapter.

PM6 Poly[(2,6-(4,8-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl-3-fluoro)thiophen-2-yl)-benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]

dithiophene))-alt-(5,5-(1’,3’-di-2-thienyl-5’,7’-bis(2-ethylhexyl)benzo[1’,2’-c:4’,5’

-c’]dithiophene-4,8-dione)]

Y5 (2,2’-((2Z,2’Z)-((12,13-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-3,9-diundecyl-12,13-dihydro[1,2,5]thiadi

azolo[3,4e]thieno[2”,3”:4’,5’] thieno[2’,3’:4,5]pyrrolo[3,2-g] thieno[2’,3’:4,5]thien

o[3,2-b]indole-2,10-diyl)bis(methanylylidene))bis(3-oxo-2,3-dihydro1H-inden

e-2,1-diylidene))dimalononitrile)

Y6 2,2’-((2Z,2’Z)-((12,13-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-3,9-diundecyl-12,13-dihydro-[1,2,5]thiadi

azolo[3,4-e]thieno[2",3”:4’,5’]thieno[2’,3’:4,5]pyrrolo[3,2-g]thieno[2’,3’:4,5]thien

o[3,2-b]indole-2,10-diyl)bis(methanylylidene))bis(5,6-difluoro-3-oxo-2,3-dihy

dro-1H-indene-2,1-diylidene))dimalononitrile

TPT10 2,2’- [[12,13-Bis(2-ethylhexyl)-12,13-dihydro-3,9-dinonylbisthieno[2”,3”:4’,5’]thi

eno[2’,3’:4,5]pyrrolo[3,2-e:2’,3’-g][2,1,3]benzothiadiazole-2,10-diyl]bis[methylid

yne(5 or 6-bromo-3-oxo-1H-indene-2,1(3H)-diylidene) ]]bis[propanedinitrile]

o-IDTBR (5Z,5’Z)-5,5’-((7,7’-(4,4,9,9-tetraoctyl-4,9-dihydro-s-indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b’]dithi

ophene-2,7-diyl)bis(benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole-7,4-diyl))bis(methanylylidene))

bis(3-ethyl-2-thioxothiazolidin-4-one)

ITIC 3,9-bis(2-methylene-(3-(1,1-dicyanomethylene)-indanone))-5,5,11,11-tetrakis(

4-hexylphenyl)-dithieno[2,3-d:2’,3’-d’]-s-indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b’]dithiophene

d Distance or thickness

q Elementary charge

ε Dielectric Constant

c Speed of light

kB Boltzmann constant

h( h̄) Reduced Planck constant

ϕBB Black body photon flux

n Carrier density

ne Electron density

nh Hole density

VOC Open Circuit voltage

Vbi Built-in voltage

Vpre Prebias is TDCF and BACE measurements

Vcoll Collection voltage

tdelay Delay time in TDCF measurement

nid Ideality factor

Rsh Shunt resistance

Rs Series resistance

J0 Dark saturation current density

Jlight Current density in light condition
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Jdark Current density in light condition

JSC Short-circuit current density

Jph Photocurrent density

Jsat Saturation current density

Jgen Photo-generation current density

Jrec Recombination current density

Jinj Injection current density

VMPP Voltage at maximum power point

PMPP Maximum output power density

Pout Electrical output power density

Pin Input power density of radiation

FF Fill-factor

Eb Binding energy

ECT CT energy

Et trap energy

Etr Transport gap

∆EHOMO Energetic offset of the HOMO levels of the donor and acceptor.

∆ES1-CT Energetic offset between S1 and CT

EECg Electrochemical band gap

Iph,trans Transient photocurrent

Ilight,trans Transient current in the light condition

Qph Photogenerated charge

δ Order of recombination

R Recombination rate of free carriers (band-to-band)

RSRH SRH recombination rate

Ce/Ch Capture coefficient for electrons/holes

NC Effective density of states for electrons

NV Effective density of states for holes

G Generation rate (if not specified)

kdiff,exc Exciton diffusion rate constant

kdiss,exc Exciton dissociation rate constant

kf,exc Exciton decay rate constant

kdiss,CT CT dissociation rate constant

kf,CT CT decay rate constant

kref S1 reformation rate constant from CT

B Rate constant of encounter of free charge

kL Langevin recombination rate coefficient

k2 Bimolecular recombination coefficient

keff Effective bimolecular recombination coefficient

kSRH SRH recombination rate coefficient

θ Recombination-to-extraction parameter

α Figure-of-merit of solar cell

υ Drift velocity of charges

µ Carrier mobility

De/h Diffusion coefficient for electrons/holes

θ Energetic disorder

F Electric field

ηabs Efficiency for light absorption

ηdiff,exc Efficiency for exciton diffusion
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ηdiss,exc Efficiency for exciton dissociation

ηdiss,CT Efficiency for CT dissociation

ηcoll Efficiency for charge collection

ηquen,exc Exciton quenching efficiency

N Refractive index

K Extinction coefficient

TGS Transmission spectrum of the ground state material

Texc Transmission spectrum of the excited material

∆Vnr Non-radiative voltage loss

T Temperature or transmission
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